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Keeping a Close Eye on the Public’s Interest

B
Keeping a Close Eye on the Public’s Interest

PO Box 4
Lyndon, KS 66451

y all accounts
our new
volume For-
bidden His-

tory is doing well. The
publisher, Inner Tradi-
tions/Bear informs us
that the book is off to a
very strong start and is
exceeding expectations.
That, of course, is not
to say that it is ex-
ceeding our expecta-
tions. At Atlantis Rising
we have believed, since
our inception, that
there is a tremendous
unrequited public de-
sire for more of this
kind of material (i.e.,
ancient mysteries, unexplained anomalies, future science, etc.) and as I have discussed For-
bidden History on various radio talk shows the point has been underscored.

Don’t let the so-called mainstream media convince you that the subjects covered here
should be placed entirely under the heading of fringe science. It so happens that what the
scientific establishment consigns to the fringe, the vast majority of the public puts much
closer to the center of its concerns. A recent Gallup poll, in fact, reports that “about three in
four Americans profess at least one paranormal belief.” The most popular is extrasensory
perception (ESP). In this area, at least, the pronouncements of the scientific elite regarding
what we may or may not believe can be countermanded by the evidence of our own senses.
The old sales pitch, “Who are you going to believe? Me or your lying eyes?” may be failing
again. Certainly many of us have personally witnessed many things which orthodox science
cannot begin to explain.

The Gallup poll is not the only recent indicator of weakness in the scientific edifice. Ac-
cording to the Louis Finkelstein Institute for Social and Religious Research, more than 60%
of doctors reject the Darwinian belief that “humans evolved naturally with no supernatural
involvement.” According to Drs. Michael A. Glueck and Robert J. Cihak writing for Jewish
World Review onLine, doctors know too much about the actual working of the body to be
impressed by the simplicities offered in the Darwinian perspective. One example cited is the
human eye—an amazing complex which shows all the hallmarks of a designed system and
one which the standard evolutionary model cannot begin to explain.

The polling data which should probably be the most troubling to official science, how-
ever, comes from Minnesota’s Health Partners Research Foundation. According to a report
published in June in the British journal Nature, one in three U.S. scientists, in an anony-
mous survey, admitted to breaking—in the last three years—rules  designed to insure the
honesty of their work. The misbehaviors, says the Minneapolis Star Tribune, range from
claiming credit for someone else’s work to changing study results due to pressure from a
sponsor. “Our findings suggest,” say the authors, “that U.S. scientists engage in a range of
behaviors extending far beyond falsification, fabrication and plagiarism that can damage the
integrity of science.”

Once again, Atlantis Rising and our new book Forbidden History offer an alternative to
the usual fare. In this issue you will find plenty to chew on that you will not see in the
mainstream press or the tabloids. Not only will John Kettler show you a technology which
offers amazing X-ray vision capabilities and a great deal more, Cynthia Logan talks to Lynne
McTaggart author of The Field: The Quest for the Secret Force in the Universe, David Chil-
dress explores the maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, and Walter Cruttenden writes on the im-
plications of a binary twin star to our sun and, as usual, there’s much more.

B

A WORD FROM THE PUBLISHER

Publisher
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Atlantis Today – The USA
Poised for Destruction

Will we repeat ancient history?
A look at Atlantean aircraft and power systems vs. the USA’s
abusive use of technology, pole shifts, cosmic changes, validity
of the Mayan calendar, HAARP and man’s current potential
for triggering the forecasted 2012 earth changes.
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Pyramids & Purposes
riting to Atlantis Rising, via
snail mail or e-mail is the best,
but not the only way to make
your views known to our

readers. There are also “forums” on the At-
lantis Rising web site (go to www. Atlantis-
Rising.com and select “Discussions”).

Little Correction
Condensed portions

of my personal email
reply to Bill Donato
ended up in the July/
August 2005 issue of
Atlantis Rising as a
Letter to the Editor in
a section the magazine
titled, “Battleground
Bahamas.” The printed
message partly con-
cerned William
Hutton, AKA Wyman
Harrison, who has con-
ducted research at Bi-
mini. I regret that I
wrote the message,
sent it in an email, and
that it was printed.
Nothing related in it
has a basis in fact.
Hutton has my open
apology in the above and my best wishes for
his continuing research.

Dr. Greg Little
Author “Atlantis in the Bahamas—New

Evidence,” Atlantis Rising #51)
Memphis, TN

Schoch’s Pyramid Quest
The current issue (#52) looks terrific—

thanks for the batch you sent, which I am
spreading around. (Robert) Schoch’s new
book (Pyramid Quest) is a personal favorite
of mine and I think it’ll be his last Egypto-
logical work for a while, so the coverage (A
Scientist Looks at the Great Pyramid) is es-
pecially gratifying.

Mitch Horowitz
Executive Editor

Tarcher/Penguin Publishing
NY, NY

American Pyramid Building
(The following posting on our online

forums—AtlantisRising.com—was in re-
sponse to the query “How many different
layers of Mayan architecture were there?”
from forum member Ian Nottingham)

Your question opens a door to the signif-
icance of the Maya sites. At Tikal (Guate-

READER FORUM

W creationists in their ability to “go to ex-
tremes.”

“Alternative technologies,” and “alterna-
tive theorists,” as a whole, are no more
likely to blame everyone else for their ina-
bility to disprove the “orthodoxy” as the
“church” is for their inability to prove the
existence of God. That fact is, their are or-
ganizations (and people) out there who do
make it their business to “debunk” every
“alternative” theory whether it’s plausible or
not. How quickly people have forgotten that
Ferdinand Magellan was once considered to
be an “alternativist.” He was ritually ridi-
culed for his contention that Chris Co-
lumbus and Marco Polo “were on to some-
thing” when they announced that the earth
was a ball... Not flat. Good thing he didn’t
fall victim to the criticism. The government,
the aristocracy, and the church all thought
he was nuts.

Now, having said that, I agree that there
are quite a number of complete wackos out
there who pretend to be a part of the “alter-
native” science society. Such people do
more harm to the real “Alternative Scien-
tists” than anything else, and it’s really em-
barrassing. Such authors are like the Apolo-
getics people to the church... People like me
just duck their head and avoid any possi-
bility of being associated with them.

In the “post-mortem,” what I believe is
quite simple—there is not nearly enough
knowledge in the world any longer, and only
some of us are actually concerned by it. 

In these discussion boards (like Atlantis
Rising Forums), I have the pleasure of run-
ning into all of these wonderful people out
there who just sit back and say, “Hey man,
just love each other, and be good to the
planet... It’ll all work out.” My next favorite
group is the one where the “spirit people”
tell you how everything is interconnected,
and all you have to do is “be positive, and
think happy thoughts."

It makes me sick, while at the same
time, it reminds me of episodes from The
Outer Limits, The Twilight Zone, Stargate
SG-1, and a host of other TV shows. Eve-
ryone of them end the same way... “The
shiny happy people” get killed by the barbar-
ians, the barbarians fight each other to ex-
tinction, and the scientists—who tried to
warn everyone in the first place—wind up
inheriting the remnants of the destroyed
world.

I’d rather inherit a “complete world,”
watch the barbarians fight each other to the
death on TV while partying with the “shiny
happy people.”

I think knowledge is the key, and that

mala) there are five distinct levels of con-
struction. Giant stucco masks are found at
the oldest (known) level. At Uxmal (Yu-
catan) three levels have been determined...
despite the legend that a magician built
Uxmal in a single night. At Chichen Itza five
levels are assumed but excavation under so
perfect a monument as the Temple of Ku-
kulcan are unlikely, except in a few well-

chosen spots.
Does this mean that

older, inferior temples
and pyramids were re-
placed by larger, more
exact monuments? In
most cases the answer

is no! The most sophis-
ticated construction
and the largest and
most precisely cut

blocks, for the most
part, lie at the oldest

levels of construction.
On page 215 of Atlantis

In America I show a
photograph of the

levels of construction at
Tula. Here small irreg-

ular stones, held to-
gether with a lost of

mortar dominate the
top (and most recent levels). The lowest
levels have huge stone blocks precisely
fitted together... like the stone of the Giza
Pyramid, no mortar was necessary.

We have a tendency to read civilization
as an ever more sophisticated journey
through history. Plato, of course, knew
better. The Maya, Toltec, and Teotihuacanos
have demonstrated the folly of such a con-
cept.

George Erickson
Author of “Atlantis in America”

Prescott, AZ

Alternative Thinking
As a scientist myself, I can assure you

that it is part of our education in postgrad-
uate studies to invalidate the potential for
intellectual design. The idea of anything
other than “orthodox history” is utterly re-
futed. The “establishment” insists that
nothing other than science could have pos-
sibly caused “us” to be where we are. Evolu-
tion is considered to be a foregone conclu-
sion, as is the “Big Bang,” and all theories
are predicated upon that.

“Evolutionists” are the people who fer-
vently hold that evolution is the only an-
swer, no matter how unbelievable it is. I
rank them on an equal footing with the  >
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the “establishment” (in one form or an-
other) has that key, locked in a box named
political affiliation, which is locked in a box
named dogma, that is locked in a box named
religion, that is locked in a... etc., etc., etc....

I see enlightenment as a little more tan-
gible than the “spirit people” do. I see it as
more of a combination lock... Learn a little
here and there, and you make one set of
tumblers—learn a little more, and you com-
plete another set. Once you get the combi-
nation right, reality becomes something
completely different, and suddenly E=MC2
becomes a fairy tale.

19MERLIN69
Atlantis Rising Forums

New Energy
The fact of the matter remains that we

humans have developed the wrong type of
energy and/or the wrong types of propulsion
means and plane-form geometries. We have
based our entire energy methodologies on
the burning of fossil fuels and brute force
(push/trust) concepts forcing our way
through a viscous, i.e., sticky and elastic en-
vironmental fluid.

In other words we are doomed to sit on
this planet the 3-rd rock from the sun
stewing in our ignorance until we learn to
use the opposite Implosive forces in a com-
plimentary manner with those of the Explo-
sive forces.

Temporal Subliminal Man
Atlantis Rising Forums

The Aurora Factor
The plane the government denies exists

at all, and here’s the contrail to prove it. It’s

called the Aurora, the secret plane the gov-
ernment denies having. It flies out of Area
51 in Nevada where the runway is six miles
long. It has a pulse-jet engine capable of
speed from 3,000 to 5,000 mph. I used to
have a digital picture of the Aurora and the
commercial jet contrails side by side but I
accidentally erased it. Sorry.

Commercial jets fly around 30,000 to
40,000 feet high. Military jets have to fly
higher so you can’t see or hear them. Its
contrail was so pronounced they’ve spent
the last three or four years trying to dis-
guise it.

I love your magazine and eagerly look
for it every other month. I do have one com-
plaint though. Some things I consider im-
portant and relevant you don’t follow up on:
such as the frozen Mammoths in Siberia
that they found completely intact, and the
boring that’s going on in Antarctica with
the Russians boring down to the big under-

READER COMMENTS

ground lake and the American boring down
to another smaller underground lake.

Rene J. Gamache
Los Osos, CA

If Atlantis Rising is unable to cover
some stories as thoroughly as we would like
it is not for lack of interest here. Unfortu-
nately, there is simply not always enough
information available to us or, as far as we
know, to anyone. Regarding developments
in Antarctica: we do have some develop-
ments to report in our Early Rays section of
this issue. ED

Love for Atlantis Rising
I have to write to you to tell you how

much I love Atlantis Rising. I truly did have
a flock of guardian angels guiding me when
I decided to buy the video of The Mystery of
the Sphinx, after it had aired on television
in 1993, because with that came a compli-
mentary copy of the first issue of Atlantis
Rising. I subscribed immediately and have
not regretted the wonderful adventures you
have taken me on.

Through your magazine I have learned
more, read more, and it has helped broaden
my views more than ever before. It has
changed my world from the humdrum to a
whole new world of real possibilities.

I love to be in places that have person-
ality, character, charm and charisma, places
with spirit. And that’s how I feel about your
magazine. It isn’t three-fourths advertise-
ments and one-fourth articles that only col-
lege professors can understand. You reach
out to everyone in your articles and you
make sure there are plenty of them.

These articles open my mind to other
possibilities, to a different way of viewing
my world and the universe. I thank you for
that.

I love to read your (Publisher’s) Letters,
before I continue on through the magazine.
But I have to admit that every time you say,
“there have been some changes made,” I
hold my breath. I’m afraid it may not be
good. But after going through Atlantis
Rising, I see that the changes have made it
better.

This is the only magazine I have read
that has such a strong feeling of compassion
and love on every page. It is my favorite
magazine to read because it’s truly alive
with personality.

I want to thank you and the contributors
for having such love and conviction in
making such a wonderful magazine as At-
lantis Rising (I love that name) a reality.

Sandy Grange
Sandy, Utah

If the Internet is not for you, you can
still write to us in the traditional way at: At-
lantis Rising, P.O. Box 441, Livingston, MT
59047.
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THE DaVINCI CODE SPARKS
CYPHER FASCINATION

IRELAND-AS-ATLANTIS IDEA CONSIDERED

hether or not you believe the church
has suppressed the true story of Chris-

tian origins as alleged in the best-selling
novel The Da Vinci Code, there is no doubt
that the ecclesiastical powers are doing
everything they can to curb the book’s influ-
ence. Recently the Vatican took the unusual
step of assigning a cardinal full time to the
task of debunking an admittedly fictional
work and now the church of England has
joined the fray. Producers of the movie ver-
sion of the book have been forbidden to
shoot in Westminster Abbey because church
officials have denounced the book as “theo-
logically unsound.”

The novel’s allegation that Jesus married

W

wo and a half millennia after Plato, the
number of location candidates for his

Atlantis account continues to grow. In addi-
tion to Thera, Cyprus, Bolivia, Antarctica
and countless other potential sites, we can
now consider the Black Sea and Ireland.

Anyone interested in the Black Sea loca-
tion can find out more at www.atlantis-
motherland.com. As for Ireland, the case is
made by Dr. Ulf Erlingsson, a geographer.

According to Erlingsson, Plato’s tale de-
scribes the flooding of the North Sea over
8,000 years ago. Moreover, he says that his
analysis has passed a statistical significance
test, producing a probability score of 99.8%.

A group of scientists was set to hear his

T

EARLY RAYS

Mary Magdalene and had children seems to
have offended orthodox Christians of many
stripes who, like the church councils of old,
now apparently want to declare what they
consider a heretical text as anathema.

In the meantime the popular phenom-
enon created by The Da Vinci Code rolls on.
One of the principal effects seems to be a
growing interest in secret codes of many
kinds. Interestingly, there is reason to be-
lieve that new research may soon shed light
into some previously hidden corners. Tech-
nology developed by NASA for use with sat-
ellite imagery now holds promise as a tool
for examining ancient manuscripts. The
hope is that the faded ink of such texts may
ultimately yield the secrets of lost worlds.
Already researchers say they have discovered
that a monk’s copying mistake led to the
identification of the prophesied anti-Christ
with the number 666, when it should have
been 616. Now, many scholars are eagerly
waiting to see what the technique can tell
them about such documents as the Dead
Sea Scrolls and the Nag Hammadi texts.

On another front in the Code wars, re-
searchers in Minnesota claim to have found
evidence of a hitherto unrecognized code in
the so-called Kensington Runestone. Origi-
nally discovered by farmer Olof Ohman in
1898 the rock—which was said to show that
Norwegians were in the area in 1362—has
been controversial ever since. Detractors
have argued that Ohman authored the stone
himself, but his defenders have persisted
and now say that they have found evidence
of a secret code on the artifact. Minnesota
geologist Scott Wolter and Texas engineer
Dick Nielsen have noticed tiny dots in the
center of the four different occurrences of
the letter “R” clearly suggesting intended
meaning which Ohman could not have

Kensington Runestone

Kryptos Sculpture

case at “Atlantis 2005”, a conference on the
Greek island of Milos in July. Erlingsson’s
ideas are presented in his book Atlantis from
a Geographer’s Perspective: Mapping the
Fairy Land.

With so many plausible theories for the
location of the sunken continent, many
scholars have begun to give more credence
to the scenario put forward in Graham Han-
cock’s book Underworld, which points out
that vast coastal areas around the world,
which today are under water, 11,500 years
ago were dry land. In thinking about a lost
pre-diluvian civilization, it may not be so
important to identify its exact location as to
understand its influence on our world.

IRELAND-AS-ATLANTIS IDEA CONSIDERED

Ireland’s ancient Tara Hill

known about. The investigation continues.
In a more contemporary setting, Wash-

ington, D.C., the enigmatic—and once ob-
scure—Kryptos sculpture in the courtyard
of the CIA is now drawing the attention of
thousands, on the strength of suggestions
that Dan Brown may discuss it in the forth-
coming sequel to The Da Vinci Code (See
Greg Taylor's article “General Pike & the
Klan” in AR #52). Originally created by code
breaker Jim Sanborn in 1989 at the request
of then CIA Director William Webster, the
sculpture includes a coded message of hun-
dreds of letters cut into a 12-foot-high
copper scroll. Three-quarters of the message
has been decoded, but the final quarter re-
mains unsolved.

Even the renaissance is getting new at-
tention. Leonardo, it appears, may not have
been the only artist of the time to resort to
hiding messages. Now two doctors in Brazil
say they have uncovered hidden images in
Michelangelo's paintings on the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel. Gilson Barreto and Mar-
celo de Oliveira report finding pictures of
human organs, including a heart and bron-
chial tubes, thus giving witness, they claim,
to the artist’s deep knowledge of human
anatomy. 

Through it all, one is again reminded of
the famous tale of the seven blind men and
the elephant, who all described their experi-
ence in terms most meaningful to them (the
elephant is like a wall, said the one who fell
against its side, like a tree reported the one
who touched the leg, the trunk produced a
snake report etc.).

Not surprisingly, where preachers find
sermons, doctors find organs, and some
may find codes. However, the actual wonder
of the elephant itself remains a mystery.

THE DaVINCI CODE SPARKS
CYPHER FASCINATION
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Research
Leads to
Major
Cold

Fusion
Advance

esearchers say they have found a series
of giant geoglyphs in Peru which are

older than the famous images at Nazca. In
fact, about 50 drawings have been found in
the hills of the southern coastal desert near
Palpa. Archaeologists told the Epoch Times
in May that the Palpa figures are several
hundred years older than those at Nazca.

The celebrated Nazca lines and drawings
have baffled experts for years. The vast pre-
cision of their design and the long straight-

R

espite all the debunking from the high
energy physics establishment, tabletop

nuclear fusion is a dream that dies hard. The
possibility of producing virtually unlimited
energy at low expense is one of those ideas
that is just too inspiring to go away.

First it was the 1989 experiments with
palladium electrodes in heavy water by Pons
and Fleischman at the University of Utah
which earned the excitement of alternative
energy researchers and the ire of the hot fu-
sion establishment. Of course, it is under-
standable that those whose professional
credibility is fully invested in the notion that
it will take billions of dollars to produce a
given result will be threatened by competing
strategies which involve relatively little cost.
So, even very impressive results from a
small band of serious researchers in the
years that followed could not prevent Cold
Fusion from being dismissed as superstition.
The decision last year by the Department of
Energy to open the door for at least some
federal dollars to flow into cold fusion re-

D search has brought some respect, if not
much change yet to the field.

In the meantime sonofusion experi-
ments by Rusi Teleyarkhan and associates at
Oak Ridge National laboratory indicate it
may be possible to achieve fusion with a
combination of sound and acetone using es-
sentially tabletop equipment, and is starting
to get some traction.

And now a group of scientists at UCLA
(Brian Naranjo, Jim Gimzewski, Seth Put-
terman) have learned how to use pyroelec-
tric crystals to achieve apparent fusion. Ac-
cording to reports, a lithium tantalite
crystal inside a hydrogen-filled chamber,
combined with warming temperatures pro-
duces a very powerful forcefield which can
be made to actually merge atomic nuclei—
as in fusion. All this is achieved with appa-
ratus not much bigger than a breadbox.

The experiment is repeatable, and very
promising, but so far no predictions on
when you may be able to plug in your
toaster to a real tabletop fusion generator.

ness of their lines can be observed only
from high above, a puzzling fact which has
prompted speculation from some that their
purpose must have been associated with the
aerial navigation exercises of ancient astro-
nauts.

The Palpa figures were created by a dif-
ferent society than at Nazca, say the archae-
ologists. Right now they are giving credit to
the Paracas culture which flourished, they
say, between B.C. 500 and 400. Unlike the
Nazca designs, which are all on flat ground,
many of the Palpa figures are on the sides of
hills. They are also smaller and more natu-
ralistic than the stylized ones at Nazca. The
Palpa figures, scientists believe, are asso-
ciated with fertility and reproduction. 

Lithium
tantalate
crystal used
to drive a
nuclear
fusion
reaction
and
produce
neutrons.
(Courtesy
of Brian
Naranjo,
UCLA.)

 PERU GEOGLYPHS
PRE-DATE NAZCA

 PERU GEOGLYPHS
PRE-DATE NAZCA

Paracas Geoglyphs
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DOES NAZI NUKE DIAGRAM
MEAN HITLER WAS CLOSE?

ewly published
information

suggests that the
Nazis may have
been closer than is
generally believed
to developing an
atomic bomb be-
fore the end of
World War II.

Historians
working in Ger-
many have found a
1945 diagram
which shows a
German nuke. The
picture which is
held in a private ar-
chive is a rough
schematic and
doesn't prove the
bomb existed, but
the document has
been used to sup-
port  the argu-
ments of re-
searcher Dr. Rainer
Karlsch.

In January Karlsch provoked a major
controversy by claiming that, toward the
end of the war, the Nazis had actually tested
a small atomic bomb. Karlsch’s book
(Hitler's Bomb) says the Germans planned

EARLY RAYS

here is plenty of talk these days about Indigo children, the spe-
cially gifted young generation that is said to be with us now,

but few have heard of the Chernobyl generation. Yet, according to
Russian doctors who have been keeping close track of the children
exposed to radiation following the 1986 nuclear disaster in the
Ukraine, there is strong evidence of a superior group.

Kids growing up in areas damaged by the radiation are said to
have higher IQs and faster reaction time. They also reportedly are
growing faster and have stronger immune systems. Professor Vlad-
imir Mikhalev from Bryansk State University told the British news-
paper, The Sun, that his research showed the mental agility and
health of kids in affected areas was clearly superior to those from
unaffected areas.

For those who suggest that Chernobyl, therefore, might have
been a good thing, it is worth remembering the Chinese tale of how
cooking was invented. When a pig, accidentally roasted in a house
fire, turned out to be tasty, it was realized that roast pork could be
had again if only another house burned down. Unfortunately, sev-
eral houses were lost before a less costly method could be devised,
but eventually, it is said, cooking was born.

 

T

eleportation over the Internet may not
be as far away as believed. Very soon,

thanks to a new technology now in develop-
ment at Carnegie Mellon University in
Pennsylvania, it may be possible to achieve
something quite similar—a kind of telecon-
ferencing on steroids.

According to the
BBC, researchers are
developing a means to
allow people to
transmit  a solid 3D
re-creation of them-
selves over the in-
ternet. The idea was
inspired by the clay-
mation characters
Wallace and Gromit
where the computer
animates an image in sync with the move-
ments of a live actor. In the new technology
cameras would capture your movements
and the data would be fed to a device which
would assemble synthetic atoms into an ob-
ject which looked just like you and moved
just as you did. It would not be a hologram
but an actual tangible object.

Unlike Star Trek-style teleportation, you
would remain where you started, with your
virtual presence duplicated at the other end.
As anyone who ever watched the show can
attest, the new idea certainly sounds much
safer, though the possibilities for abuse also
seem to be not insignificant.

Tto combine a mini
nuke with a rocket
similar to the ones
they used to attack

England during
the blitz. 

According to
Karlsch, despite

the widely publi-
cized failure of a

group led by scien-
tist Werner Hei-

senberg to develop
the German bomb,

another group
headed by physi-

cist Kurt Diebner
had a firmer grasp

of the technical
challenges in-

volved and took
their research all

the way to a primi-
tive test in Thu-

ringia in Eastern
Germany.

Most experts
reject Karlsch’s ar-

guments, but few can escape wondering
what the world today might be like if the
first military mushroom-shaped cloud had
appeared over London, rather than Hi-
roshima and Nagasaki.

N

Chernobyl’s
visible
aftermath

DOES NAZI NUKE DIAGRAM
MEAN HITLER WAS CLOSE?

THE INTERNET
AS TELEPORT

Wallace & Gromit

CHERNOBYL’S CHILDREN
SAID TO BE SUPERIOR BREED

CHERNOBYL’S CHILDREN
SAID TO BE SUPERIOR BREED
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ake Vostok or bust. That may not be the
motto of the Russian crew which is re-

suming its controversial drilling project to
the mysterious Antarctic lake this summer.
But for many scientists from other countries
including America, the ‘bust’ part is a real
worry.

Lake Vostok is the largest of more than
70 sub-glacial lakes in Antarctica, and for
years it has tantalized scientists with its ex-
traordinary possibilities. The lake may con-

L

 nineteenth century submarine which
may have been the inspiration for Jules

Verne's Nautilus in 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea has been found in Panama.

Built in 1864 by visionary inventor Ju-
lius Kroehl to be used by Union forces
during the civil war, “The Explorer” never
made it into the war and subsequently
ended its days in the Central American Pearl
diving business. Located and identified by
British explorer Col. John Blashford-Snell of
the Dorset-based Scientific Exploration So-
ciety, the 10-meter-long vessel had a lock-
out system which enabled divers to exit and
return to the craft underwater. Now experts
say that system was identical to the one de-
scribed by Verne for the Nautilus and they
conclude that the writer’s research must
have brought the Explorer to his attention.
Historians say inventors of the period often
publicized their work in an effort to get fi-
nancial support. There was little of the se-
crecy you have today.

Blashford-Snell says he was asked about

A

tain, they believe, a completely
independent ecosystem—per-
haps millions of years old—like
that which might exist on one
of Jupiter’s frozen moons.
Moreover, speculation has it
that it may be inhabited by
many new species. Any rupture
of the giant ice bubble over the
lake, they fear, could lead to dis-
astrous consequences, perhaps
even an uncontrolled explosion.

Some researchers, like
Richard Hoagland, have conjec-
tured that the lake-Ontario-
sized body may contain the
ruins of a lost ancient civiliza-
tion. Indeed, unusual magnetic
anomalies have been detected in
the area. Geothermal warming
maintains relatively mild tem-
peratures at the water surface
where the summer months
would yield something like per-
petual twilight.

The Russians had been
drilling toward the lake a few
years ago when they were forced
to stop with about 130 meters to

go. Now Valeri Lukin, chief of the forth-
coming Russian expedition, says the plan
for this year is to resume drilling with im-
proved equipment until they get to within
about 100 meters. The final breakthrough
would be reserved until 2007 or 2008. In the
meantime, diplomats and scientists from
around the world continue to try to press
the Russians to discourage their plans but
at this point it appears that they have no in-
tention of being dissuaded.

EARLY RAYS

rchaeologists at Harvard and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania are conceding

that advanced technology probably ex-
isted at least 9,000 years ago in China.

Researcher Peter Lu at Harvard has
shown that
the sheen
given to cer-
emonial sap-
phire axes
indicates
that the an-
cient Chi-
nese may
have used
industrial
diamonds at
around 3000
B.C., a time
when con-
ventional
history says
civilization
was just beginning. New analytical
testing has revealed a hardness and
smoothness to the ancient surfaces which
we would be hard-pressed to duplicate
today. Previously it had been assumed
that the axe surfaces were polished with
sand, but X-Ray examination has revealed
the axes are 40% corundum—in other
words, ruby or sapphire, well beyond the
capacity of quartz (sand) to polish. If Lu
is right about diamonds it would repre-
sent a major blow to the conventional
theory.

Lu’s work tends to parallel that of en-
gineer Christopher Dunn, who has dem-
onstrated that the smoothness of many
granite surfaces in ancient Egypt could
not be achieved today without the use of
modern technologies like ultra-sound.
Standard explanations involving copper
tools and stone hammers do not hold up.

Another study at the University of
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology
and Anthropology has produced evidence
of the previously unsuspected use of so-
phisticated fermentation techniques in
China at near 7000 B.C..

Researcher Patrick McGovern has re-
ported that evidence taken from the res-
idue on pottery jars shows that mold was
used to augment the fermentation pro-
cess for beverages—something previously
believed to be a strictly modern method.

EVIDENCE OF
ADVANCED
ANCIENT

TECHNOLOGY
A

Peter
Lu

RUSSIANS DRILL
FOR VOSTOK

Schematic: American
Association for the
Advancement of Science

NAUTILUS MODEL FOUND?

The Nautilus from Jules Verne’s 20 Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea (Walt Disney Prods.).

the ship 20 years ago by a maritime mu-
seum in Canada. The thinking was that it
was a Japanese mini-sub, but when
someone speculated that it was just an old
boiler, Blashford-Snell says he forgot about
it. Earlier this year though he finally visited
the site and found the sub visible above
water at low tide. Subsequent dives con-
firmed the vessel’s identity.
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REPORT FROM THE FRONT
Tracking the News of the Coming Energy Revolution

Challenging the Foundations of Orthodox Physics

assim Haramein’s route to a theoretical
breakthrough included logic, keen ob-

servation of nature, and insights about ge-
ometry—some from studying ancient texts
and monuments. Further years of concen-
tration, and recent collaboration with Eliza-
beth Rauscher, Ph.D., advanced his work to
a higher new-paradigm level. It seems that
physics can embrace infinity and still make
sense, and he wants to share the good news
with us. 

Five or six years ago I first heard Ha-
ramein point out certain fundamental prob-
lems with classical physics. He was speaking
to a small group at the home of scientist
Mark Comings in San Francisco and I had a
tape recorder on the table. Haramein was
humorously poking at the science dogma
that says rotation in the universe began in
the Big Bang and that everything has been
spinning in a frictionless environment ever
since. Space isn’t empty, he said, It’s not
frictionless. 

He pointed out what happens when you
ask a classically trained physicist, “Why does
the earth spin?” The answer is often a
roundabout avoidance of saying we-don't-
know.

Try it. Use the physics jargon for motion
and ask, “What causes angular momentum
of the planet?” Chances are you’ll be told the
planet turns because the sun is turning. If
you ask what makes the sun spin, you’ll
probably be told it’s because the galaxy is
spinning. What makes the galaxy spin? It’s
because the cluster is spinning, and so on.
When you get to the whole universe, they
say “it’s not spinning.” So where, you ask,
did the spin come from? If they reply that
the Big Bang did it, ask for the ultimate
cause behind the so-called Big Bang. You
might get a huffy “We aren’t looking for
causation.” Going in the opposite direction,
from the largest formation to the smallest
subatomic particles, you get the same
problem—where does the spinning come
from? You won’t find the answer in standard
physics books. This is no small problem.
Without electron spin, we have nothing ex-
isting in our reality. 

Recently I had another look at Ha-
ramein’s work and heard Bruno Baronet of
Vancouver discuss it for two days in a work-
shop. I found my old audiotape and
mused… Now in 2005, a century after Albert
Einstein’s big year, perhaps another caring
citizen of earth will take physics to the next
step. This time it can be a step over to a life-

N

BY JEANE
MANNING

Continued on Page 58

and now lives in the USA. In addition to
being a global citizen, as I see it he has key
traits in common with Albert Einstein, in-
cluding a passionate caring about life and
an irrepressible sense of humor.  

In Quebec, Canada, at ten years of age
Nassim got a head start on the basis for a
hyper-dimensional theory of everything.
The boy had had dreams and experiences
that aroused his appetite for learning, and
felt there's much more to the universe that
what we’re taught. He looked around and
saw things done crudely. For instance, our
method of getting to the moon is to put
many tons of flammable material in a cyl-
inder, light it up and pray that everyone sur-
vives.

One day when his teacher announced
that the class was going to learn about di-
mensions, young Nassim thought he’d fi-
nally get some answers. But elation was
short-lived. On the blackboard the teacher
chalked a dot. “This is dimension zero, and
it doesn’t exist.” Then the teacher drew a se-
ries of dots making a line. “This is the first
dimension, and it still doesn’t exist.” The
teacher squared four lines to make a plane
and called it the second dimension. “This
doesn’t exist either.” Then his teacher’s
chalk marked six planes and fastened them
together into a cube. “This is existence. The
third dimension is where everything exists.”

Sitting at his desk, Nassim’s thoughts
went something like: “Wait a second. If you
take a point which does not exist, to make a
line that doesn’t exist, to make a plane that
doesn’t exist, what do you get? You’ve got
non-existence four times over! This really
doesn’t work. How do you get existence out
of non-existence?”

On the school bus during the long drive
home, he thought about it. If the accepted
view of the universe has flaws and we build
on that knowledge base, humankind ends
up with big problems. He wanted to help
solve them when he grew up. 

Deep in thought, he closed his eyes. Sud-
denly he was leaving his body and rising out
of the bus. He saw it below getting smaller
and smaller until it became a dot. As he rose
higher and higher, the town below became a
dot, then the continent shrunk and eventu-
ally the planet became a dot. He went out
further until even the solar system became a
dot. Farther, and our galaxy became a dot. 

Finally he flew back into his body. Full
of wonder, he looked at his hands. He closed
his eyes, and in his mind’s eye he flew into
his hand. It was made up of what looked to

affirming path and away from the old com-
petitive death-dealing path of the 20th-
century mechanistic physics worldview.
Further, the new path and its illumination
of our interconnectedness leads to philo-
sophical as well as technological break-
throughs. 

To sum it up briefly, Haramein can in-
deed shed light on the origins of spin. And
he sees order, intelligence and infinite en-
ergy embedded in the universe. His research
of ancient codes, found in monuments and
documents around the world, led him to
 develop a unification theory he calls the
“Holofractographic Universe.” It's based on
a geometric array that he says is funda-
mental throughout creation. He has pre-
sented some of his theory to the scientific
community, speaking at gatherings in-
cluding the American Physical Society and
co-authoring papers. 

Meanwhile, when establishment physi-
cists use Einstein’s field equations they con-
clude that they’re missing 98 percent of the
mass of the universe. Instead of revising
their equations, they assume something out
there they can’t see and they call it “dark
matter” or “dark energy.” Isn’t it time for
another newcomer to push the boundaries
of physics and redefine it so it makes more
sense? 

Nassim Haramein could be that person.
He was born in Geneva, Switzerland in
1962, to a Persian father and Italian mother

Nassim Haramein
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LATE-BREAKING STORIES
we’re following on the internet

iNEWSiNEWSCOMMENT

Notes from

Michael A. Cremo
www.mcremo.com

Continued on Page 20

California State Highway 54’s Mastodon Blues 
n 1992 and 1993, paleontologists of the San Diego Natural History Museum were
monitoring the construction on State Highway 54 in San Diego county. In the road
excavations they found some interesting fossils that raise the possibility that humans
have existed in North America for far longer than most archaeologists now think

possible. 

According to the current consensus, humans entered North America no earlier than
20,000 years ago, maximum. A recent
genetic study puts the date of entry at
about 12,000 years. But the report by
the San Diego paleontologists sug-
gests that humans were present
much further back in time than that. 

The lead author of the July 28,
1995 final report, prepared for Cali-
fornia’s department of transportation
(Caltrans, District 11), was paleontol-
ogist Thomas A. Deméré. On May 31,
1990, I met Deméré at the San Diego
Natural History Museum. I was doing
research for my book Forbidden Ar-
chaeology, which was published in
1993. In that book there is a section
about incised animal bones, such as
whale bones. There can be questions
as to whether cut marks on such
bones were made by human hunters
or by sharks. So my coauthor
Richard Thompson and I visited De-
méré, who showed us collections of
whale bones with marks of shark
teeth on them. Richard and I con-
cluded that it was possible to distin-
guish marks from shark teeth from
marks made by stone tools on bone.
And thus we included in Forbidden
Archaeology some reports of whale
bones bearing marks of flint tools.
Originally reported by Italian geolo-
gist G. Capellini in the late nine-
teenth century, the whale bones date
back to the late Pliocene (2-3 million
years). 

While in the San Diego museum,
I asked Deméré if he had heard of
some discoveries made by George
Miller in the Anza-Borrego Desert
east of San Diego. In 1988, Miller had

I

Thomas A.
Deméré

A beaked graver—
a stone tool from
Calico in southern
California, dated at

about 200,000
years. Could a tool

like this have incised
whale bones?

(Hidden History of
the Human Race,

page 46)

• Footprints Rewrite History
of First Americans

Human footprints discovered
beside an ancient Mexican lake
have been dated to 40,000
years ago. If the finding sur-
vives the controversy it is
bound to stir up, it means that
humans must have moved into
the New World at least 30,000
years earlier than previously
thought.

http://www.newscientist.com/
article.ns?id=dn7627

• Kennewick Man’s Exam
Begins

Nine years after the 9,300-
year-old skeletal remains
known as Kennewick Man
tumbled out of the banks of
the Columbia River, scientists
who successfully sued for the
right to study the bones are
beginning their analyses at the
University of Washington’s
Burke Museum.

http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/
local/231401_kennewick06.html

• Hi-Tech Stone Age Site
Found

A 2.34-million-year-old tool
manufacturing site in East Af-
rica may have been the Stone
Age’s center for high tech, ac-
cording to French archaeolo-
gists who studied more than
2,600 artifacts excavated there.

http://dsc.discovery.com/news/
briefs/20050627/stoneagetool.

html

http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn7627
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/local/231401_kennewick06.html
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20050627/stoneagetool.html 
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• Interest Soars in Solving
the CIA’s ‘Kryptos’

Although it’s been seven years
since anyone has made any
progress cracking it, there’s
been an explosion of renewed
interest in Kryptos since writer
Dan Brown hid references to it
on the jacket of The Da Vinci
Code—one of the hottest
books in the world.

http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/
ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/
1120610850717_96/?hub=Top

Stories

• Hidden da Vinci Sketch
Uncovered

National Gal-
lery experts
using in-
frared tech-
niques have
discovered a
Leonardo da
Vinci sketch
hidden un-
derneath a
painting by
the Italian master, conserva-
tionists say. The drawing was
discovered under his painting
of ‘Virgin of the Rocks’.

http://msnbc.msn.com/id/
8433482/

• Researchers Overwhelmed
by Newton Find

A collection of notes by the
17th century English mathe-
matician and physicist Sir
Isaac Newton, that scientists
thought had been lost forever,
has been found.
http://www.iol.co.za/index.php
?set_id=1&click_id=588&art_id=

qw1120226220683B252

• Hi-Tech Search for
Rosslyn Chapel Relics 

The Chapel has been said to
contain the Ark of the Cove-
nant, the holy grail and the
mummified head of Christ.
http://edinburghnews.scotsman.

com/edinburgh.cfm?id=
16802003

iNEWS

Continued on Facing Page

reported finding some mammoth bones with cut marks
made by stone tools. The United States Geological
Survey used the uranium isotope method to date the
bones and obtained an age of about 300,000 years, ac-

cording to a report published in the San Diego Union (October 31,
1988). Deméré told me he did know about the finds but cautioned me

that a report like that would never make it through peer review into any sci-
entific journal. That is how the knowledge filtration process works in science. 

It is interesting that a few
years later Deméré himself was in-
volved in a similar discovery of an-
cient elephant bones. In the State
Route 54 excavations Deméré and
his paleontologist colleagues found
parts of  a mammoth skeleton. The
bones they found, according to the
report, were “right and left tusks,
two molars, three vertebrae, 10 ribs,
portions of both femurs, at least two
phalanges, and numerous large and
small bone fragments.” The bones
were scattered. Some of them were
arranged in a way that suggests de-
liberate human action. For example,
the report said, “Of special note was the dis-
covery of both isolated femur heads side-by-
side.” One of the tusks was found buried per-
pendicular to the bedding planes, extending
from Bed E down in Bed D, as if someone had
deliberately pushed it into the ground. Some
of the bones also showed signs of having been
deliberately broken. The report said, “a large,
sharply fractured piece of long bone was
found with a distinct impact scar on its in-
ternal surface.” Some of the rocks found
along with the bones appeared to have been
brought to the site and broken for use there.
The scientists were able to gather broken
pieces of rock from among the bones and put
them back together. The report said, “Pieces
of a single granitic boulder were found scat-
tered over an area of approximately 16 square
meters.” This small boulder and others like it
were found in fine-grained silty sandstones,
indicating that they did not belong there nat-
urally, and were probably transported there. 

Although this discovery has lots of fea-
tures characteristic of human action, the au-
thors of the report were quite cautious in
their statements. They admitted that the
mammoth bones showed “no convincing evi-
dence of carnivore activity or trampling.” Is it possible the bones were broken by natural
processes in the earth, long after their deposition? The authors noted, “The spiral frac-
turing and angular transverse breaks noted on some specimens does suggest green bone
breakage.” In other words, the bones were broken when the animal was alive, or shortly
after its death.  Could boulders have fallen on the dead animal? The report said that at the
site there was “no evidence for boulder fall.” The authors added, “The mastodon skeleton
was recovered from an overbank silty fine sandstone that was deposited away from any
topographic high such as a stream cut bank or cliff.”  Could the bones have been broken
by action of swift water? The report noted that the bones show no signs of abrasion, as
would be the case if they had been transported in a rapidly flowing stream. In the end,
they decided that breakage by torsion (twisting of the limbs or falling) was possible. But
this seems unlikely, given that the bones were found away from cliffs or other places that
could have resulted in such a fall. The authors conceded that “this type of breakage can
also be produced by human activity.”  And to me, given all the evidence, this seems the

Continued from Page 19

Anza-Borrego Desert

Artist’s conception of Mastadon hunting
(National Park Service)

http://www.ctv.ca/servlet/ArticleNews/story/CTVNews/1120610850717_96/?hub=TopStories
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/8433482/
http://www.iol.co.za/index.php?set_id=1&click_id=588&art_id=qw1120226220683B252
http://edinburghnews.scotsman.com/edinburgh.cfm?id=16802003
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most likely explanation. 

A sample of ivory from the mastodon site was dated using the uranium series method
at the geochemistry lab of the department of geological sciences of the University of
Southern California. The age obtained was 335,000 years. So it appears that we have evi-
dence for some kind of mastodon hunters in southern California over 335,000 years ago.
Richard Ku, the geologist who reported the dates to Deméré, said in a letter to him (Jan-
uary 7, 1994) that “one cannot completely rule out the possibility that the sample could
be older than 375ka [375,000 years].”  Ku said that the safest thing to say is just that the
ivory sample is more than 300,000 years old. How much older is anyone’s guess. 

So who were these mastodon hunters? According to current views, anatomically
modern humans, humans like you and me, go back one or two hundred thousand years at

most. Before that there were no humans like us.
So perhaps the San Diego mastodon hunters
were representatives of Homo erectus. Even that
would be quite revolutionary, because according
to current ideas that apeman never came to the
New World. But if we go beyond the evidence
mentioned in the current textbooks, we see that
there have been archaeological discoveries indi-
cating the presence of anatomically modern hu-
mans in the New World that go back two or
three hundred thousand  years or more. 

I have already mentioned the butchered
mammoth bones found by George Miller in the
Anza Borrego Desert not so far from San Diego.
These bones, liked the State Highway 54 mas-
todon,  yielded an age of 300,000 years.  Further-

more, in the 1970s American archaeolo-
gists working at Hueyatlaco, near Puebla
in Mexico, found artifacts of the type that
archaeologists routinely attribute only to
anatomically modern humans. The ar-
chaeologists called in a team of geologists
to date the site. Mammal bones with
butchering marks were found in the same
layers as the stone tools. The bones were
dated using the uranium series method.
According to a report published in Qua-
ternary Research (1981, vol. 16, pp. 1-
17), the age of the butchered bones was
245,000 years.  (Actually, it was Virginia
Steen-McIntyre, one of the geologists in-
volved in dating the Hueyatlaco site, who
sent me the copy of the report on the
State Highway 54 discoveries.) In the
early twentieth century, the Argentine pa-
leontologist Florentino Ameghino re-

ported the discovery of an anatomically modern human skull in an excavation at Buenos
Aires (Forbidden Archeology,  pp. 413-418). It came from a formation that modern geolo-
gists say is about one million years old. And if you really want to go back far in time, there
are the California gold mine discoveries reported by J. D. Whitney, chief government ge-
ologist of California, in the year 1880, in a book published by Harvard University’s Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology (The Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada of Cali-
fornia). Those human bones and artifacts go back to the Eocene, the geological period
that extends from 38 to 55 million years ago.  

The State Highway 54 discoveries are not very well known because they can only be
found in an obscure report in the files of the California department of transportation. Be-
cause state and federal laws now mandate that there must be archaeological and paleonto-
logical reports in connection with road construction and other construction projects,
there are thousands of such reports, and who knows what’s in them. Somehow, because
of some inside connections, I got wind of this particular report, which gives evidence that
humans were in California over 300,000 years ago. I wondered what they called California
back then. 

Michael A. Cremo is author, with Richard Thompson, of the underground classic
Forbidden Archaeology: The Hidden History of the Human Race.  His latest book is
Human Devolution: A Vedic Alternative to Darwin’s Theory  (see www.humandevolu-
tion.com).

• For Sale: 1 Canadian
‘Treasure Island’

Oak Island, rumored for two
centuries as the home of hidden
treasure, is being offered for sale
to the Nova Scotia provincial
government for $7 million.
http://www.cbc.ca/story/canada/

national/2005/07/05/oakisland-
sale050701.html

• Early Universe Was Packed
with Mini Black Holes

Dr Martin Haehnelt, a re-
searcher in the group led by As-
tronomer Royal Martin Rees,
presents new evidence to sup-
port this controversial idea at
the Institute of Physics confer-
ence.

http://www.iop.org/news/918

• Persian Cuneiform
Predating Darius

It is widely believed that the in-
vention of Persian cuneiform
took place during the rign of
Darius the great while now an
Iranian professor insists on the
hypothesis that Persian cunei-
form predates Darius.

http://heritage.chn.ir/en/news/
?id=5341

• Sustainable Energy Source
Could Solve Bermuda
Triangle Riddle

Scientists have designed world-
first technology to investigate
sustainable energy sources from
the ocean bed by isolating an-
cient high-pressure bacteria
from deep sediments.
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/newsev

ents/14382.html

Richard Ku

Florentino Ameghino

Dr.
Badr-ol-zaman

Gharib

http://www.cbc.ca/story/canada/national/2005/07/05/oakisland-sale050701.html
http://www.iop.org/news/918
http://heritage.chn.ir/en/news/?id=5341
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/newsevents/14382.html
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The Intelligent Design
Controversy

Continued on Page 59

“The Origin of Biological Information and
the Higher Taxonomic Categories.” As Mr.
Meyer explained it to World, his article deals
with the so-called Cambrian explosion, that
point in the fossil record in which dozens of
distinct animal body forms suddenly spring
into existence. Darwinists themselves, he
showed through a survey of the literature,
admit that they cannot explain this sudden
diversity of form in so little time.

Mr. Meyer argued that the need for new
proteins, new genetic codes, new cell struc-
tures, new organs, and new species requires
specific “biological information.” And “infor-
mation invariably arises from conscious ra-
tional activity.” That flies in the face of the
Darwinist assumption that biological origins
are random.

Mr. Meyer submitted his paper to the
Proceedings of the Biological Society of
Washington, a scientific journal affiliated
with the Smithsonian Institute’s National
Museum of Natural History. The editor, Rick
Sternberg, a researcher at the museum with
two Ph.D.s in biology, forwarded the article
to a panel of three peer reviewers. In scien-
tific and other academic scholarship, sub-
mitting research to the judgment of other
experts in the field ensures that published
articles have genuine merit. Each of the re-
viewers recommended that, with revisions,
the article should be published. Mr. Meyer
made the revisions and the article was pub-
lished last August.

Whereupon major academic publica-
tions—Science, Nature, Chronicles of
Higher Education—expressed outrage. The
anger was focused not on the substance of
the article, but on the mere fact that a peer-
reviewed scientific journal would print such
an article.

So the wrath of the Darwinists fell on
Mr. Sternberg, the editor. Although he had
stepped down from the editorship, his super-
visors at the Smithsonian took away his of-
fice, made him turn in his keys, and cut him
off from access to the collections he needs
for his research. He is also being subjected
to the sectarian religious discipline of
“shunning.” His colleagues are refusing to
talk to him or even greet him in the hall-
ways.

His supervisors also staged an inquisi-
tion about Mr. Sternberg’s religious and
even political beliefs. Mr. Sternberg, who de-
scribes himself as a Catholic with lots of
questions, has filed a case alleging discrimi-
nation not just on the grounds of religion
but “perceived” religion. 

Critics of Mr. Sternberg say that the ar-
ticle should not have been published be-
cause the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science has proclaimed that
Intelligent Design is “unscientific by defini-
tion.” As Mr. Meyer points out: “Rather than
critique the paper on its scientific merits,
they appeal to a doctrinal statement.”

The following news release, by Gene Ed-
ward Veith, entitled “Science’s New Heresy
Trial,” appeared in World Magazine in Feb-
ruary of 2005 and was posted on the Dis-
covery Institute web site at discovery.org:

cience is typically praised as open-
ended and free, pursuing the evi-
dence wherever it leads. Scientific
conclusions are falsifiable, open to

further inquiry, and revised as new data

ALTERNATIVE SCIENCE

S

emerge. Science is free of dogma, intoler-
ance, censorship, and persecution. 

By these standards, Darwinists have be-
come the dogmatists. Scientists at the
Smithsonian Institute, supported by Amer-
ican taxpayers, are punishing one of their
own simply for publishing an article about
Intelligent Design.

Stephen Meyer, who holds a Ph.D. from
Cambridge and is a research fellow at the
Discovery Institute, wrote an article titled

The Intelligent Design
Controversy So, Who Has the

Closed Mind Here?

Ancient of Days (William Blake)
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t’s an ancient concept revived in
modern physics in the 19th century,
disposed of by Einstein in the 20th cen-
tury with the publication of his sem-

inal paper, On the Electrodynamics of
Moving Bodies where he first proposed what
is now known as the Special
Theory of Relativity, and now
going through a second re-
birth in the 21st century the
Aether returns as a funda-
mental ingredient in a Grand
Unified Theory.

Aether in Greek myth-
ology was the personification
of the “upper sky,” space and
heaven. He is the pure, upper
air that the gods breathe, as
opposed to “aer” which mor-
tals breathed. He was the son
of Erebus, the Greek God of
darkness who dwelt in the underworld. 

In physics and philosophy, aether was
once believed to be a substance which filled
all of space. Aristotle included it as a fifth
element on the principle that nature ab-
horred a vacuum. Aether was also called
“Quintessence.” The luminiferous aether of
the better known 19th-century invocation
was a concept held by some physicists and
was an attempt to reconcile electromagnetic
theory and Newtonian physics (http://
www.answers.com/topic/aether).

Einstein could sometimes speak as
though the aether was superfluous (Ein-
stein, 1905) and at other times say “space
without aether is unthinkable” (Einstein

I
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describe electromagnetic waves (light) as ex-
citations of some medium, quite in analogy
to sonic waves which propagate in the me-
dium air. This hypothetical medium was
called the ether and it was supposed to be at
rest in the absolute space-time frame. That
is why this frame is also called the ether
frame sometimes. Since the establishment
of the theory of special relativity it has be-
come extremely unpopular among scientists
to speak about “ether.” However, we know
today that electromagnetic waves are indeed
excitations of some “medium.” However,
this medium is not a solid or a liquid in the
classical sense, but it is governed by the laws
of quantum mechanics. Quantum field theo-
rists found the name vacuum for it. Some
people interpret the vacuum as space-time
itself, but this does not cover the fact that its
true nature still remains a mystery. Anyhow,
the term quantum ether might be used to
indicate a possible modern synthesis of both
concepts.”

A number of scientists have now revived
theories of the ether and a few have re-
analyzed the Michelson and Morley experi-
ment as well as pointing out positive results
from other experiments. Physicist Paul
Marmet has written:

“We show that Michelson and Morley
used an over-simplified description and
failed to notice that their calculation is not
compatible with their own hypothesis that
light is traveling at a constant velocity in all
frames.  During the last century, the Mich-
elson-Morley equations have been used
without realizing that two essential funda-
mental phenomena are missing in the Mich-
elson-Morley demonstration.  We show that

• BY WILLIAM HAMILTON III 1922). This was due, of course, to not
starting with physical terms—matter, its
motion, and its interactions (force) [http://
www.newtonphysics.on.ca/michelson/
michelson.html].

Since the wide acceptance of the Special
Theory of Relativity, scientists have gener-
ally accepted the notion that the speed of

light in a vacuum is the
upper limit of all material
speeds. For this reason, space
travel greater than the speed
of light is usually considered
unattainable except through
special contrivance, which is
used to alter the properties of
the space-time continuum. If
the Special Theory of Rela-
tivity is correct, the speed of
light in vacuo is the only uni-
versal absolute. Another way
of stating this principle is
that light or, more precisely,

electromagnetic waves have no preferred
frame of reference. Often cited in support of
this principle is reference to the classic
Michelson-Morley interferometer experi-
ment. This experiment was an attempt to
measure the earth’s motion through the hy-
pothetical ether at rest in space. The nega-
tive result of this experiment was used to
prove that Einstein’s proposition that the
speed of light is not altered by addition of
velocities with light-emitting objects or that
an ether was necessary for explaining the
propagation of light across empty space.

Professor Laro Schatzer has made this
cogent statement regarding an ether frame: 

“There have been a variety of theories to

Albert Einstein

 >
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the velocity of the mirror must be taken
into account to calculate the angle of reflec-
tion of light.  Using the Huygens principle,
we see that the angle of reflection of light
on a moving mirror is a function of the ve-
locity of the mirror.  This has been ignored
in the Michelson-Morley calculation.  Also,
due to the transverse direction of the
moving frame, light does not
enter in the instrument at 90
degrees as assumed in the
Michelson-Morley experiment. 
We acknowledge that the basic
idea suggested by Michelson-
Morley to test the variance of
space-time, using a comparison
between the times taken by
light to travel in the parallel di-
rection with respect to a trans-
verse direction is very attrac-
tive.  However, we show here
that the usual predictions are
not valid, because of those two
classical secondary phe-
nomena, which have not been
taken into account.  When
these overlooked phenomena
are taken into account, we see
that a null result, in the Mich-
elson-Morley experiment, is the
natural consequence, resulting
from the assumption of an ab-
solute frame of reference and
Galilean transformations.  On
the contrary, a shift of the in-
terference fringes would be required in
order to support Einstein’s relativity. There-
fore, for the last century, the relativity
theory has been based on a misleading cal-
culation.”  (http://www.orgonelab.org/
miller.htm)

Also, the ether drift experiments of
Dayton Miller have received new attention
and seem to indicate a positive result for the
existence of an ether.

There seems to be a growing preponder-
ance of evidence that a space ether medium
exists and that physical theories on gravita-
tion, inertia, electromagnetism, and nuclear
forces as well as cosmological theories will
need to take account of these. It is even pos-
sible that an extensive revision of theoret-
ical physics will be necessitated by these dis-
coveries, both old and new.

If a velocity-dependent medium such as
the ether could be established by experi-
ment, then it could open the door to alter-
native explanations to SR and GR regarding
physical phenomena. If this ether is quan-
tized, then we could explore the theoretical
nature of a quantum ether. Is gravity a re-
sult of some state of the quantum ether?

A complete theory of the ether has been
attempted but these theories lack the sweep
and power of modern mathematical theo-
ries.

A complete theory of the ether would
not only account for the origin of forces,
but the origin of matter and mass. Past the- Continued on Page 60

AETHER orizing has postulated the existence of cir-
culating flows in a hydrodynamic ether that
form hollow or ring vortices that give rise to
electromagnetic forces and constitute the
elementary particles that make up the
atomic nature of the world. Experiments
conducted on the alternating gradient syn-
chrotron with colliding protons seem to in-
dicate that protons behave like composite
vortices as described by Helmholtz and

others in their excellent trea-
tises on hydrodynamics.

In 1897, the English physi-
cist J. J. Thomson discovered
the electron and proposed a
model for the structure of the
atom. Thomson knew that elec-
trons had a negative charge
and thought that matter must
have a positive charge. His
model looked like raisins stuck
on the surface of a lump of
pudding. Rutherford thought
that the negative electrons or-
bited a positive center in a
manner like the solar system
where the planets orbit the
sun. Bohr came up with the
first non-classical description
of the electron in order to ex-
plain why electrons do not lose
energy and spiral into the nu-
cleus of the atom. Schrödinger
pictured the electron as a
standing wave. Physicist Max
Born turned the electron into a
cloud of probability. Modern

quantum theory treats the electron as a
point-particle with no specific structure or
extension in space. The many versions of
the new String theories treat the electron as
an extended 1-dimensional string or loop,
and some variations treat it as a 2-
dimensional structure including a ring-like
vortex structure. Lord Kelvin was the first
to propose a vortex ring as a model for the
electron. This seems to be undergoing a re-
vival in new proposals in string theory, now
known as M-Theory.

One mainstream physicist who is raising
waves about ether drift experiments and the
detection of absolute motion is Reginald T.
Cahill of Flinders University in Adelaide,
Australia. On this centenary anniversary of
Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity
(1905-2005), he has written a critical review
of Einstein’s postulates:

“The Einstein postulates assert an invari-
ance of the propagation speed of light in
vacuum for any observer, and which
amounts to a presumed absence of any pre-
ferred frame. The postulates appear to be di-
rectly linked to relativistic effects which
emerge from Einstein’s Special Theory of
Relativity, which is based upon the concept
of a flat space-time ontology, and which
then lead to the General Theory of Relativity
with its curved space-time model for
gravity. While the relativistic effects are well

A. A. Michelson

Edward Morley
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n 1947, near the banks of the Dead
Sea, Bedouin tribesmen found seven
crumbling scrolls hidden in caves since
the time of Christ. By the end of 1956,

archaeologists had discovered 800 scrolls in
the desolate Judaean wilderness near the
ruins of Khirbet Qumran. In biblical times,
a mysterious religious sect lived in the place
twenty miles east of Jerusalem, deemed by
historians to be both a monastery and a for-
tress. While its exact nature is uncertain,
the sect is said to have been Essene, and au-
thor of the scrolls.

Yet the question of who wrote the scrolls
is now a matter of fierce international de-
bate. Renegade scholars contend the site
was not home to a sect at all, but, in fact,
the outpost of a militant, nationalistic move-
ment. These militants who wrote the scrolls,
they say, were the early Christians.  

If so, the ship of religion and Western
civilization may be foundering in high seas.
We, of the Judeo-Christian world, it seems,
may have to take another look at who we are
and where we come from. It isn’t easy
though. A mysterious veil has settled over
the Dead Sea, over the scrolls and their
meaning, keeping them hidden still. In the
meantime, tantalizing clues link them with
sources found as far away as Tibet. Some of
the most important texts, one fourth of the
entire corpus, have only recently seen the
light of day. Dominican priests, said to be
fearful of their implications, kept the scrolls
secret for decades, while publicly denying

and mystical nature of the mysterious
Qumranians—remained unpublished. Some
scholars suggest that the Dominicans—in
keeping the scrolls secret for so long—acted
on the Vatican’s behalf, because the texts
threaten beliefs about Christian origins. The
suggestion, it turns out, is based on history.

In the nineteenth century, just as sci-
ence was taking up the empirical method,
the Vatican was assembling an institution to
deal with archaeological discoveries and sci-
entific theories pertaining to biblical his-
tory. With new-found authority, archaeolo-
gists were demonstrating the truth or falsity
of religious myths—Heinrich Schliemann’s
discovery of ancient Troy being a notable ex-
ample. As archaeologists excavated the ruins
of the Temple at Jerusalem, the Vatican rec-
ognized a threat. In the old days, heretics
would simply be burnt at the stake. But this
was the nineteenth century, so the Vatican
created an intellectual guardian of the faith,
the Ecole Biblique et Archéologique
Française de Jérusalem. Today the Ecole,
while financed in part by the French gov-
ernment, is still composed largely of Do-
minican priests.

To deal with the Dead Sea Scrolls, the
Ecole worked in semi-secrecy, forming an
international team composed mostly of Do-

ALTERNATIVE HISTORY

I their relevance. And today, the scrolls re-
main one of the most controversial and puz-
zling finds of our time.

From the beginning, an atmosphere of
intrigue cloaked the discovery. Early on, an
agent of the newly formed CIA examined
one of the manuscripts in Damascus, Syria.
But any possible roll the CIA could have
played in the subsequent drama remains un-
clear. In the political turmoil surrounding
the formation of the state of Israel, it was
uncertain what nation owned the texts, let
alone who wrote them. The scrolls changed
hands on the black market, passing from
Bedouins to shady antique merchants. Years
passed. As if some sinister force had cast a
spell upon the discovery, the world, it
seemed, had failed to realize its significance.
Indeed, in 1954, an intriguing advertise-
ment in the Wall Street Journal offered
some of the genuine Dead Sea Scrolls for
sale. Shortly thereafter, the already enig-
matic scrolls were hidden behind another
veil of secrecy, the Vatican’s.

Under the lax auspices of the Israeli An-
tiquities Department, which had painstak-
ingly acquired the scrolls from black market
and other sources, the Ecole Biblique et Ar-
chéologique, a Dominican body, took pos-
session of the scrolls. While slowly trans-
lating and publishing copies of Biblical and
apocryphal texts, the Ecole kept another
category of manuscripts secret. Until re-
cently, one fourth of the entire corpus—
scrolls dealing with the political, cultural

Searching for the Roots
of Western Faith
• BY DAVID S. LEWISQumran cave where the

Dead Sea Scrolls were found

Continued on Page 30
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Rowena KRYDER
n the 20th century, while the Mar-
coni's...the Henry Ford's...the Thomas Ed-
ison's have succeeded in capturing most of

the attention, others with technological
prowess bordering on the miraculous,
strangely, have gone unnoticed. Men with
names like Tesla, Moray,  Rife, Russell and
Schauberger, laboring in almost complete
obscurity, and achieving almost incompre-
hensible miracles--free energy, anti-gravity,
transmutation of the elements, physical reju-
venation and more--were yet largely re-
jected, ridiculed and despised by the scien-
tific establishment of their day. But now, a
few decades later, a new breed of inventors,
scientists and researchers is making rapid, if
yet unpublicised, strides toward unraveling
the secrets of those unsung giants who pre-
ceded them. Many now find themselves on
the threshold of breakthroughs, still be-
lieved, by many, to be the stuff of hallucina-
tion. Atlantis Rising Video now tells their
story.

I

1 Hr. DVD $24.95
or VHS $19.95
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QUMRAN

that renegade scholars Robert Eisenman
and Michael Wise, in their book The Dead
Sea Scrolls Uncovered, associate with the
mentality of the militant Zealots who chal-
lenged the Roman domination of Palestine.
Moreover, Jesus’ fierce denunciations of the
Pharisees imitates the tone and character of
the scrolls, specifically the community
council curses the sons of belial, as trans-
lated by Eisenman, a fierce execration of the
Angel of The Pit and The Sons of Belial.
John the Baptist also speaks and acts much
like a zealous Qumranian. And the route to
the Jordan River, where he baptized Jesus,
passes very near the Qumran ruins. Jesus
and his followers would at least have known
of the settlement. Moreover, the gospels, the
Beatitudes, the Sermon on the Mount, re-
peat key words and concepts from the
scrolls as if the terminology and context
were second nature to Jesus and the early
Christians. In short, since the scrolls pre-
date the Bible, written after A.D. 60, early
Christianity may derive from the Sect at
Khirbet Qumran. 

So the scrolls may be as relevant to early
Christianity as the Bible, though most
scholars squeamishly reject this. But
looking at the New Testament, the renegade
scholars identify specific passages that sug-
gest not only a connection to Qumran, but
an origin there. Some texts refer to Qumra-
nians as Followers of the Way, using the
exact phrasing found in the New Testament.
The Bible in fact is rife with Qumranianisms
that, when put in context, give those
phrases a revolutionary meaning. Especially
revealing is the use of the Hebrew Ebionim,
meaning The Poor, found in the Hymns of
the Poor. Synonyms familiar to Christians
appear as well, the Meek, the Downtrodden. 

Steven Feldman, also with the BAR in
Washington, states that the common phras-
eology of the scrolls and the New Testament
was simply that, ‘the talk of the times,’ and
that linkage of Qumranians with early
Christians springs from the fringe of biblical
scholarship. Yet historical evidence has
often contradicted Christian dogma—the
beginning of creation in 4,000 B.C., for in-
stance. If historical evidence links early

Dead Sea Scrolls

Continued from Page 28
minicans. The team, after mon-
opolizing the texts, meticu-
lously pieced them together,
translating them from Aramaic
and ancient Hebrew. Secrecy
notwithstanding, a few facts
about the Ecole and its team are
known with certainty. Their
reason for being: the interpreta-
tion of archaeological evidence
that pertains to Roman Catholic
dogma. Their methods: refusing
access to certain Dead Sea texts,
and perhaps others, that deal
with the pivotal period between 150 B.C. and
A.D. 60 Their motive: to neutralize debate
about the political, cultural and religious
context of early Christianity. We know, also,
that other finds, such as the Nag Hammadi
corpus, went public rather quickly com-
pared to the Dead Sea texts. 

In the press, the Ecole’s delaying tactics
provoked charges of scandal. Scholars
trying to gain access protested, having been
refused for decades. The Ecole’s Father De
Vaux promised publishing dates as early as
1970, and then, in 1989, offered 1997 as a
possibility, an incredible fifty years after the
initial discovery. Herschel Shanks, editor of
the prestigious Biblical Archaeological Re-
view in Washington, D.C., charged that
piecing together and decoding thousands of
crumbling fragments written in ancient He-
brew and Aramaic, an ancient jigsaw puzzle,
was too great a task for the team. He said
they would never publish the scrolls be-
cause the team was too small. Shanks, as we
shall see, was right. The scrolls went public
through other channels. 

In the fall of 1991 everything changed.
The Huntington Library in California an-
nounced, magically, that it had a set of pho-
tographs of all the Dead Sea Scrolls. Back in
1961, Elizabeth Bechtel, wife of Kenneth
Bechtel of the megalithic but shadowy
Bechtel Corporation, somehow acquired the
photos and entrusted them to the Hunt-
ington. How Mrs. Bechtel came into their
possession is unclear, perhaps through her
husband’s connections with middle-eastern
governments. The Ecole team and the Is-
raeli government demanded the photos. The
Israeli Antiquities Department even charged
the library with theft—without legal basis
since Israel had taken possession of the
scrolls as a form of war bounty. Undaunted,
the Huntington Library responded by of-
fering scholars access to the photographs
for a mere ten dollars. The ancient veil had
parted, at least somewhat. 

So, what do the scrolls actually say?
Interpretations vary. But some phrases

suggest the Qumranians may have had a lot
to do with the early Church. What gives the
scrolls weight is that the Bible, and Jesus,
speak in Qumran-like phrases and cadences,
using terms like zeal, liar, law, and others

www.NationalCreditNetwork.com
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ithin a generation after Philip
IV pressured Pope Clement V
into disbanding the Knights
Templar (October 13, 1307),

maps called “portolans” began to be distrib-
uted throughout Europe. One of the earliest
is called the Dulcert Portolan of 1339,
which appeared just 27 years after the Tem-
plars were suppressed. Scholars of naviga-
tion have consistently tried to ignore the
portolans because of their implications. It is
accepted that they did, in fact, exist, but fur-
ther conclusions about their significance
have been swept under the carpet.

Stated simply, the mystery is not so
much that the portolans appeared suddenly
in 14th-century Europe but that they are so
incredibly precise. Previously the barrier to
medieval navigation was that longitude, the
position east or west of any given point,
could not be accurately determined. The key
to finding longitude by celestial observation
required the measuring of time with great
precision. Accurate clocks simply did not
exist in the medieval world, and navigators

W

ANCIENT MYSTERIES

had to wait until 18th-century
technology supplied them.

A modern expert, Prof.
Charles Hapgood of Keene
State Teacher’s College in New
Hampshire, researched the maps
in the 1950s and 1960s. Hapgood
arranged to have his analyses
checked by the Cartographic Section of the
U.S. Air Force’s Strategic Air Command and
concluded that all the portolans seem to
have been copied from one original.

All of the surviving portolans are cen-
tered on the Mediterranean world—begging
the question: did the source map, from
which they all derive, depict a much larger
area? Perhaps the entire world?

If the portolans represent just the small
European portion of some larger world
map, or “mappamundi” as academics would
say, then the corollary must be that the rest
of the world would be depicted as accurately
as the small European part.

Researcher Michael Bradley says, “I be-
lieve it is justified to assume that it is prob-
able, with this probability verging on cer-
tainty, that Templars did possess such a

• BY DAVID H. CHILDRESS

Hadji
Ahmed Map

THE Enigma
OF THE

great LOST
SAILOR’S MAP

THE Enigma
OF THE

great LOST
SAILOR’S MAP

map of the world.
The reason for stating

this so strongly is simply that modern
scholars have found just this kind of mappa-
mundi in Middle Eastern archives. Specifi-
cally, two very intriguing maps of the world
have been located: the Hadji Ahmed Map
was discovered in 1860 in what is now Leb-
anon, and then, in 1929 the Piri Re’is Map
was discovered in the old Imperial Palace in
Constantinople.” But, supposing that a map-
maker of the 15th or 16th century possessed
a very ancient but accurate map that he
could copy, he would still be inclined to
“improve” on it based on the best contem-
porary knowledge available to him.

For places that were unknown by reason
of inaccessibility, such as northern Green-
land, for example, or for places depicted on
the mappamundi that had not yet been dis-
covered, the mapmaker had no choice but

How Did Its Makers Know What They Knew? 
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to rely on his source map. But when it came
to places that the cartographer thought he
knew, like the Atlantic Coast of Europe and
the Mediterranean area, he felt an obligation
to improve things from the best knowledge
available to him. Unfortunately for the med-
ieval or early Renaissance cartographer, and
unfortunately for modern scholars, 15th and

formation available in 1559 and so the map
looks very modern. It shows Baja, California,
which had not been mapped then. It shows
the Northwest Coast of North America, in-
cluding Alaska, which had not been discov-
ered then. It shows the Hawaiian Islands in
the Pacific, which were not discovered until
two hundred years later. It shows a sprink-
ling of islands in the Pacific, a sort of vague
and suggestive rendition of the Polynesian
Islands, but they had not been discovered
yet. It shows Antarctica clearly, and even a
suggestion of the Palmer Peninsula, and
that had not been discovered then either.

The Far East, insofar as it can be made
out in the curious “splitapple” projection
used in the map, is distorted but reasonably
accurate. But the strange and unnerving
thing is the region of Alaska and Asia. The
curve of the Aleutian Islands is depicted ac-
curately, but there is no Bering Strait and
the whole area is land. This part of the map
depicts how the world of that region actually
was—but 10,000 years ago! The “Bering
Land Bridge” between Asia and North
America, is shown correctly.

This fact almost defies belief. Or, is it just
a coincidence? Perhaps a mediocre map-
maker, not knowing how Asia and North
America actually terminated, decided to
make things easy and simply join them.
Hapgood and Bradley both believed that all
the portolans share a peculiarity: the gen-

16th century knowledge and mapmaking
techniques were no match for the myster-
ious source maps which were virtually al-
ways accurate. Consequently, the map-
maker’s attempts to improve on them with
current knowledge resulted in distortions
that now stick out like the sore thumb of ig-
norance. 

The Hadji Ahmed Map
The Hadji Ahmed Map was drawn by an

Arab geographer from Damascus, only ob-
scurely known to history. It is dated 1559
and it shows the entire world in a somewhat
fanciful type of projection that is more art
than science and which was typical of Arab
chartwork of the time. A careful look will
show that Hadji Ahmed “improved” the Med-
iterranean according to Ptolemy, and thus
distorted it, and also drew Africa according
to the best Portuguese information that he
could get, and distorted Africa too in a
manner completely typical of the time.

But when we look at North America and
South America we see an almost modern
shape that could compare well with Mer-
cator’s Map of South America drawn 10
years later from contemporary explorers’ in-
formation. Thankfully, Hadji Ahmed appar-
ently had no access to contemporary maps
and charts of the Americas and so was stuck
with simply copying some mysterious map-
pamundi in his possession. 

This unknown source map of Hadji
Ahmed was more accurate than the best in-

Piri
Re’is
Map
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its axis. Second, he ex-
plained the seasons by
showing us the earth
went around the sun
on a tilted axis (in a
heliocentric system)
thereby changing the
length of the day and
the amount of sun-
light received. But he
needed a third motion
to explain the preces-
sion of the equinox.
Here he postulated
that the earth “li-
brated” or wobbled.
He assumed it was this
wobble that changed
the angle of the axis
enough to cause the
equinox to move or
precess relative to the
fixed stars. But he
never said why it wob-
bled.

It was Newton,
over one hundred
years later, who had
just codified his laws
of gravity, that deter-
mined that the only
bodies close enough
or large enough to ac-
tually wobble the
earth were the moon
and the sun. Thus
began the theory of
“lunisolar precession”
to explain the observ-
able of the precession of the equinox. 

Problems with Lunisolar Theory
The “lunisolar” theory states that the

earth’s changing orientation to the fixed
stars (primarily seen as the Precession of the
Equinox) is principally due to the gravita-
tional forces of the moon (luni) and the Sun
(solar) acting on the earth’s equatorial bulge
(the fat part around the middle). These ob-
jects are thought to produce enough op-
posing force or torque to slowly twist the
Earth’s spin axis in a clockwise motion, so
that after a period of approximately 25,770
years (at the current rate) the earth would

ALTERNATIVE SCIENCE

tories about the Precession of the
Equinox abound in the myth and
folklore of ancient civilizations
throughout the world. In the

groundbreaking book, Hamlet’s Mill, au-
thors Giorgio di Santillana, former pro-
fessor of history and science at MIT and
Hertha von Dechend, of Wolfgang Goethe
University in Frankfurt, detail the ancient
fascination with the precession of the
equinox. It is an exhaustive study that
shows that pre-history peoples not only
seemed to track the movement of the stars
across the sky but relate it to the rise and
fall of the ages. Even Sir Isaac Newton wrote
a little-known book, The Chronology of An-
cient Kingdoms, wherein he attempted to
match the world ages of the precession cal-
endar with historical events. But why were
our ancestors so obsessed with such an ob-
scure astronomical motion? Today only a
small number of astrophysicists try to un-
derstand the theoretical motions and dy-
namics of precession mechanics and they
have completely disassociated its explana-
tion with any myth or folklore.

Precession of the Equinox Defined
The age-old phenomenon whereby the
equinox moves backwards through the
constellations of the Zodiac at the rate
of approximately 50 arc seconds annu-
ally (one degree per 72 years). This
means, an observer standing at the
point of the equinox (the day when
darkness and light are of equal length)
looking at the sky very closely will no-
tice that exactly one year later (on the
like equinox) the stars will not be in
their exact same position as the year be-
fore. Because the exact timing of the
point of equinox is so tricky and the
movement is so small it is quite difficult
to detect in just one year but over long
periods of time you can’t miss it. 

In 1543 Copernicus tried to explain this
mystery and two others when he told us
that the earth had three motions. First, he
said the Sun appeared to move overhead
from east to west not because the sun actu-
ally moved but because the earth spins on

S
• BY WALTER CRUTTENDEN

PRECESSION PARADOX

have completed one
retrograde motion on

its own axis—and
one retrograde orbit.

In this theory the
Earth is thought to
behave like a wob-

bling top.
It is an observable

fact that the earth’s
spin axis, and there-

fore the point of
equinox, does change

relative to the fixed
stars. People have no-

ticed this for thou-
sands of years and

this is why it is said
that we are now at

the “dawning of the
age of Aquarius.” The

Vernal equinox is
now leaving Pisces

moving into Aquar-
ius, as seen on the
first day of spring.

The precession of the
equinox is real when

viewed against the
backdrop of the fixed

stars.
But here is the

catch: there is no evi-
dence that this observable is due to any
change in the spin axis relative to the sun,
or moon or venus or anything “within” the
solar system! Studies of the position of the
axis relative to these bodies, just recently
completed, confirm this. So how can the
earth appear to precess relative to objects
outside the solar system but not relative to
objects within the solar system? This is the
precession paradox.

Remember that Copernicus guessed the
spin axis must wobble but he never gave us
a cause. It was Newton, who assumed the

    Was Newton Wrong?

Newton statue by Roubiliac at Trinity
College, Cambridge

The Author of a Startling New Book
Rexamines the Evidence

PRECESSION PARADOX
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PRECESSION

Continued on Page 66

earth wobbled relative to all objects, within
and without the solar system, but he had no
way to check if this were true. 

As we now know, Newton’s equations
never did match observed precession rates,
so along came Jean le Rond d’Alembert
(1717-1783), followed by many others who
have continually
tweaked the for-
mula to match ob-
servation. Ironi-
cally, none
questioned the un-
derlying assump-
tions (in science
you usually don’t
question Newton).
And so no one stood
back to ask if this
“wobble” might just
be an apparent mo-
tion (one not occur-
ring within our
local reference
frame of the solar
system). To this day
astrophysicists con-
tinue to modify the
calculations for pre-
cession, which now
include many fac-
tors beyond the
original “lunisolar
forces” (including
other planets, aster-
oids, a possible el-
liptical movement
of the earth’s soft
core, etc.) all in an effort to better predict
the precession rate. To me, this all looks
suspiciously like a “plug,” the act of coming
up with new or different data to fit the pre-
determined answer. In the precession equa-
tion the current answer is about 50.29 arc
seconds per year of change in the earth’s or-
ientation to inertial space—it can be meas-
ured.  So, a lot of different inputs have been
invented to get close to this answer.  But all
the “plugs” will never quite fit if the answer
has a different cause.

The big thing wrong with the dynamicist
approach (the process of looking strictly at
the local gravitational dynamics) is the as-
sumption that the earth’s axis wobbles rela-
tive to all objects inside or outside the solar
system. This is a blunder of historical pro-
portions that has obfuscated not only our
understanding of precession, but also the
very motions of the earth. Fortunately, new
studies involving the timing of the venus
transits, lunar rotation equations and the
earth’s motion relative to other objects in
the solar system (such as the Perseids me-
teor shower) all show that the earth does
not precess relative to local objects.

In spite of this, the current paradigm is

so widespread and well accepted that when I
mention the idea that the earth does not
precess or wobble relative to local objects,
astronomers are completely baffled, or they
look at me as if I am insane. It is like telling
people in Ptolemy’s time that the sun does
not go around the earth: They look up, see
that it does, then conclude you’re crazy. But
the truth is, the so-called “wobble” is pri-
marily the geometric effect of an unknown
motion. There is an unaccounted-for refer-
ence frame—the solar system curving

through space—
producing the ob-
servable phenom-

enon we call preces-
sion. 

Looking with New
Eyes

Here at the Bi-
nary Research Insti-
tute we have found
that lunar rotation

equations do not
support lunisolar

theory, nor does the
earth’s motion rela-

tive to nearby ob-
jects support the
theory. Consider

our largest meteor
shower as a case in

point.
As you may

know, the Perseids
is one of the most

reliable meteor
showers of the year.

Caused by the
Swift-Tuttle comet

debris slicing
through the Earth’s orbit path it peaks on
August 11-12 each year (depending on re-
cent leap year adjustments). Hence, it effec-
tively acts like a marker that intersects the
earth’s path around the Sun and has been
plotted for aeons. The very best records go
back to at least the Gregorian calendar re-
form of 1582—a time from which we know
we have a highly reliable calendar system
(less than one day of error per 3200 years). 

But here is the issue: According to luni-
solar theory, the earth does not go around
the sun, 360 degrees in a tropical or equi-
noctial year—it has to come up 50 arc sec-
onds short because that is the amount of
precession we can measure relative to the
distant stars. Because the tropical year is so
close to the average calendar year, objects in
space appear to slip through the calendar at
the rate of about one day per 72 years. Now
if precession is caused by local forces you
would expect the observation date of the
Perseids to change at the same rate that the
earth precesses relative to the fixed stars
outside the solar system. This means that
just as the constellations have changed posi-
tion relative to the equinox at the rate of
about one degree or one day every 72 years,
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ALTERNATIVE HISTORY

he island country of Malta, set in the
glittering Mediterranean 60 miles
south of Sicily, covers a total area of
only 122 square miles—a little

smaller than Martha’s Vineyard.  It consists
mainly of three inhabited islands, Malta, Co-
mino and Gozo.  Comino is a mere speck
peeping above the ocean between Malta and
Gozo, lying to the northwest of Malta and
15 minutes away by helicopter and 30 by
ferry, is only eight miles long by four miles
across and contains barely one-tenth of the
total population (under half-a-million) of
the Maltese archipelago.

Nonetheless, what Gozo lacks in size and
population it makes up for in the beauty of
its lush, green, terraced fields and in the im-
mense richness of its history, which dates
back at least 6,000 years and includes the
dolmen-like structures of the Ggantija tem-
ples.

These megalithic temples are apparently
the world's oldest freestanding buildings,
with walls standing over 18 feet high and
the two temples together spanning 120 feet
(Ggantija means ‘giantess’).  Built around
3,600 B.C., they are a thousand years older
than the pyramids and Stonehenge. Prob-
ably, they were constructed by transporting
huge rocks on spherical boulders. Faint
traces of spiral patterns—said to depict
eternal life—are still visible in the soft lime-
stone interior of the Ggantija temples.

The inhabitants of Gozo claim that their
island is Ogygia, home of Calypso, the sea
nymph who, as Homer tells us in the
Odyssey, kept Odysseus, shipwrecked on his
way home from the Trojan Wars, a prisoner
on the island for seven years (a mid-1990s
TV mini-series, based on The Odyssey and
starring Armand Assante, made the story of
the frustrated love of the immortal daughter
of Atlas for Odysseus all the more memor-
able by casting as Calypso the African-
American actress Vanessa Williams).

The mass of myth and history con-
verging on this deep green island has added
up to something even more remarkable:
Some believe that Gozo, a.k.a Ogygia, is a
remnant of the sunken continent of At-
lantis.  In 1997, the publication by Maltese
medical doctor Anton Mifsud, Simon

T

Continued on Page 67

• BY JOHN CHAMBERS

ATLANTIS ON OGYGIA?
Was Newton Right?

The Great Scientist Did Not Keep His
Thoughts on the Lost Continent to Himself

Mifsud, Chris Agius Sultana and Charles Sa-
vona Ventura of Echoes of Plato's Island
fleshed out the details of this theory. In his
book Malta Fdal Atlantis, Frances Galea
summarized the results of his lifelong re-
search on several ancient studies and known
theories on Atlantis, particularly that of
Giorgio Grongnet, the Maltese architect
who in 1854 was the first to claim the Mal-
tese Islands are the remnants of Atlantis.
The discovery by a German film crew in
1999 of what may be underwater temples off
the coast of the island of Malta has further
stoked the controversy.

Dr. Mifsud and his co-authors didn’t
know when they published Echoes of Plato’s
Island that they had an ally of towering
stature sharing their beliefs.  This was Sir
Isaac Newton, the discoverer of gravitation,
the laws of motion, the laws of optics, the
differential calculus, and much, much
more.

Sir Isaac’s secret writings on alchemy,
Biblical interpretation, Christian history
and comparative mythology (2-1/2 million
words on theology and one million on al-
chemy, far in excess of his "scientific"
output) have emerged into the public eye
only since 1936, when Newton’s heirs auc-
tioned off the bulk of these manuscripts at
Sotheby’s in London.  Subsequently the
manuscripts were dispersed to libraries all

over the world, notably Trinity College,
Cambridge and the Jewish National and Uni-
versity Library, Jerusalem. As a result of the
ensuing, steadily expanding examination of
these texts (continued online by Cam-
bridge’s Newton Project, launched in 1999),
the simplistic ‘two-Newtons’ interpretation
of Newton—one a young brilliant scientist,
the other a senile religious nut case—has
“completely gone by the boards,” according
to Newton scholar Dr. James Force.  Force
declares that “We can today see the possi-
bility that one man, a product of many intel-
lectual and religious currents in the 17th
century, could write great scientific works,
great works in church history, in Biblical in-
terpretation, etc., as part of one great enter-
prise, that of understanding man and his
place in the grand scheme of God’s cre-
ation.”

Among the many documents that have
been revealed to the world virtually for the
first time is Newton’s The Original of Mon-
archies (New College, Oxford, Ms. 361.1B
(section 4).  In drafts of this work only re-
cently edited and assembled, we can follow
Newton’s fiercely determined attempts to
trace back the histories of all the kingships
of the world and demonstrate their common
ancestry in the descendants of the sons of

ATLANTIS ON OGYGIA?

Sir Isaac
Newton

Odysseus
Approaches

Ogygia
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LOST WISDOM

rees are revered as providers of
food, air and wood but what exactly
is a tree? Picture a young child,
asking an adult, “What is that mag-

nificant living unfolding thing?” to which
the supposedly knowledgeable adult replies:
My boy, that is a tree!” The wise grown-up
might even consistently add: “We know it is
a tree, for we named it ourselves!” To define
a tree might be more complicated than one
would imagine. Trees are a phenomenon in
process and through the history of mankind

ings and some trees more than others. A
tree could be cut down only as long as the
spirit within was properly appeased. Wood-
cutters who have felled a Great Oak say that
it releases a high-pitched scream like a
woman as it falls. Mandrake roots are also
known to let out a ghastly shriek when
pulled from the ground. The third-century
Greek philosopher Porphyry wrote: “For
why should the slaughter of an ox or sheep
be a greater wrong than the felling of a fir or
oak, seeing that a soul is implanted in these
trees also?” In ancient German forests,
peeling the bark off of a sacred tree was tan-
tamount to murder, and the penalty could
be very brutal.

The powers of the Great Oak were
trusted fervently by the ancients. Trees were
seen as dwelling places rather than as per-
manent embodiments of the spirits them-
selves. Oak was thought to be superior
among other trees as an ideal conductor for
spirit entities from the non-corporal world.
Modern man may scoff at such an idea in
our devolving nature-raping trash society.
Yet think about the brain itself, mostly
water with a small percentage of fleshy
tissue, yet it is capable of holding all of your
thoughts and memory and the entire history
of your life experience. Think of all the in-
formation, music and visuals that are stored
on a simple plastic disc for computers today.

In Scandinavia the oak was known as the
thunder tree; it represented the mighty god
Thor and was known for its strength, fer-
tility and good luck. In Greece it was dedi-
cated to Zeus, who was allegedly born in its
shelter. Greeks believed Zeus consecrated
the forest of Dodona, endowing its oaks with
the gift of prophecy. The Argo ship of Jason
was built of wood from Dodona and the
beams and masts were known to have
warned the Argonauts of danger. Many of
the great sages and saviors carried wands,
rods, or staves cut from the wood of sacred
trees, as the rods of Moses and Aaron,
Gungnir,  the spear of Wotan  cut from the
the Tree of Life, and the consecrated rod of
Hermes, around which the fighting serpents
entwined themselves. According to the eso-
teric doctrine, man first exists potentially
within the body of the World Tree and later
blossoms forth into objective manifestation
upon its branches. In the early Greek  Mys-
tery myth, the god Zeus fabricated the third
race of men from ash trees. In the early Teu-
tonic Mystery myth the god Wotan and his
two brothers, Viii and Ve, created the first
man and woman, Askr and Embla, from an
ash tree and an elm tree.

Trees which became particularly revered
for various reasons, notably the ash, birch,
hawthorn, hazel, holly, rowan and oak in the
north temperate countries were also
thought to be protective against evil and its
manifestations. Our pagan ancestors have al-
ways been familiar with the spiritual magic

T
• BY RON McVAN

Are Its Secrets Gone Forever, or Can We Still
Recover the Lost Knowledge of the Ancients?

they have been known to hold a sacred posi-
tion in more than a few religions. Forests
were thought to be the abodes of the gods,
and certain trees became associated with
particular deities and were ascribed magical
powers. As a means of appeasing the gods,
worshipers laid offerings before the trees,
prayed or meditated in the shelter of their
branches, or tied ritual objects to them.

The Great Oaks of Europe in the times of
the Druids where so highly respected spiri-
tually that it was by decree of law a crime
punishable by death to chop down a Great
Oak. Certain trees spirits were believed to be
at least as important as those of human be-
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ALTERNATIVE SCIENCE

• BY JOHN KETTLER

Ray
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and Far Beyond

uperman had it, as did Ray Milland
in Roger Corman’s The Man with X-
Ray Eyes (see side bar), and so too,
have other assorted super heroes,

and it has been rumored that even Nicola
Tesla had a machine that could accomplish
it. So-called X-ray vision, or the ability to
see through walls, though, has re-
mained pretty much a science fic-
tion fantasy—unless you count the
kind hospitals and your dentist can
do. All that may be about to change,
though, thanks to
the efforts of a
maverick Canadian
who has apparently
invented a machine
that can not only
actually see
through brick walls
but do many other
amazing things as
well, maybe even
cure cancer.

Thomas Edison
once characterized
the invention pro-
cess as being “one
percent inspiration
and ninety-nine per-
cent perspiration.”
Sometimes, though,
the inventor catches
a break and literally
dreams up the in-
vention, complete in
every detail.  The
challenge then be-
comes externalizing that clearly per-
ceived internal blueprint. What if,
though, you had zero expertise in
the exotic technical fields covered
by your invention?  Further sup-
pose that the device you’re building goes be-
yond even the boundaries of cutting-edge
science?  Now what?

Troy Hurtubise, 41, is a prolific Ontario,
Canada inventor whom some readers may
know as the designer of the Ursus Mark VII
suit, body armor strong enough to with-
stand grizzly bear attack, plus the revolu-
tionary Fire Paste thermal protection
system (demoed on camera by holding a 1/2"
thick tile atop his head while applying a
3600-degree Fahrenheit torch flame to the
other side—for ten minutes!) and the
astounding Light Infantry Military Blast
Cushion (LIMBC) system (which with seven
cameras watching a foot-square x 4" thick
sample mounted on a vehicle door stopped
cold some 40 high powered rifle (.370)
shots—ceramic armor might’ve taken two
hits—then survived a direct RPG hit with
only a minor dent in the door).  The non-
LIMBC door was first sieved by rifle fire,
then blown apart by the RPG.  These and

other of his creations have been repeatedly
featured in Discovery Channel and The
Learning Channel programs, both here in
the States and in Canada.    

This tough (“I was shot twice, stabbed
six times” during years spent in the moun-
tains), outspoken man whose Natural Re-
sources Technology degree (Bear Behavior
Specialist) from Sandford Fleming College,
Lindsay, Ontario, Canada is the equivalent

of a bachelor’s here, set out to invent a way
to find people in collapsed buildings, a
wholly laudable thing, only to unexpectedly
detour into the black realms of anti-stealth,
spooks, and malefic energies.  That was the
beginning of his ongoing odyssey, one so bi-
zarre that even Hollywood would reject it as
a script.

In an exclusive series of blockbuster arti-
cles, Phil Novak of North Bay, Ontario In-

S
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he 1963 B-Movie classic The Man
with X-Ray Eyes, starring Ray Mil-

land, earned director Roger Corman
the Golden Asteroid award from the
Trieste festival of Science Fiction
films.

Corman was fond of the vision-vs.-
blindness theme and his familiar he-
roes with dark glasses underscored
his point. According to critic Phil
Hardy (The Encyclopedia of Science
Fiction Movies), eyes were a metaphor
for consciousness to Corman, “The
character’s power of vision provides
the key to his state of consciousness.”

Milland’s Dr. Xavier, who can liter-
ally see through things, is the extreme
example of this concept. “But, as so
often in Corman,” says Hardy, “such
increased powers of knowledge and
perception bring him neither power
now happiness but transform him, in-
stead,  into a rarefied figure, one who
sees too much and trembles on the
brink of another world from which he
retreats in fear.” The film’s conclu-
sion, as in Greek tragedy or a biblical
scene, shows him literally tearing out
his eyes.

Cast in the form of a thriller, the
film has Milland—in his thirst for
knowledge—experimenting on him-
self and then taking flight after acci-
dentally killing his boss who intended
to cut off his funds for further re-
search. Corman’s achievement in The
Man with X-Ray Eyes is, as in some of
his other movies, to have bent the
genre to his own ends. The result,
says Hardy, is “one of the undisputed
masterpieces, weak special effects not-
withstanding.”

T

Ray Milland as the Man with X-Ray Eyes

X-ray Vision as
a Metaphor for
Consciousness

X-ray Vision as
a Metaphor for
Consciousness

ternet news site, www.baytoday.ca, dropped
a consciousness bomb which even now is
rocking the world—not in the mass media.
Rather, the action is whirling and churning
behind the scenes: on the Internet, in gov-
ernments, militaries, intelligence agencies,
scientific labs and corporate boardrooms, all
caused by one man driven to invent, while
trying to keep his family housed and fed.

Seeing through Walls
Disaster search and rescue becomes both

easier and far more lifesaving when victims
can be located quickly, extracted, and
treated for their injuries.  Progress in this
area has been considerable, first with spe-

cially trained dogs, remote cameras and mi-
crophones, now with small robots.  If cer-
tain experiments are credible, we may soon
have remote-controlled search rats, too.
The technical approach favored by top
sensor firms, though, is to use technology
to “see through” walls, to which end much
work has gone into developing microwave (a
la the archaeologist’s ground-penetrating
radar) and ultra-wideband devices to detect
things like human heartbeat and form 3-D
images of what lies beneath building rubble.
Hurtubise thought there might be a better
way, in a different part of the spectrum.  His
used light—lots of it!  

The Angel Light
The Sunday, January 16, 2005 headline

said it all:  “Hurtubise says invention sees
through walls—BayToday.ca exclusive.”
(www.baytoday.ca/content/news/details.asp?
c=6657). As if this weren’t enough, readers
were next informed that the invention re-
portedly “defied all known laws of physics,”
and two paragraphs later we’re told “the de-
vice detects stealth technology.”  Whew!

The device in question would make any

mad scientist proud or prop house jealous,
but witnesses, reportedly including French
government representatives, the former
head of Saudi counter-intelligence and the
inventor himself, say this one works.  The
how is largely unknown, the result of the in-
credibly advanced technology on the one
hand and Troy Hurtubise’s judicious silence
on the other.  What is known, though, is
that the Angel Light uses three discrete en-
ergy forms—light, plasma, and micro-
waves—in some heretofore unseen combi-
nation (a Ph.D. physicist says Hurtubise
“fused light”) to reportedly perform the im-
possible.  

After having the same dream for weeks,
spending some 800-
900 hours, and tens
of thousands of dol-
lars on exotic com-

ponentry and power
supplies, the Angel
Light was born.  In
tests with it, as re-

ported by Phil
Novak and the in-
ventor, Troy Hur-

tubise, “saw” right
through the garage

wall, and was able
to not only read the
license plate on his

wife’s car but also
see the road salt en-

crusted upon it.
Great, right?  Not

quite.  You see, the
device had lethal bi-
ological side effects.

Curiosity almost
killed the inventor,

and definitely re-
duced the goldfish

population.  How?  He put his hand briefly
in the beam, an ill-advised action whose
consequence were, in his own words, “I lost
use of my hand for a year, plus puking
blood, losing weight, and my hair started to
fall out.”  Grim!  Worse was to come,
though, for when scientific buddies at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ad-
vised him to put a small goldfish tank in the
Angel Light’s beam for biological testing,
they blithely assumed he’d be behind some
sort of protective wall. He wasn’t, so got
“splashed” by the beam (partial reflection
from the tank) on several occasions.  It was
much worse for the goldfish, though, for
thirty goldfish went belly up in minutes
after exposed to the beam for a mere three
millionths of a second.  This scenario is
powerfully indicative of acute radiation ex-
posure and became a source of great per-
sonal and moral concern to the inventor.

Antistealth
Many people believe that stealth is the

crown jewel of American military tech-
nology, an unbeatable means of achieving

Troy Hurtubise’s
Amazing Lights Are
Said to See Through Walls
and to Heal as Well

Photo courtesy of BayToday.ca
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UNIVERSAL LAWS, NEVER BEFORE REVEALED:
KEELY’S SECRETS
Understanding and Using the Science of
Sympathetic Vibration
Dale Pond, John Keely, Nikola Tesla, Edgar
Cayce and others.
One hundred years ago, scientist/inventor/philosopher
John Keely built various devices that were able to
overcome gravity, tunnel through rock using a
hand-held device, use acoustics to power engines, and
create superconductivity by using wires made of gold,
silver and platinum. Almost lost, this book finally
compiles ten years of research by the editor/author
that explains the technology used. Understandable to
the laymen and useful to the most advanced teacher.
Paperback, 288 pages, 8 1/2 X 11 illustrated

$1995

NIKLOLA TESLA’S
EARTHQUAKE MACHINE
With Tesla’s Original Patents Plus New 
Blueprints to Build Your Own Working Model
Dale Pond and Walter Baumgartner
In 1935, Nikola Tesla revealed that an earthquake in
the region of his New York laboratory in 1898, was the
result of a machine he had been experimenting with.
This book presents this technology based on sonic
vibrations. Now, for the first time, the secrets of the
Tesla Oscillator are available to both the layman and
advanced researcher.
176 pages, 8 X 11 Paperback, illustrated

$1695

THE PHYSICS OF LOVE:
The Ultimate Universal Laws

Dale Pond, Edgar Cayce, John Keely,
Rudolf Steiner, Nikola Tesla

Explore the physics of love and consciousness in an
easy-to-understand and exciting manner. The

universal laws in this book are applicable to music,
electronics, mechanics, healing and all branches of
science and philosophy.  This science demonstrates

the commonality that underlies all
phenomena—vibration. Another name for

Sympathetic Vibration is Love. Science and
Spirituality are finally reunited.

152 pages, 9 X 11 Paperback, Illustrated

$1595
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nvestigative journalist Lynne McTag-
gart may look like a pixie (she could
easily be cast as Peter Pan, Tinker Bell
or Puck in a Mid-summer Night’s

Dream), but don’t let the impish smile fool
you. Her large, warm eyes probe deeply,
seeing what others miss. Her keen interest
in a variety of subjects, coupled with in-
herent intelligence, determination and the
ability to convey complex information with
clarity comprise a professional profile that
has served her (and her readers) well. Plus,
she’s always up for a good role. In the
1970’s, she posed as an unwed mother to get
the story for her first book, The Baby Bro-
kers: The Marketing of White Babies in
America, an exposé of gray market adoption
in the U.S.  “I spent several years uncovering
international baby rings,” she says of the
“scoop” that would have intimidated less in-
trepid reporters. Her next book, What Doc-
tors Don’t Tell You, exposed practices the
medical establishment would rather you not
know, and her latest offering, The Field: The
Quest for the Secret Force of the Universe
reveals revolutionary scientific discoveries
that will change your life forever.

Interested in writing from the age of
seven, McTaggart remembers being im-
pressed by Bob Woodward and Carl Bern-
stein, authors of All The President’s Men,
recognized for exposing the Watergate
cover-up. “As a teenager, I watched them
take down a president—it showed the power
and obligation of the press to investigate
thoroughly, to be the guardian of human

I

• BY CYNTHIA LOGAN

(the book came out in 1999), still going
today, and extremely popular. “It’s very re-
search based,” she states. “We scour the
medical literature. It’s filled with unbeliev-
able stories about how their tools don’t
work.” They also publish PROOF!, which ex-
amines the evidence for alternative medi-
cine. “We subject alternative medicine to
the same scrutiny with which we look at
conventional medicine,” she says. This in-
cludes sending ‘branded’ products to inde-
pendent labs to determine whether they do
what they claim to do. “We seem to be a
little encyclopedia on what does and doesn’t
work,” says McTaggart of their newsletters’
growing subscriptions. 

In the course of this work, McTaggart
continuously “bumped up against solid sci-
entific studies showing good evidence for
homeopathy, acupuncture and spiritual
healing.” Though a believer in alternative/
complimentary medicine, she wondered
where ‘subtle energy’ comes from, and
whether there were such things as human
energy fields. She reasoned that “if some-
thing like homeopathy or distance healing
worked, it contradicted everything we be-
lieve about our reality. The debunker in me
was left dissatisfied.” So, she turned her for-
midable talents to the field of science, se-
cured “a very sizable advance” from pub-
lishing giant HarperCollins (“it helped that
we sold it in three countries before it was
published”) and set about meeting and in-
terviewing 50 ‘frontier’ scientists. “I began a
personal quest to find out if any frontier
work in science could offer an explanation. I
traveled around the globe, meeting with

rights.” Born in Ridge-
wood, New Jersey,

McTaggart has always
loved a good story, and

was also influenced by authors Tom Wolfe
and Joan Didion, whom she says combine
narrative with non-fiction, exhaustive re-
search and ‘saturation reporting.’ After at-
tending Northwestern University’s Medill
School of Journalism, she transferred to
Bennington College, where she studied lit-
erature and took advantage of the nine-week
“work terms” offered as credits. “I had a job
as an editorial assistant on Playboy maga-
zine in the days when they carried good
non-fiction. This was in the early ’70s, when
there were a lot of big, breaking stories. The
next year I worked on the Atlantic
Monthly—two very different experiences!”
Post graduation, McTaggart was managing
editor of the Chicago Tribune/New York
News syndicate and contributed to the Sat-
urday Review. “The stories about health
fired me up,” she says. “I became a  holistic
detective.”  

After she moved to England in the mid-
eighties, McTaggart became mysteriously ill
and put her detective skills to work. “I went
from ordinary doctors to the outer rim of al-
ternative medicine and no one seemed to
get me better,” she recalls. “I realized I’d
have to research it myself and find the right
person to help me.” She was thrilled to
eventually find a pioneer in nutritional med-
icine. “We worked in partnership to heal my
condition” (candida albicans overgrowth,
now well understood), she says. With her
husband and business partner, Bryan Hub-
bard, McTaggart began publishing a news-
letter called, What Doctors Don’t Tell You

Lynne McTaggart

NEW AGE PROFILE

Searching for the
Unifying Field

Searching for the
Unifying Field

Continued on Page 71

Author Lynne McTaggart Is
Tracking the World’s Most
Exotic Research Toward
Discovery of a Secret Force

Author Lynne McTaggart Is
Tracking the World’s Most
Exotic Research Toward
Discovery of a Secret Force
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ANCIENT MYSTERIES

ames M. Churchward was born 23
February, 1851, in England, from an
old and respected Devonshire family.
He was educated at Oxford and Sand-

hurst Military College, where he became a
student of engineering. In his twentieth
year, he married Mary Stephanson, and the
newly wedded couple sailed to India when
the young Churchward was transferred to
Delhi. He subsequently earned the rank of
Colonel in a regiment of Her Majesty’s
Lancers, to which he was attached until his
military retirement. Before then, he spied
on potential insurgents for British Army In-
telligence while aiding the Indians in famine
relief. After the success of these rescue ef-
forts, he was approached by a rishi, the high
priest of a Hindu monastery in a valley near
the headwaters of the Brahmaputra.

“When he saw one day that I was trying
to decipher a peculiar bas-relief,” Church-
ward recalled fifty years later, “he showed
me how to solve the puzzle of  those inscrip-
tions and offered to give me lessons which
would fit me for still more difficult work.”
He told him about a set of inscribed tablets
purportedly describing the lost prehistory of
India. Monastery regulations forbade out-
siders from handling these documents, but
the British officer argued that their state of
deterioration was already so advanced, both
men should endeavor at least to copy the
written narrative for the sake of preserva-
tion. Following two years of study, Church-
ward mastered the dead language in which
the fragile texts were composed, and, to-
gether with his older mentor, the fragile
documents gradually yielded a translation
over the next several months. As he remem-
bered in the first volume of Cosmic Forces
of Mu, “In India, I found many clay tablets
brought there from the Motherland of the
Naacals (the Lemurian sacred brotherhood).
They originally brought a library of over ten
thousand tablets. “Thus it will be seen that
what I found formed only a single paragraph
in a long story. All except a very few of these
Naacal tablets were on the creation and the
workings of the cosmic forces.”

The tale they told was like nothing found
anywhere else. It related that an immense
land-mass once existed in the Pacific Ocean
from very ancient times. Here, man built
the first organized society, known as Mu,
the Motherland of civilization. A theocracy
of sun-worshiping priest-kings held sway for
thousands of years, during which high levels
of spiritual and cultural achievement were
reached. Missionaries spread the enlight-
ened tenets of their religion to east and
west, while their fellow countrymen enjoyed
generation after generation of peace and
plenty. About twelve thousand years ago,
however, the earth was shaken by violent
convulsions, and the kingdom of Mu suf-
fered a natural catastrophe. Its lands were
broken up by a series of major earthquakes,

J
• BY FRANK JOSEPH

They told how the Naacals had originally
come from the Motherland, the land in the
center of the Pacific.” He resigned his com-
mission in 1880 to begin hunting for addi-
tional evidence of Mu beyond India. But his
quest was complicated by the failure of his
tea plantation in Ceylon and subsequent di-
vorce from his wife, with whom he had one
son, Carlton, when the lad was just eight
years old. Alone, Churchward journeyed
across South East Asia, then throughout
Polynesia when such travels were far more
arduous, time-consuming and hazardous
than they are today. Through the auspices
of the British Consul in Samoa, who hap-
pened to be his cousin, William Church-
ward, the Colonel sailed to the remote,
seldom-visited Carolina island of Pohnpei,
with its ancient stone city, and New Zea-
land, where he learned oral traditions of the
lost Motherland firsthand from Maori chief-
tains.

During 1883, he journeyed to western
Tibet, then joined as an expedition member
to Mongolia and Siberia. Everywhere he
went he asked indigenous peoples if they
had ever heard of a place called Mu. Mostly,
they responded with blank stares or
shrugged shoulders. But sometimes his in-

then sank almost entirely beneath the sea.
Some of the South Pacific islands are the
small, scattered remnants of that once
mighty empire. Its people were not annihi-
lated, however. Some survivors sailed as far
afield as the Bay of Bengal, where they
sparked civilization for the first time in
India. Over time, the immigrants were as-
similated, but their story still survived in
the crumbling tablets gingerly handled by
Churchward and the  aged priest.

“For seven years, during all my available
time,” he told a lecture audience at New
York’s American Society for Psychical Re-
search, “I diligently studied under this old
rishi, learning the language of Mu, her sym-
bols, alphabet and writings, with a view of
finding out something about ancient man.
At that time, I had no idea of publishing my
findings. I made the study purely to satisfy
my curious self. I was the only one to whom
this old rishi ever gave instructions on this
subject.”

The artifacts he handled changed
Churchward’s life. “These tablets gave me
the first hint about Mu,” he recalled in his
first book, “and sent me on a worldwide
search. They had been written by the Naa-
cals, either in Burma or in the Motherland.

What’s To Be Made of His Case for
a Lost Continent in the Pacific?
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again the quest for Mu, felt frustrated by his
delimiting financial condition, and resolved
to somehow generate enough income to
support his investigations. Aware that his
brilliant brother had been trying to invent
reinforced steel, James joined him in the
hope that he could succeed where Albert
had failed, thereby making a fortune for
them both. It seemed a foolish pipe dream,
if only because the Colonel possessed no
background whatsoever in metallurgy. He
had, however, spent many seasons on the
railroad, was familiar with the nature of
steel, and was himself an experienced engi-
neer. Even so, his development of a su-
perior, though cheaper nickel-chrome-
vanadium alloy in 1907, seems incredible.
Churchward suddenly found himself a mil-
lionaire. He purchased a ten-acre estate in
Lakewood, Connecticut, where he began
compiling fifty years’ worth of research and
travel notes. The result was his Lost Conti-
nent of Mu, released in 1926, when Church-
ward was seventy three years old. It became
an instant popular success, eventually
selling hundreds of thousands of copies.
Early reviews in such prestigious publica-
tions as The New York Times and Seattle
Post Intelligencer were fulsome in their
praises.

Fame soon degenerated into contro-
versy, however, as scientific opinion began
to weigh in on the book’s chief weakness.

been, they nonetheless tended to confirm
the fundamental authenticity of the old In-
dian rishi’s crumbling tablets. “These re-
buffs disheartened me somewhat,” he re-
called, “but I had already obtained so much
valuable information from the tablets that I
determined to study the writings of all the
old civilizations and compare them with the
legends of Mu.” He eventually became
fluent in the Tamil tongue of Sri Lanka,
Maori and various Polynesian dialects, and
was thus able to converse on a familiar basis
with many of the native peoples he sought
out. Through the age-old stories of a Great
Flood they described with him he began to
trace the cultural outlines of the sunken
realm described in the Hindu records.

Arriving in the United States during
1884, Churchward continued his Lemurian
search throughout Mexico and Central
America. These travels having exhausted his
funds, he got a job as a salesman of railroad
supplies with a New York firm. The work
was not steady, however, and his income
fluctuated, leaving him often hard up for
cash. To supplement his spotty salary, he
patented and sold inventions for the Bangor
and Arrowstock Railroad, including innova-
tive tie-plates and lock-nuts. Although he
never lost interest in Mu, bare survival natu-
rally preoccupied him at this time. His en-
thusiasm rekindled, however, after meeting
and befriending Augustus Le Plongeon, the
controversial Mayanist.

Churchward, now hot to actively take up

James Churchward

quiry elicited hostile reactions. In Burma,
he shared his discovery of India’s Naacal tab-
lets with the head of another monastery out-
side Rangoon. The high priest grew sud-
denly indignant, declaring that they had
been stolen from their original Burmese
source. Churchward was shown to the door,
as the rishi spat out his contempt for the
foreigner. Years later, while questioning a
South Sea islander about his tribal origins,
the native unexpectedly erupted into fero-
cious behavior, shouting angry imprecations
accompanied by violent gestures against a
perceived taboo in the name, “La-Mu-Ra.”

Startling as such encounters may have
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“I hast wasted time, and now time doth
waste me.” 

Shakespeare, Richard II

yth transmits archetypal knowl-
edge through stories and sym-
bolism, but archetypes are com-
plex and sometimes these stories

seem contradictory. Saturn’s myths are a
good example. Saturn is an old Italian god
who is identified with the earlier Greek
Cronus, Chief of the Titans, one of the great
figures of myth. One tradition portrays
Cronus as a selfish and autocratic ruler, in-
tending to maintain his reign at any cost. In
an act which is a nasty abuse of power even
by mythical standards Cronus swallowed his
own children so that none of them would
supplant him. His wife Rhea ultimately
foiled this arrogant attempt by giving him a
swaddled stone instead of his last-born Zeus
(Jupiter). Subsequently, Jupiter tricked
Cronus into coughing up the rest of his sib-
lings.

In Orphic cosmology, however, which
traces its roots to Egypt, Cronus was seen as
a beneficent king, ruling over both heaven
and earth. In this guise Cronus ruled during
a halcyon golden age in antiquity. Cronus is
also sometimes identified with Chronus,
who is not depicted as a personified being,
but rather as Time itself, which of course
does swallow all of its children in due
course. A deeper interpretation of this inter-
woven symbolism might be that attainment

M

of the “stone of the wise,” shown by swal-
lowing the stone which he thought was Ju-
piter (Wisdom), finally liberates our con-
sciousness from the wheel of time.

Astrological symbolism
Astrologically Saturn is still seen as lord

of time, and when he connects to points in
our horoscopes we feel his heavy hand. In
astrology Saturn’s influence is the embodi-
ment of form, and the dramatic rings which
surround the physical planet represent the
idea of limitation. He is sometimes depicted
as the Grim Reaper, wielding a scythe, and
cutting a wide swath in human affairs. 

The influence of Saturn by sign serves to
limit or control circumstances in our lives
and can also indicate how we will be lim-
ited, controlled, frustrated or delayed by
what seems to be the cruel hand of fate, ac-
cording to the sign Saturn transits. The
ringed planet gives form to our life experi-
ences and therefore provides our lessons.
With the benefit of hindsight most of us
give credit for our most profound lessons to
our toughest teachers. We look back in grat-
itude to those who expected the most from
us or held our feet to the proverbial fire.
Saturn is at heart a wise teacher if seeming
to be a stern taskmaster. When we are truly
wise we understand that Saturn plays the
role of tough-love teacher. If we accept his
lessons we are invariably strengthened in
character. 

Leo, the Lion
Leo is the fifth zodiacal sign. Leo is ruled

by the Sun and is the astrological arena in

• BY JULIE GILLENTINE

ASTROLOGY

The Lion
in Winter

which issues of rulership and do-
minion are acted out on the astro-

logical stage. Attributes of Leo
include pride, dignity, altruism,

magnanimity and a love of
drama and display. Leo pos-

sesses a positive and outgoing
energetic polarity. Leo rules the

heart and spine and has
to do with the faculty of

will, important for a
king. The lessons of Leo

include the principles of dominion, sov-
ereignty, authority, and rulership. It is said
that the outstanding characteristic of a lion
is bravery and the archetype of Leo in-
cludes courage. The higher side of Leo en-
ergy is honest, direct, courageous and filled
with integrity. Conversely, the lower ex-
pression of the Lion can be arrogant, ego-
tistical and dictatorial. 

For the most part, true monarchies are
part of past history. Rulers of today, and es-
pecially those in the impending Aquarian
age, will embody a different concept of spir-
itual aristocracy, ruling from the enlight-
ened and opened heart and not just from a
position of situational power or authority.
In a sense we are all rulers of some realm
even if it is only our private thoughts and
feelings. Brave or bombastic, we can choose
to be wise or reckless within the kingdoms
of our own hearts.

Saturn in Leo
As Saturn orbits the Sun in roughly

thirty years he moves through each sign in
sequence. As Saturn exits the sign of
Cancer and moves into Leo the focus of at-
tention shifts. With this combination of ar-
chetypal influences we are dealing with is-
sues of fatherhood, kingship and rulership.
The most important feast of Saturn, which
was probably a precursor to modern
Christmas or New Year’s Eve customs, was
Saturnalia. Celebrated toward the end of
December on this day, schools and courts
were closed, war was outlawed and people
exchanged gifts. The balance of power be-
tween ruler and ruled over was altered as

Saturn in LeoSaturn in Leo
The Lion
in Winter
The Lion
in Winter
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of armor.” Here we see the idea of girding
for battle to defend the realm as an apt de-
scription of a strongly felt sense of duty
combined with an impulse to take action. 

The highest expression of this combina-
tion is a truly wise leader, ruling from a
compassionate heart. The same energy di-
rected unconsciously can result in heavy-
handed and overbearing autocracy due to a
misdirected sense of pride and drive for
power. The extreme result of Saturn in Leo
is a selfish and autocratic dictator. 

In pragmatic terms Saturn in Leo may
cause areas which may have been sources of
pleasure and amusement to become burden-
some. A vacation home may be struck by
lightning or a prized sailboat is ruined by a
tropical storm. Saturn in Leo is somber and
conservative and tends to use discipline and
tightening of the belt as techniques to solve
problems and deal with people. Because of
the serious quality of Saturn Leo’s natural
gaiety can be stifled and the energy can
seem aloof and detached. This is not an en-
dearing or warm energy.

Saturn in the sign of the heart constricts
the feelings, projecting a calculating nature
or outer persona. Therefore, matters of the
heart don’t flow freely. But this cool projec-
tion may not really be as cold as it seems as
it can mask an inner sensitivity which is
cloaked because of fear of rejection. Saturn
in Leo may cause a withdrawal from rela-

typal energies. There can be a perception
that power is limited and freedom is cur-
tailed. The sense of creative expression is
stifled. The innate ability of the Lion to
enjoy life does not come as easily. In per-
sonal relationships resentment can build as
we look for someone else to blame for our
discomfort.

Expressed in a positive way Saturn in
Leo infuses consciousness with a height-
ened sense of responsibility which can moti-
vate appropriate authoritative behavior. A
cool efficiency combines with a no-
nonsense approach to issues. Moore and
Douglas, in their book Astrology, The Di-
vine Science, give an image for Saturn in
Leo as “a knight fastening on a weighty suit

slaves gave orders while their masters
waited at table. This idea presents an inter-
esting exercise in shifting perspectives. If we
open our minds Saturn in Leo might give us
a taste of this. 

Before the discovery of Uranus Saturn
was considered to be the ruler of the sign
Aquarius. The ringed planet still maintains
this joint relationship with Uranus. There-
fore Saturn is said to be in “detriment,” a
position of weakness, in Leo as the Lion is
the opposite sign to Aquarius. Leo can
sometimes be prideful and doesn’t appre-
ciate the limits and structure that Saturn
dictates. The sun-ruled sign likes to be at
the center of things, and therefore this can
be an uncomfortable combination of arche-

Saturn
(Hubble Space Telescope)
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Join us this year as we present 10 world class speakers lecturing on their latest research.  They will
present strong evidence that Unidentified Flying Objects continue to be observed worldwide, are real
physical objects and constitute an important challenge for the human race. Evidence for ongoing, in-
tense behind the scenes interest on the part of our National Security apparatus will be presented and ex-
plored. This will be a fascinating and informative experience for anyone interested in understanding
what UFO’s are, what their agenda may be, and more importantly, how this phenomenon has changed
society’s reactions in the past and present.  We will explore the possibilities for the future as well.

 The Hollywood Renaissance Hotel is a four star luxury property in the heart of the movie making cap-
itol of the world. It offers visitors an irresistible array of entertainment, dining and shopping options.
Located just steps from the legendary Grauman’s Chinese Theater and the Hollywood Walk of Fame. 

Conference fees
$25.00 per day

Hotel rate
$129.00 per night

Alternate hotels available at lower rates

Also Presenting...”UFOLOGY 101"
 a free presentation open to the public and press.

Q u e s t i o n s ?  8 5 8 - 5 2 3 - 1 0 6 8

The 42nd National UFO Conference
“The Red Carpet of Ufology”

September 2-4, 2005 Hollywood, CA

“UFOs Past, Present and Future”
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an Brown’s runaway best-selling
novel The Da Vinci Code has
sparked controversy all over the
world.  Millions of readers now

want to know what is fact and what is fic-
tion in the book’s subject matter, and so
now, book and video distributors of every
stripe are churning out what they say are
answers to the questions raised. All are of-
fered under the Da Vinci category, by wan-
nabe best-selling authors and producers
eager to peddle their own knowledge of the
subject. Some are not worth the time it
takes to examine them and some make a
significant contribution to our knowledge
on the subject. This issue's featured video is
in the latter category.

DA VINCI CODE DECODED
Richard Metzger

This definitive documentary exploration
of Dan Brown’s novel tries to answer the
questions everyone seems to be asking:
What exactly was Leonardo Da Vinci trying
to tell us in his coded paintings?  Was Jesus
married to Mary Magdalene?  Who were the
Knights Templar?  What is the secret of the
mysterious church at Rennes-le-Chateau?
What is the Priory of Sion?  What secret did
the real life Sauniere know that threatened
the Church?  What are the Gnostic Gospels?
Did Roman emperors rewrite the New Tes-
tament to control the population? 

In this production the respected authors
and researchers whose work inspired Brown
have the opportunity to speak at length on
their own. Brown himself begins with a par-
aphrase, “Since the beginning of time, his-
tory has always been written by the win-
ners.”  “That is,” he says, “those societies
and belief systems that conquered and sur-
vived.”        

Henry Lincoln’s 1982 book Holy Blood,
Holy Grail (co-authored with Michael Bai-
gent and Richard Leigh) provides most of
the historical information upon which the
novel is based. At the time it was published
it provoked a storm of its own with the sug-
gestion that Jesus was married and many
other controversial points.  Clive Prince and
Lynn Picknett also caused a stir with their
Templar Revelation, which presented de-
coding and interpretation of Da Vinci’s sym-
bolism.  Dan Brown was certainly influ-
enced by these works.  However, as Prince
says, Brown “took them in a completely dif-
ferent direction to create a rip-roaring plot.”

Some “Da Vinci Code” Spin-offs Are More Worthwhile than Others

D

VIDEOS & DVD

• BY MARSHA OAKS

Capitalizing on the Code

As Dan Burstein (author of Secrets of the
Code: The Unauthorized Guide to the Mys-
teries Behind the Da Vinci Code, and an
award-winning journalist) points out:
“When Dan Brown makes his suggestion
that this great cover-up has gone on, a lot of
people get nervous and become instinctively
critical, but I think Brown is actually on
pretty good historical footing with some of

these suggestions.  His detail may be wrong
or it may be designed to serve his plot, but
the big-picture question of how Constantine
and subsequent Roman emperors reshaped
Christianity to serve their own purpose of
political theory for the Empire is a powerful,
and I think largely valid, argument.”

Continued on Page 52
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Also featured in this production is plenty
of beautiful original on-location photog-
raphy from the Louvre, Temple Church,
Westminster Abbey,  Rennes-le-Chateau,
and Rosslyn Chapel.

152 min.  $19.95 DVD only
1-800-228-8381  

INDIGO:  A Film of Faith, Family, and
an Extraordinary Child
Produced and Co-Written by James
Twyman

This movie starring and co-written by
Neale Donald Walsch (author of  the Con-
versations with God books) follows the
journey of a troubled family in its search for
the kind of understanding that can bring
them together.  An estranged grandfather,
his unprincipled business world in collapse,
finds himself uncomfortably entrusted with
his 10-year old granddaughter’s safety.  To-
gether they flee from her unstable father,
embarking on an extraordinary passage of
self-discovery in which this exceptional
child gradually gains her grandfather's love
and guides her family to a place of unity.

Since this is just a fictional work with an
“Indigo Child” as the main character, but
not enough explanation of “Indigos,” I felt
compelled to do some research and found
that much has been written about “In-
digos,” though nothing definitive has been
established. 

Lee Carroll and Jan Tober, in their book
The Indigo Children: The New Kids Have
Arrived, describe an Indigo Child as “a boy
or girl who displays a new and unusual set
of psychological attributes, revealing a pat-
tern of behavior generally undocumented
before.  This pattern has singularly unique
factors that call for parents and teachers to
change their treatment and upbringing of
these kids to assist them in achieving bal-
ance and harmony in their lives, and to help
them avoid frustration.” They claim that
these children have indigo or purple auras
around them. 

Attempting to separate facts from fiction
about these youngsters, author P.M.H. At-
water (Coming Back to Life, Beyond the
Light, Future Memory, Children of the New
Millennium, and The Complete Idiot’s
Guide to Near-Death Experiences) wrote
about them in “The Wonder Kids” (Atlantis
Rising #36). “Their intelligence and crea-
tive, innovative abilities are well established.
Their tendency toward non-attachment
might account as much for the lack of com-
passion many exhibit as for their unusually
forgiving nature. Just as many kids with
auras of varying and different colors exhibit
these abilities as those who exhibit an in-
digo or purple hue.  When assigning aura
colors, one quickly runs into significant
challenges.  The color of the personal aura
tends to alter depending on mood and ma-
turity.  Colors also exist traditionally that
signify the ‘ray’ or ‘mission’ in life.  And in
the study of evolution, there are said to be

VIDEOS

Continued from Page 51
The marriage of Jesus and Mary Magda-

lene seems to draw the most  contention.
One of those originally shocked by Holy
Blood, Holy Grail was author, Margaret
Starbird (The Woman with the Alabaster
Jar).   “Being raised Roman Catholic,” she
says, “I thought it was total blasphemy. I al-
most dropped the book.  I fled from the li-
brary. I was horrified!  It was obnoxious to
think that Jesus might have been married.
At first I didn’t know what to think, but I de-
cided to investigate this, which I did.  As I
got into the material, I launched my journey
to search for the Holy Grail, which I believe
is the sacred feminine, the lost bride.”  Her
research of the woman with the alabaster jar
who anointed Jesus at the banquet in Be-
thany, revealed that the anointing has
sexual connotations in the ancient world,
and the anointing by a woman is a nuptial
right.  Further research convinced her that
the correct interpretation of Sangraal is
“blood royal,” not Holy Grail, and that Mary
Magdalene delivered the blood royal to the
coast of France in the veins of a child (Jesus’
child).  Also revealed by her research is that
in ancient mythologies, it is the role of the
bride to meet the risen bridegroom at the
tomb.

Agreeing with the probability of the mar-
riage of Jesus, Burstein says that there were
many religious leaders to arise in this time
period and Jesus was one of them.  He was a
rabbi; everyone in the New Testament was
Jewish until proven otherwise.  It was com-
monplace for Jewish rabbis to be married in
fact, it was a rare exception for a Jewish
rabbi not to be married.

Martin Lunn (author of the companion
book to this DVD, is an expert historian who
explores the truth behind Brown’s research)
adds that Jesus was required, as a member
of the Davidic line, to marry and to sire two
sons by the age of 40.  Referring to the feast
of Cana mentioned in the Book of John, he
points out that the only person allowed to
order more wine is the groom himself.

Another “bone of contention” is the in-
terpretation of Da Vinci’s symbolism.
Prince and Picknett contribute in-depth, fas-
cinating material, referring to his paintings,
of course, but also emphasizing his own
view of himself as a scientist.  They point
out his distrust/dislike of the Catholic
church and the point that “his only crack at
posterity at that time was through his paint-
brush, of which he took great advantage,” to
quote Picknett.  

There is much more intriguing informa-
tion to be gleaned from this excellent pro-
duction and it should be essential viewing
for all readers of The Da Vinci Code. The
production does an excellent job of separ-
ating fact from fiction and, in the process,
uncovers the previously hidden history and
and the shocking revelations that made the
controversial novel so popular.

HUNA
KUPUA
HUNA
KUPUA
Shamanism from
Ancient Hawaii

Discover an ancient
Hawaiian secret teaching
of knowledge, healing,
and power. Find inner
peace, increase your

income, harmonize your
relationships, improve

your health. Classes and
home study materials are

available.

http://
www.hunakupua.com/

Marshall Klarfeld’s groundbreaking new book,
ADAM, THE MISSING LINK, blows the lid off a
closely-held package of historical and scientific facts
proving the human race was created by genetic
engineering nearly a quarter-million years ago.

As an undergraduate at CALTECH in the 1940s,
the author was fascinated by the advanced scientific
knowledge found in the Bible’s creation story.
Uncertain how to unravel this puzzle, he questioned
Nobel laureate professors, Linus Pauling and
Richard Feynman. Their powerful answers inspired
him to pursue the research.

 TO ORDER go to:
www.adamthemissinglink.com

http://www.hunakupua.com/
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Chapter 4 in the book Edgar Cayce
on the Indigo Children highlights the
work of Indigo producer James
Twyman. He had an experience with
psychic children in the mountans of
Croatia in 1995 that led him to his per-
sonal mission—to help achieve global
awareness of the reality that humanity
as a whole is poised for a quantum leap
to a higher level of consciousness.
Bringing the message of the psychic
children to the world has become his
life and passion. Apparently this movie
is a vehicle to showcase an “Indigo”
child. 

Listed in the book The Indigo Chil-
dren are ten of their most common
traits: (1) They come into the world
with a feeling of royalty (and often act
like it). (2) They have a feeling of “de-
serving to be here,” and are surprised
when others don’t share that. (3) Self-
worth is not a big issue.  They often tell
the parents “who they are.” (4) They
have difficulty with absolute authority
(authority without explanation or
choice). (5) They simply will not do
certain things: for example, waiting in
line is difficult for them.  (6) They get

frustrated with systems that are ritual-
oriented and don’t require creative thought.
(7) They often see better ways of doing
things, both at home and in school, which  >

makes them seem like “system busters”
(nonconforming to any system). (8) They
seem antisocial unless they are with their
own kind.  If there are no others of like con-
sciousness around them, they often turn in-
ward, feeling like no other human under-
stands them.  School is often extremely
difficult for them socially. (9) They will not
respond to “guilt” discipline (“Wait till your
father gets home and finds out what you
did”). (10) They are not shy in letting you
know what they need.

Also discussed in The Indigo Children,
are children with ADD and ADHD and the
use of Ritalin.  This is another facet among
many and for those who want to know more,
“it’s out there” (I can’t say “the truth is out
there” because it’s not completely known in
this regard, but more INFORMATION is out
there).

Some are concerned that having an “In-
digo” will become an ego trip for some par-
ents—and that many will give their power
away to their kids because they are so spe-
cial and intelligent.  These children still
need discipline. To quote psychologist Mel-
anie Melvin, “Nothing turns an Indigo off
faster than parents who do not earn their
child’s respect, but who instead give away
their power and parental responsibility to
the child. The angriest children I have seen
in my role as a psychologist and homeopath
are those without parental limits.”  And then

‘root races’ or stages in the development of
the human species that are symbolized ac-
cording to vibrations of color.  To say the
new children are ‘indigos’ is misleading.” 
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ATLANTIS RISING CATALOG
INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE
Check below for hard-to-get

books, Videos, & DVDs.
Prices Slashed up to 30%

Limited Quantities Available
so Order Today.

Prices good only while supplies last.
All Sales Final.

BOOKS SALE PRICE
A.R.E.’s Search for Atlantis ...................$12.00
Atlantis From a Geographer’s Perspective:

Mapping the Fairy Land .....................$12.00
Blindsided .............................................$11.00
Chalice of Magdalene ...........................$11.00
Dictionary of Alchemy ...........................$13.00
Discovery of Atlantis .............................$15.00
Earth Rising II ........................................$13.00
Gateway to Atlantis ..............................$10.00
Gospel of Mary Magdalene ..................$11.00
Gospel of the Toltecs ............................$11.00
Guardians of the Holy Grail ...................$12.00
Inca Origins ..........................................$28.00
Ley Lines and Earth Energies .................$13.00
Lost Science of the Stone Age ..............$17.50
Lost Worlds and Underground Mysteries of

the Far East .......................................$17.50
Matrix of Creation ................................$11.00
Maya Shamans .....................................$13.00
Night Siege
  The Hudson Valley UFO Sightings .........$7.00
Nile: Promise Written in Sand ...............$11.00
PSI Physics ............................................$14.00
Secret Teachings of Plants ....................$12.00
Secrets of the Code ..............................$15.00
Shamanic Wisdom of
  the Pyramid Texts ...............................$16.00
Slaves Shall Serve ..................................$10.00
Templars and the Grail ..........................$16.00
Terra Cotta Warriors .............................$18.00
Tomb of God ........................................$12.00
Tutankhamun: The Exodus Conspiracy ..$21.00
Vimana Aircraft ....................................$11.00

VIDEO. DVD & CD
A.R.E.’s 2003 Search for Atlantis
DVD or VHS ..........................................$14.00
Crop Circles: Quest for the Lost Civilization -

DVD ...................................................$17.50
Gurdjieff - Set - VHS ..............................$56.00
Initiation
  Sacred Monuments of Egypt  - CD ......$21.00
Kenn Thomas on Conspiracy - VHS .......$14.00
Lost Ark: Search for the Ark of the
  Covenant - VHS ..................................$13.00
Mahabharata - Set - VHS .......................$70.00
Planet X - DVD or VHS ..........................$17.00
Secrets of the Bird Tribe - VHS ..............$18.00
Survival Basics - DVD .............................$10.00
Urbanmaster - DVD & VHS ....................$15.00

Add $4.95 s/h for one item
& $2 for each additional item

Send check, M.O., or Visa/MC # to:
Atlantis Rising
P.O. Box 441

Livingston, MT 59047
or call

800-228-8381

there are those who expect their children to
take care of them in their old age who
might be tempted to put the weight of the
world on their shoulders much too soon
just because they came in with “special-
ness.”

The production quality is adequate, and
though only a movie, it might spark more
interest in what has become a timely topic.

89 min.  $24.95
1-800-228-8381

MESSAGES FROM WATER:  Water
Crystals in Motion
Masaru Emoto

This production In-
troduces the revolu-
tionary work of interna-
tionally renowned
Japanese scientist, Dr.
Masaru Emoto, who has
discovered that mole-
cules of water are af-
fected by our thoughts,
words, and feelings.
Emoto's research and
amazing photos are fea-
tured in the hit movie
What the Bleep Do We
Know?

Did you know that
water can “listen” to
music and “read” words?
Believe it! Under normal
conditions, distilled
water can only produce
simple hexagonal crys-
tals, but only before it
has “listened” to Mozart!
Exquisitely shaped crys-
tals formed and ex-
panded as if in pursuit of
the beautiful music.  And water CAN “read.”
Showing water the word, “hope,” it pro-
duced crystals that grew and projected to-
wards the image of hope itself.  And the ulti-
mate experiment:  Can water “feel”?  See
what happens during an experiment with
parents and their children.

Emoto is interviewed in Japanese—with
subtitles, which are clear enough. He states
that his quest for solving the mysteries of
water was initiated during a trip to the U.S.,
where he was introduced to the Magnetic
Resonance Analyzer and learned about Mi-
croclustered Water. Using the MRA, he
transferred vibrational information onto Mi-
croclustered Water, a special kind of water,
and created HADO water, which he used to
cure over 10,000 people.  We are told that it
was a book, The Day the Lightening Chased
the Housewife, that triggered Emoto’s in-
terest in frozen water crystals.  Reminded
that no two snowflakes were identical, he ra-
tionalized that if snow has crystals, then
water should, too, when it’s frozen. 

After two months of trial and error,
Emoto’s team finally shot a successful pho-
tograph—and it was beautiful, as you will

VIDEOS see.  Dr. Emoto said that he, too, shed a
tear.  From there, they expanded their pho-
tographic collection and much is shared on
this video.  He said, “How I was able to
come up with such a method is a mystery,
even to me.”  

The team found that some water showed
no crystal formation whatsoever—one ex-
ample being tap water in Tokyo, as well as
London and Paris.  Certain types of water
produced the most beautiful crystals.  He
found that water from clear springs and
water that had been exposed to loving words
show brilliant, complex, and colorful snow-
flake patterns.  In contrast, polluted water,

or water exposed to neg-
ative thoughts, forms

incomplete, asymmet-
rical patterns with dull

colors.  
When asked, “What
is a water crystal?”
Emoto responded,

“Everything in existence
vibrates.  Vibration is
just another word for

energy.  So how does vi-
bration travel?  Through

water, I believe.  And
the hexagonal crystals
represent the life force

of Mother Nature.
Therefore, the absence

of hexagonal crystals
can be seen as a

sign...that the life forces
in that area have been

compromised energeti-
cally.  This is one of the
things we have learned

over the last eight
years.... Through crys-

tallization, what is
water trying to tell us?

Personally, I think Mother Nature is at the
root of everything.  Anything in tune with
Her manifests as a beautiful, hexagonal
structure; anything that is not, doesn’t.  I
think, perhaps, this is the message that
water is trying to tell us by using itself as a
medium.  It is important for the water
around us to produce nothing but beautiful
hexagonal crystals.  That’s why I feel it’s our
duty to keep our environment clean.”

During an experiment where children
and their parents sent positive thoughts to
tap water,  a beautiful, balanced crystal was
created.  One of the children said, “It felt
like we had become one and I could pray for
the water; it was good.”  Quoting the nar-
rator:  “Through crystalization water is
telling us that it can act as our mirror.  It
can reflect human thought.  Water has the
ability to show us what we cannot see.  The
same water also flows through our bodies
and nurtures all life on earth.”   

This is a worthwhile production from
which anyone could benefit.

43 min.  $19.95 VHS/DVD
1-800-228-8381
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ow a breakthrough video
from the creators of At-
lantis Rising magazine

takes a look at real evidence—
largely ignored by the academic
establishment—which shatters
the orthodox scenario for the
dawn of civilization on Earth.
Now assembled in a devastating
one-hour documentary, hosted
by Atlantis Rising Editor and
Publisher J. Douglas Kenyon,
are the comments and evidence
of breakthrough researchers
such as John Anthony West,
Robert Bauval, Richard
Noone, Colin Wilson, John
Michell, Patrick Flanagan,
Christopher Dunn, Zecharia
Sitchin, David Hatcher Chil-
dress, Edgar Evans Cayce and
others.   

N

HOW MUCH
DID THE

ANCIENTS
KNOW?

1 Hr. DVD $24.95
or VHS $19.95

+ $4.95 S.&H.
To Order Call

800-228-8381
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ATLANTIS RISING PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 & 3) Main lowland area in 5 down - 2 wds.
6) Where Puma Punku is - Top Ten Ancient Civili-

zations AR # 1
7 & 8) A negative reply - 2 wds.
9) A plant found in 2 down
10 & 12) Not naturally created - hyph.
15) Similar or related in quality or character
16) Midwestern State - abbr.
17 & 21) Sculptures on display - 2 wds.
25) Physician – abbr.
26) Communicates by gesture & facial expression
27) Obligation/legal responsibility
31) Measure defined by the orbit of 14 down - abbr.
33) Translucent mineral
34) You and I
35) 22nd letter of the Greek alphabet
36) A frequent writer at AR - init.
37) Author of Journey to Ixtlan (Init.)  AR # 10
39) State of being
40) Shout when frightened
42) Makes available once again
44) Jointly funded with ECF for Sphinx research AR

# 12
45) First name of 007 creator - Journeys to Other

Worlds AR # 2
47) Established ethnic group conquered by Incas
51) Gluten intolerant people have a problem with

this - Gittleman AR # 2
52) A word for ‘spirit’
53) State known for earthquakes - abbr.
54) The 12th letter of the Roman alphabet
55) Luminance unit = 1 candle per sq. meter
57) Expression of hesitation
58) A river in Siberia
60) The ratio of signal intensity to noise intensity
61) Sudden giving off of energy - see Thunderbolts

AR # 18
67) Items in which fluorescent is contained - Ultra-

violet AR # 11
70) Metric unit of volume = 1/100th of a litre
72) Quechuan name given to empire meaning Land

of the Four Quarters
73) Pseudo name of an Irish Writer
74) Where Machu Picchu is found - Top Ten Magical

Journeys AR # 3
76) Early timepiece
77) Viracocha Inca was this - the _ _ _ _ _ _

emperor
79) Vanity of Venus is this - Reviews AR # 14
80) Creators of the empire in the 15th century
81 & 82) What the deer does when it sees people - 2

wds.

DOWN
1 & 26) Dr. Wm. Sujllivan ran tests with star charts

here - 2 wds. AR # 8
2 & 36) Arid region in northern Chile - 2 wds.
3) Unmarried men
4) A hard-working insect
5 & 28) Marconi's secret high-tech city is on this

continent - Childress - 2 wds. AR # 13
6) Hindu devotion open to all persons
10) Post a letter
11) Hard metal resistant to corrosion
12) This state name comes from a Sioux word

meaning cloudy water - abbr.
13) Performed
14) Where the comet Finlay is expected to ‘graze’ in

October 2060 AR # 6
18) Topple
19) Person responsibile for getting a story straight
20) N. A. Country – abbr.
22) 14th letter of the Greek alphabet

23) In the same place (when citing a reference)
24) Prefix meaning twice or two
29) Original Maya creation myth - Hero _ _ _ _
30 & 43) Respectful reply to a male teacher - 2 wds.
32 & 69) An inspection of a lake near Puma Punku -

2 wds.
35 & 68) A place where you can get all the chow

mein you can eat - 2 wds.
37) A dedicated commitment
38) Doctor who authored Molecules of Emotion -

first and last init. - Gage AR # 14
41) Propelled with a foot
46) An Inca word meaning ‘clans’
48) A famous dancer who was a spy during WW I -

Mata _ _ _ _
49) A south-eastern state - abbr.
50) Large unbroken distances
56) The people who dominated the Cuzco Valley in

Peru (1100 - 1530s)
59) French marshall in the Napoleonic Wars -

Michel _ _ _
62) Layers
63) Veil
64) A U. S. coast guard helicopter - _ _ 65A

(Dolphin)
65) Gold
66) The largest of India’s 19 islands - abbr.
67) This doctor claims parasitic infection is a major

cause of illness in U. S. - see Gittleman AR #1
71) Basic unit of money in Romania and Moldova
74) Palladium
75) Originally called Oyster Island - abbr.
78) Lethal nerve agents

• BY CARLY SVAMVOUR T H E  I N C A

CRYPTOGRAM
“JAI OIIFO UW TMIRJ FYOGULIMYIO RMI GUBOJRBJZC
WZURJYBT RMUEBF, DEJ JAIC UBZC JRHI MUUJ YB
SYBFO QIZZ KMIKRMIF JU MIGIYLI JAIS.”

Joseph Henry

Answer to CRYPTOGRAM from #52
The most beautiful thing we can experience is the myster-
ious. It is the source of all true art and science. He to
whom this emotion is a stranger, is as good as dead: his
eyes closed.

Albert Einstein

Solution to “THE MAYANS” from #52
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Dr. Lana Cantrell

(Available by credit card
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A SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY INTO THE
EVIDENCE OF THE FALL OF MAN FROM A
HIGHER CIVILIZATION IN ANTIQUITY

For charge card orders, go to Amazon.com

Continued from Page 16

JEANE MANNING

him like a bunch of dots, which, when he
was a bit older, he would call molecules.
Going into one of them, he saw that it too
was made up of millions of dots, which he
would later learn to call atoms. He flew into
one of them and saw it also was made of
countless dots, and the process continued
when he went into more and more layers.

After he came back to everyday con-
sciousness, he thought, “Yes! Everything is
in the point.” At home he ran into the house
shouting: “Mom, Mom! I figured out some-
thing big!” But a child’s vocabulary couldn’t
describe the insights that were thrilling
him. He couldn’t explain that we’re infinite,
and everything is in each point. His mother,
then a beleaguered single parent, suggested
he stick to his school curriculum. And she
had dishes and laundry to do and didn’t feel
very infinite.

He had to work on it for many years—
how do you put infinity into a limited boun-
dary? Today, he shows how it can be ex-
plained with a simple fractal.

Haramein had already figured out things
such as space-time vortices, space-time
torque and singularities by the time he en-
countered the late visionary Dr. Walter Rus-
sell’s writings. I asked about the encounter
because many Atlantis Rising readers know

that Russell’s paintings il-
lustrated the invisible-to-
us geometry of space. Ha-
ramein replied that
reading Russell’s books
was a confirming experi-
ence. “I’m not alone. Rus-
sell figured some of this
out in 1927!” 

Will the establishment
now pay attention? The
jury is still out. Ha-
ramein's science papers
smacked into the peer-
review wall or the ortho-
doxy-watchdog editor wall
several times. But then so
had Albert… 

Haramein is told by reviewers that you
can’t put Newtonian physics—dealing with
torque and Coriolis forces—into Einstein's
field equations. However, years ago Ha-
ramein was kicked out of a science confer-
ence for saying that we would find giant
black holes at the centers of galaxies in-
cluding our own, and now that prediction
has come true. So he persists.   

He has help with the complex equa-
tions—top notch. Back when Haramein was
living in California, Mark Comings was en-
couraging him to connect with a certain
gutsy and gifted physicist who now lives in
Arizona. You'll find the name E. A. Raus-
cher, Ph.D., in various Who’s Who lists.
She's been awarded for outstanding contri-

butions to astronomy and
astrophysics, bioelectro-
magnetism and founda-

tions of quantum theory.
She was a nuclear scien-

tist and researcher at
Lawrence Berkeley Na-

tional Laboratory and at
Stanford Research Insti-
tute professor of physics

research consultant to
NASA’s space shuttle pro-

gram and the U.S. Navy
and she advised Congress

and the United Nations.
Her achievements in-

clude 250 scientific pa-
pers, four books and some patents. 

The Who’s Who books don’t tell you,
however, that Rauscher has at times stepped
out on the frontier of heretical research
about consciousness. Or that she’d been
ahead of her time just by being a woman in-
vading the old-boys-club of particle physics.
I’m not surprised to hear, by the grapevine,
that male colleagues ended up taking credit
for some of her ideas. Or that she was
writing field theory based on mini- black
holes for atomic and subatomic structure in
the 1970s. Dr. Rauscher’s experience in
working with very complex equations most
interested Haramein, so a supporter paid
Rauscher to come to California and meet
with him for two days. 

Despite her willingness to listen, she at

Elizabeth Rauscher
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INTELLIGENT DESIGNfirst was cool toward Haramein’s claims.
For one thing, he insists that standard
physics has no source for angular mo-
mentum. Strangely, that’s hard for physi-
cists to acknowledge, Haramein finds. Per-
haps that flaw in physics was so thoroughly
buried that physicists just don’t believe
there’s a problem. And Rauscher wasn’t en-
thusiastic when he talked about the role
played by the structure of spacetime and
told her it had to do with a cube-octahedron
and a double torus. At first she couldn’t
mathematically find the relationships he
was talking about, but eventually it worked
out in the math—all together in a unified
field. She definitely warmed up to it, and
added her own contributions to the work.

The most recent paper Haramein and
Rauscher co-authored is “The Origin of
Spin: A Consideration of Torque and Cori-
olis Forces in Einstein’s Field Equations and
Grand Unification Theory.” 

Just before my column’s deadline,
Nassim told me that his scientific paper has
been accepted for publication by the peer-
reviewed Noetic Journal, which publishes
books of papers on the leading edge. The
particular book is a proceedings of a physics
conference in Paris involving the late J. P.
Vigier, who was a colleague of Einstein. At
the time I met him in Switzerland four
years ago, Vigier was boldly investigating
new concepts for energy technologies.  

Haramein and Dr. Rauscher are cur-
rently working on a balance equation be-
tween the gravitational torque forces of
space-time and the electromagnetic field re-
pulsive forces. Meanwhile they’ve written
about ”universal scaling.” Revealing order
embedded in the universe at all size scales,
it goes beyond the “global scaling” cur-
rently exciting leading-edge researchers in
Europe. Of most interest to laypersons like
me, the non-profit foundation founded in
1999 and directed by Haramein, The Reso-
nance Project, plans to research applica-
tions to agriculture, land management and
water—in terms of relating space-time
torque to life force. 

From studies of ancient symbols to
bridging the micro-world and the macro-
world with a unified theory, the full story of
Haramein’s odyssey requires a book. He is
indeed working on one for the layperson—
Crossing the Event Horizon. First, a DVD of
his illustrated verbal presentation will be for
sale. 

For updates, graphics and a reader-
friendly explanation of the dual torus struc-
ture, driven by space-time torque, of the
Haramein-Rauscher solution, see www.
theresonanceproject.org. Their solution
may describe what we see in the universe
without the need for invoking dark matter
or dark energy. And then there’s Haramein’s
take on the ubiquitous black hole—what he
calls the black-white whole. Further, he
promises a future paper about seemingly an-
cient profound understandings of the geom-
etry of nature and their meaning for our
era. Physics uplifted!

Historically, said Mr. Meyer, science has
sought “the best explanation, period,
wherever the evidence leads.” But now the
scientific establishment is requiring some-
thing else: “the best materialistic explana-
tion for phenomenon.” That rules out non-
materialistic explanations from the onset,
demanding adherence to the worldview that
presumes the material realm is all that ex-
ists.

David Klinghoffer broke the story of Mr.
Sternberg’s mistreatment in The Wall
Street Journal. The attempts to discredit
him, Mr. Meyer said, have resulted in hun-
dreds of scientists from around the world
requesting and downloading the paper
(available from: http://www.discovery.org/
scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=view&
id=2177).

Mr. Meyer said that many scientists se-
cretly agree with elements of Intelligent De-
sign but are afraid to go public. Critics tried
to force Mr. Sternberg to reveal the names
of the peer reviewers—which are supposed
to remain anonymous—but he refused.
Darwinists shifted the discussions to evolu-
tion as a worldview, while avoiding its ad-
mitted failures to account for what Darwin
purported to explain, namely, the origin of
species. 

The virulence of the attempts to sup-
press Intelligent Design demonstrates the
Darwinists’ insecurity. “You don’t resort to
authoritarianism,” observed Mr. Meyer, “if
you can answer it.” 

Also available on the discovery.org web site
is the following commentary:

INTELLIGENT DESIGN THEORY: WHY
IT MATTERS
by Jay W. Richards:

In this scientific age, it is impossible to
quarantine the claims of science. They in-
variably leak into other cultural domains.
So we should attend to what scientists tell
us. Sometimes it is quite important.

For instance, in The Meaning of Evolu-
tion, George Gaylord Simpson repeats what
is surely the “official” dogma of the contem-
porary scientific guild: “Man is the result of
a purposeless and natural process that did
not have him in mind.” This far-reaching
claim contrasts with earlier scientific
wisdom, which held that man was designed
by an intelligent being, a fact that grounded
both his freedom and his moral responsi-
bility.

Darwin and the materialist view of
reality

So what changed? While most historical
events have multiple causes, Charles
Darwin’s theoretical coupling of natural se-
lection with random variations clearly pro-
vided the impetus for removing the concept
of design from the biological sciences.

It was not an appeal to historical change
or “evolution” that made Darwin’s theory
unique. Nor was it the concept of universal
common ancestry or the modest claim that
natural selection explains some things.
Darwin’s theory was revolutionary because
it banished the concept of intelligent design
from biology, consigning it to a marginal
theological ghetto. For the first time, there
seemed to be a plausible materialistic expla-
nation for all those ingenious biological
mechanisms—the brain and the eye, diges-
tion and circulation, feathers and fins.

Others extended Darwin’s ban on intelli-
gent design to include the origin of life and
the universe itself. With help from intellec-
tuals such as Marx and Freud, we were left
with a view of humans as mere animals or
machines who inhabit a universe ruled by
chance, and whose behavior and thoughts
are determined by the immutable and im-
personal forces of nature and environment.

This materialistic interpretation of re-
ality slowly has permeated every area of our
culture. As Daniel Dennett says in his book
Darwin’s Dangerous Idea:

Darwin’s idea had been born as an an-
swer to questions in biology. But it threat-
ened to leak out, offering answers, welcome
or not, to questions in cosmology, going in
one direction back to the Big Bang and psy-
chology, going in the other direction, to ex-
plain the human mind and spirit. ...
Darwin’s idea thus also threatened to spread
all the way up, dissolving the illusion of our
own authorship, our own divine spark of
creativity and understanding.

“Darwin’s Dangerous Idea” has seeped
into American life in a number of subtle

Stephen Meyer
(Courtesy of the Discovery Institute)
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ways, slowly compromising the basis of our
legal and political rights. If we are nothing
more than the sum of chance, impersonal
law and environment, then we are not free
and responsible individuals, endowed by our
Creator with certain inalienable rights. Be-
cause we are not free, we are not responsible
so, paradoxically, we can do whatever we
“want.”

Some understood this implication early
on, including the authors of a criminology
textbook published in the 1930s: “Man is no
more ‘responsible’ for becoming willful and
committing a crime than the flower for be-
coming red and fragrant. In both instances
the end products are pre-determined by the
nature of protoplasm and the chance of cir-
cumstances.”

More than Protoplasmic Blobs
The materialistic scheme dissolves our

sense of responsibility for our actions as well
as the ethical framework that makes our
laws meaningful. Accordingly, materialists
invariably define claims of right and good as
mere code words for the will to power.

Political philosopher Jay Budziszewski
recently observed that materialistic logic
even has found its way into the deliber-
ations of the Supreme Court. Whereas the
founding fathers grounded our legal system
in “the laws of nature and of nature’s God,”
our current court has declared that Ameri-
cans have a constitutional “right to define
one’s own concept of existence, of meaning,
of the universe and of the mystery of human
life” (Planned Parenthood vs. Casey, 1992).
This may sound like praiseworthy tolerance,
but it does not take a legal scholar to work
out the relativistic implications of such a
principle.

This is unfortunate, but what can we do?
Materialism seems to enjoy the endorse-
ment of the firmest scientific knowledge.
Perhaps we must conclude that Darwin’s
teaching, as Nietzsche said, is “true but
deadly.” Clearly Darwin’s teaching is deadly,
but is it true—that is, in its widest applica-
tion?

For decades, scientists have been
amassing evidence that contradicts both
Darwin’s theory and the grand materialistic
gloss that usually accompanies it. Many
physicists and cosmologists now recognize
that the universe had a beginning and that
many physical laws look suspiciously “fine
tuned” for the existence of intelligent life. In
addition, biochemists and biologists have
discovered a microscopic world of mesmer-
izing complexity belying the simple blobs of
protoplasm that Darwin imagined. 

Moreover, we now know that the DNA
that specifies all life is like an information-
rich language. Inside every human cell sits a
tiny encoded DNA coil five-thousandths of a
millimeter in diameter, which, if unfolded,
would be one meter long. Even Bill Gates
has observed: “DNA is like a computer pro-
gram but far, far more advanced than any

software we’ve ever
created.” This new

evidence requires a
new explanation not
shackled by materi-

alistic dogma. 
In his book

Darwin’s Black Box,
biochemist Michael

Behe argues that
many biological sys-

tems are “irredu-
cibly complex,” which means that their indi-
vidual parts hang essentially together. If
even a single part is removed, the system
becomes inoperative. These are just the
sorts of things produced by intelligent
agents and that Darwin’s theory cannot ex-
plain.

Not surprisingly, Behe and other “intelli-
gent design theorists” defend the concept of
intelligent design as the best explanation for
these phenomena. After all, only collective
amnesia prevents us from recalling that a
program requires a programmer. My Dis-
covery Institute colleague Phil Gold puts
this nicely: “Einstein said that God does not
play dice with the universe. He was right.
God plays Scrabble.”

Between Religion and Darwinism
But does this not lead us back to the

realm of religion? While it certainly evokes
religious questions, design theory is not re-
ligion encroaching on the jurisdiction of
science.

We now have a reliable scientific
method, formalized by mathematician and
philosopher William Dembski (in The De-
sign Inference, Cambridge University Press,
1998), for detecting designed objects and
distinguishing them from the products of
chance and impersonal laws. Scientists al-
ready use the design inference intuitively in
fields such as cryptography, archaeology
and forensics. When applied to nature’s
fine-tuned laws, DNA sequences and Behe’s
irreducibly complex biochemical systems,
the clear conclusion is that they are intelli-
gently designed.

Not surprisingly, these matters are pro-
voking fierce debate. Many guardians of cur-
rent scientific orthodoxy are casting asper-
sions to prevent these new insights from
gaining a hearing, and even threatening the
freedom of scientists to follow the evidence
wherever it leads. Their furor is understand-
able, for they realize that intelligent design
in the natural sciences, like scientific mate-
rialism, would have profound social conse-
quences. No longer would science seem to
underwrite a materialistic worldview, in
which human beings are neither account-
able nor responsible.

What Darwinism and scientific materi-
alism have dismantled, intelligent design
theory could help restore. 

Jay Richards is a senior fellow at Dis-
covery Institute’s Center for the Renewal of
Science and Culture in Seattle.

DNA AETHER

Continued from Page 26
established experimentally it is now known
that numerous experiments, beginning with
the Michelson-Morley experiment of 1887,
have always shown that the postulates
themselves are false, namely that there is a
detectable local preferred frame of refer-
ence. This critique briefly reviews the exper-
imental evidence regarding the failure of
the postulates (of the Special Theory of Rel-
ativity), and the implications for under-
standing of fundamental physics, and in par-
ticular for our understanding of gravity…”
(The Einstein Postulates: 1905-2005, a Crit-
ical Review of the Evidence by Reginald T.
Cahill (professor of theoretical physics),
Flinders University).

Nicola Tesla, the prodigal genius and in-
ventor of the 19th and 20th century, made
this statement:

“There manifests itself in the fully devel-
oped being, Man, a desire mysterious, in-
scrutable and irresistible: to imitate nature,
to create, to work himself the wonders he
perceives.... Long ago he recognized that all
perceptible matter comes from a primary
substance, or tenuity beyond conception,
filling all space, the Akasha or luminiferous
ether, which is acted upon by the life-giving
Prana or creative force, calling into exis-
tence, in never-ending cycles all things and
phenomena. The primary substance, thrown
into infinitesimal whirls of prodigious ve-
locity, becomes gross matter, the force sub-
siding, the motion ceases and matter disap-
pears, reverting to the primary substance.”

Tesla opposed Einstein’s ideas and now
he may be vindicated by new experiments,
including one to be performed in the Inter-
national Space Station in 2007-2008 to de-
tect the absolute motion of the earth
through the aether.

The new popular notion of the aether is
embodied in the concept of Zero Point En-
ergy (ZPE) and the Zero Point Field (ZPF),
however I have written that I believe ZPE is
the activity we detect in the Aether and not
the Aether per se. My model of the Aether is
of a superfluid substance that constitutes
physical space itself.

French physicist Mayeul Arminjon in his
Ether Theory of Gravitation: Why and How?
(Aether, Relativity and Superfluidity by
Barry C. Mingst) writes:

“The first point is that, in order that it
does not brake the motion of material
bodies, the physical vacuum or “micro-
ether” must be some kind of a perfect fluid.
A “truly perfect” fluid is free from any
thermal effect that is necessarily bound to
dissipation, hence, as noted by Romani, it
must be perfectly continuous at any scale. It
is then characterized by its pressure and its
density, which are connected by the state
equation, and by its velocity. It exerts only
pressure forces. Therefore, if one attempts
to introduce a perfectly fluid ether “filling
empty space,” then any interaction forces
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“at a distance,” thus including gravity, have
to be ultimately explained as pressure
forces, and hence as contact actions.”

I think that Arminjon is taking the first
steps toward a real unified theory which
must be based on the true properties of
space. It is the density differentials of space
and the pressure waves (forces) of the ether
that constitute a foundation for a complete
theory of matter and energy.

In Ether and Relativity, 1920, Sidelights
on Relativity, page 23, Einstein writes: “Re-
capitulating, we may say that according to
the general theory of relativity space is en-
dowed with physical qualities in this sense,
therefore, there exists an ether. According
to the general theory of relativity space
without an ether is unthinkable for in such
a space there would not only would be no
propagation of light, but also no possibility

of existence for standards of
space and time (measuring-
rods and clocks), nor there-
fore any space-time intervals
in the physical sense. But this
ether may not be thought of
as endowed with the quality
characteristic of ponderable
media, as consisting of parts
which may be tracked
through time. The idea of
motion may not be applied to
it.”

Einstein admits that space
is endowed with physical properties, as it
must be in order to conform to geometrical
distortions and affirms that, in that sense,
there is an ether, but does not ascribe any
motion to this ether. Since further develop-
ments postulated the existence of gravita-
tional waves, it is difficult to reconcile this
early statement with modern thinking on
the subject.

The empty space within atoms or the
distant spaces that separate galaxies is re-
ferred to as the physical vacuum. The phys-
ical vacuum is considered far from empty. It
is seething with activity. Physicists describe
a vacuum constantly boiling with virtual
particles that appear and disappear out of
the depths of space. The “Casimir Effect” is
cited as experimental evidence of this ac-
tivity in the physical vacuum. 

More recent theorists Carlo Rovelli (Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh) and Lee Smolin

(Pennsylvania State University) completed
their analysis of a quantum gravity model
developed by Abhay Ashtekar at Syracuse
University in 1985. Unlike string theory,
Ashtekar’s work applies only to gravity.
However, it posits that at the Planck scale,
space-time dissolves into a network of
“loops” that are held together by knots.
Somewhat like a chain-mail coat used by
knights of yore, space-time resembles a
fabric fashioned in four dimensions from
these tiny one-dimensional loops and knots
of energy. 

These theories of the physical vacuum
are based on theoretical work in quantum
theory and string theory, but may not nec-
essarily be correct. There is room for other
models including a hydrodynamic model as
postulated here.

Flowing gravity is based on a general hy-
pothesis that space has physical properties
that can best be described as super fluidic.
By postulating the superfluid nature of
space problems in controlling gravity and
inertia can be clearly approached. New un-
derstandings in electromagnetic phe-
nomena, nuclear and particle physics, cos-
mology, and the basis of quantum
mechanics may be clarified with this shift of
emphasis. What remains is to develop a
more specific theory and a general theory
that can make predictions that are in accord
with natural measurements and observa-
tions and to devise experiments that can test
the nature of the space medium.

The Michelson-Morley Interferometer (1887)
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Christianity with the militant Zealots, then
the contradiction becomes dramatic indeed.

Ancient copies of the scrolls turned up at
Masada, the Jewish fortress besieged by
Rome in the first century. Jewish Zealots
there apparently revered the scrolls, pre-
sumably as adherents to the Qumranian
form of Judaism. Outnumbered and
starving, the rebels committed mass suicide
rather than succumb to Rome’s suppression
of their spiritual and national identity. That
some historians see Khirbet Qumran as a
fortress, not a monastery, with connections
to the Maccabean Revolt of the first century
B.C., contradicts the long-held notion of a
pacifist Essene community on the banks of
the Dead Sea. With New Testament links to
the scrolls, and scrolls turning up at Ma-
sada, the image of early Christians appears
more akin to that of the rebels in Star Wars
fighting the Darth Vader of Roman hege-
mony than that of meek followers of the
Lamb.   

Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh, au-
thors of The Dead Sea Scrolls Deception,
argue that a pacifistic Jesus was very un-
likely. As the authors point out, Qumranian
phrases flowed from his lips, sometimes
word for word. Traditionally, scholars con-
cede that at least some Zealots made up
Jesus’ inner circle. The Bible itself reveals
him acting in a Zealot-like way, driving the
money changers out of the Temple. He
states in the gospels: I am come not to bring
peace, but a sword. In the same vein, when a
cohort of Roman soldiers comes for him in
Gethsemane, Peter raises his sword against
them, hardly the act of a meek Christian. As
revealing is the number of soldiers in a
Roman cohort—six hundred. Why send six
hundred soldiers except in anticipation of
armed resistance? And crucifixion, re-
member, was the method of execution for

rebels, not rabbis. These biblical events, in
conflict with Christian tradition, do not
conflict with the Qumran context. On the
contrary, they fit. 

Through gleanings from the gospels,
however, and from more obscure sources
that we shall explore, Jesus appears nothing
less than a revolutionary, albeit a deeply
mystical one, drawing on traditions from a
far broader geographic and spiritual context
than even the renegades of modern scholar-
ship dare speculate. Was the master of Gal-
ilee far from Palestine, as some claim,
during the time of unrest? Could he have
been in India, or Tibet, and returned to po-
litical chaos? The Bible itself, specifically the
letters of Paul, supplies some clues.

Woven through the poetic and mystical
language, the scrolls reveal a devotion to
Jewish Law that, if we are dealing with early
Christianity, seems to preclude Paul’s evan-
gelism among the Gentiles, who were
strictly off limits to the supposedly xeno-
phobic Qumranians. Unfortunately, the
Bible provides little historical information
about the early church. What is known has
been gleaned from historians writing centu-
ries later. Reliable accounts vanished with
the fall of the Jewish Temple in A.D. 70, the
burning of the library at Alexandria and, as
Morton Smith has suggested, with the pos-
sible suppression of texts written by Jesus
himself. The writings of the apostle Paul,
however, help explain how early Christianity
may have evolved from a fervent nationa-
listic Judaism into the spiritual movement
that swept the Western world. Also, Paul’s
experience on the road to Damascus may
provide another piece in the puzzle—
mystical communion. 

After the death of Jesus, Paul traveled
and preached beyond Judea and Palestine,
actions inconsistent with the religious na-
tionalism of the Qumranians, or Judaism
for that matter, although his language re-
sembles that of the scrolls. Was he a Roman
agent infiltrating the Jewish rebels, co-

Dead Sea viewed
from the Masada

Fortification
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opting the movement, as Baigent and Leigh
suggest? Or was he a mystic teacher in-
spired by progressive revelation? Let’s look
more closely at his story.

After being struck by his vision of Jesus
on the road to Damascus, Paul sets out for
Rome, Greece and Asia Minor, spreading a
new religion that extolls faith in Christ, in
contrast to the scrolls, the writings of
James’ Jerusalem church, which, we are
told, extoll Jewish Law and works over faith.
Keep in mind the New Testament did not
yet exist. Christian doctrine, as we know it,
did not manifest until the Council of Nicaea
in A.D. 325. Yet Paul makes Jesus into an
eastern-style avatar, like Krishna, capable of
leading his followers into a divine state, a
mystical promised land. He preaches joint
heirship with Christ, a oneness through
inner contact, the force of the Star Wars
trilogy, a blend of eastern mysticism and
Persian dualism that to this day, though
biblical, defies orthodoxy (where spiritual
parity with Christ is blasphemy). Paul
speaks of an inner man of the heart, much
in the way the Vedas of ancient India speak
of an inner spiritual identity united with
Brahman, the All. The Dead Sea Scrolls also
speak of this identity, suggesting ties, or at
least shared knowledge, between eastern
mystics and the Jews of the New and Old
Testament. That the scrolls resemble the
Jewish mystical writings known as Kabbalah
support this as well. 

Eisenman offers the following revealing

Brahman, or God, residing mysteriously
within the individual. (the force?) This
teaching is not Judeo-Christian in the or-
thodox sense. So do the traditions of East
and West have a common origin in eastern
mystical experience? 

Other evidence tells us that Jesus taught
the initiatic mysteries, the science of im-
mortality, like the great eastern mystics. In
1958 at a Greek Orthodox monastery in the
Judaean desert, Morton Smith discovered a
letter written in A.D. 200 by Clement of Alex-
andria. The letter speaks of a secret gospel of
Mark, “a more spiritual gospel,” Clement
writes ... “read only to those who are being
initiated into the great mysteries.” This in-
triguing letter, written long before Euse-
bius, speaks of a secret mystical tradition
without nationalistic borders. That Jesus
taught and participated in this tradition is
more than likely. So doing, he, in all likeli-
hood, was no slave to regional agendas,
rising beyond symbols of relative good and
evil, Jew and Gentile, while fiercely opposed
to spiritual evil embodied in corrupt priests.

Could it be that Paul seized the kernel of
Christian and Vedic wisdom, leaving behind
the rind of politics, that as a mystical ini-
tiate in eastern wisdom that he attempted to
bring to the Western world? The teachings
of joint heirship and the inner man of the
heart seem to do exactly that, suggesting
spiritual parity with Christ, the path of one-
ness in the Dead Sea Scrolls, stated as: Bring
forth the knowledge of your inner self. >

translation from a Dead Sea text, called The
Beatitudes for its similarity to the biblical
passage of the same name. His translation
reads: “Bring forth the knowledge of your
inner self.” This phrase (among others in
Western scripture) appears to derive from
the Vedas of India, just as Jesus referring to
himself as the Light of the World evokes
Krishna’s language in the Bhagavad Gita.
Implicit in the translation is that this self,
or atman in the Sanskrit, is the identity of

Krishna in battle (The Mahabharata)
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Could this be the real threat the scrolls
present—spiritual freedom, individual en-
lightenment as opposed to subservience to
orthodoxy? Going a step farther, was this
pursuit of mystical oneness at the heart of
early Christianity? 

Texts from a Tibetan monastery provide
some clues.

For many years rumors have suggested
that the Vatican holds exotic texts about the
life of Jesus Christ, which would drastically
alter traditional beliefs about Christian ori-
gins. In 1887 a Russian traveler, Dr. Nicolas
Notovitch, claimed he discovered these texts
in a monastery at Himis, Tibet. Returning to
Russia he wrote The Unknown Life of Jesus
Christ, a book about Jesus’ journey eastward
as a young man, his lost years. Another book
by Notovitch, The Life of Saint Issa, de-
scribes Jesus studying and teaching the
Vedas in India. Taking up with a caravan at
an early age, the story goes, Jesus traveled
the Silk Road, then to Kapilavastu, birth-
place of Buddha. While in India, he fiercely
denounces the Hindu priest-class, the Brah-
mins, in much the same way he denounces
the Pharisees in Matthew’s gospel, which, as
stated, resemble the tone of the Dead Sea
texts. An Indian Swami, Abhedananda, pub-
lished a Bengali translation of the Buddhist
texts in 1929. As Elizabeth Clare Prophet re-
counts in The Lost Years Of Jesus, the same
year, Nicholas Roerich, the painter and ex-
plorer, explored the Far East. Transcriptions
from his travel diary reveal a mystical
teaching on the Divine Feminine given by
Jesus in India—again, similar to teachings
in the scrolls, and a decidedly different view
of reality than that of the Vatican.   

If it seems a stretch that Jesus traveled to
India, studied the Vedas, that Vatican clerics
stashed away Buddhist accounts of his
journey, then remember the Vatican-
founded Ecole Biblique and its handling of
the Dead Sea Scrolls. Consider that Thomas,
the follower of Christ, journeyed to and built
a mission in India, where faithful Christians
worship to this day. 

If Jesus spent much of his short life in
India and Persia, as the texts say, far from
the din of Palestine, the alleged militancy of
early Christianity becomes less of an issue.
On his return, Jesus would have found him-
self in the midst of zealotry and rebellion—
which he would have, it seems likely, hon-
ored in principle. If he was God, he was also
man, as the gospels point out, telling us he
wept and got angry—much like the rest of
us. Why should we deny him the right to be
caught up in the struggle of his people? 

Pieces of this puzzle, scattered across
time, tell us there is more to early Chris-
tianity, more to ourselves, than Western tra-
dition reveals. The battle over the nature of
Christian origins rages nevertheless, like the
battle over the Holy Land itself, as if the
most sacred treasure—the truth—still
stands to be won or lost. 

eral accuracy is there but the sea level
seems too low.

On the celebrated Ibn Ben Zara Chart,
most of the islands of the Aegean  are all
shown larger than they are today, while
there are some “extra” islands that do not
presently exist, but which would if the sea
level dropped 200-300 feet.
These islands did exist ten
thousand years ago, near
the end of the Ice Age
when the sea level was ex-
actly 200-300 feet lower
than today!

Since these sea-level
problems are common to
all the portolans and to the
existing mappamundi from
which the portolans seem
to have been excerpted, are
we to believe that the earth
was accurately mapped ten
thousand years ago, and
that a few copies survived
to the medieval period?

The Piri Re’is Map
The Piri Re’is Map found in 1929 at the

Topkapi Museum in Istanbul presents an
even greater puzzle. It was drawn in 1519,
the year that Magellan’s expedition set out
to circumnavigate the world. But this expe-
dition did not return to Europe until 1521
and so the Piri Re’is Map could not have
relied on the voyage. According to marginal
notes presumably made by Piri Re’is him-
self, his map was based on “the map of Co-
lumbus” and on other maps “dating from
the time of Alexander the Great.”

In any event, the map caused a stir in
both diplomatic and geographic circles be-
cause it showed the Americas with great ac-
curacy. The problem was that the American
continents had not yet been explored, or
even coasted to any great extent, in 1519.
Europeans were just then feeling their way
out of the Caribbean. Cortez landed in
Mexico the same year. Pizarro had not yet
met the Incas of South America. What,
then, could be the source of this map?

American Secretary of State, Henry
Stimson, began a flurry of correspondence
with Turkish authorities that lasted through
much of the 1930s urgently requesting the
Turks to carefully search their old archives
to see whether any similar maps might
come to light. The Turks complied, or said
they did, but nothing else like the maps of
Hadji Ahmed or Piri Re’is turned up.

Piri Re’is does show the New World
coastline with amazing accuracy, but it may
not seem that way to the average reader. It
was self-evident to cartographers of the
1930s, however, who were able to see imme-
diately that the map had been drawn ac-
cording to azimuthal equidistant projection.
Experts were, and are, amazed and puzzled.

The map, Hapgood concluded, could

have been made only with aerial photog-
raphy!

The Zeno Map of the North
Henry Sinclair, Grand Master of the

Templars after they fled France to Scotland,
apparently had a remarkable map when he
set sail for Nova Scotia in 1398. This map
comes down to us as “The Zeno Map of the
North,” and was drawn by a Venetian navi-
gator in Sinclair’s service, Antonio Zeno,

sometime in the late 1300s. 
This map was supposedly the result of a

voyage made by Antonio and his brother Ni-
colo from Venice in the year 1380. Their ex-
plorations reportedly took them to Iceland
and Greenland, and perhaps as far as Nova
Scotia. They drew a map of the North At-
lantic which was subsequently lost for two
centuries before it was rediscovered by a de-
scendant in the 1550s.

But it is obvious from a detailed study of
this map, which Hapgood conducted and re-
counts in detail in his book, Maps of the An-
cient Sea Kings, that Zeno’s map was actu-
ally copied from some other highly accurate
chart that was drawn on a conic projection.
Antonio was not familiar with this projec-
tion, which is understandable since it was
not “invented” until three centuries after
his death, and he also “improved” things
from his own knowledge when he could. 

Just how ancient the original source
maps may have been is indicated by the fact
that the Zeno shows Greenland free of ice.
Mountains in the interior are depicted, and
rivers are drawn flowing to the sea, where in
many cases glaciers are found today.

As with the revelation that Antarctica at
one time was free of ice and perhaps inhab-
ited, we find similar legends of a civilized
people who once lived in northern lands
which are now buried under thousands of
feet of ice: the legends of Thule, Numinor
and the Hyperboreans.

It is interesting to speculate that the
Zeno brothers map shows what may have
been the lost land of Thule, a legendary
northern land mentioned by such Greek and
Roman historians as Diodorus Siculus,
Strabo and Procopius.

Thule was an island in the North At-

Zeno’s Map
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lantic, some six days’ sail from the Orkneys
and ten times the size of Great Britain. Even
more strangely, it appears that Greenland
may have been free of ice at the same time!

The lost land of Thule was important in
Norse mythology, to the Teutonic Knights
of the Middle Ages, and eventually to inner
occult groups in Nazi Germany.

It was believed that Thule (generally
identified as Greenland) had been an island
to the north of Atlantis, to which many At-
lanteans had fled just prior to the destruc-
tion of their land. Did the Zeno brothers’
map come from such a time, after the
sinking of Atlantis, but before the ice had
completely covered Greenland, the world’s
largest island? Where would these Italian
navigators have run across such a thing?

As we have noted, Antonio Zeno was in
the service of Henry Sinclair. Perhaps Sin-
clair shared with him the chart that became
the brothers’ blueprint. But how did a
highly accurate map of the North Atlantic
get to Rosslyn of the Sinclairs? Could it
have arrived with the refugee Templars?

The Templar Connection
Two mappamundi turned up in Middle

Eastern archives relatively recently: the
Hadji Ahmed Map in 1860 and the Piri Re’is
Map in 1929. There must have been many
more such maps in those same Middle
Eastern archives about 900 years ago when
the Templars captured and sacked many
Saracen towns and cities. It is a virtual cer-

tainty that at least some similar maps were
discovered by Templar founder de
Bouillon’s dynasty.

The value of these ancient charts would
have been appreciated at once by the Tem-
plars. Had the kingdom of Jerusalem sur-
vived, its wealth and future prosperity
would have obviously depended upon trade
and commerce, not upon agriculture. Pales-
tine in the 12th century was much as it is
today. Anything that could give the de
Bouillons an edge in trade would have been
a treasure, and the Templars would have
been given the task of guarding it.

But then the de Bouillons lost Jeru-
salem. They fell back on Provence to be
massacred during the Albigensian Crusade.
Some few representatives of this supposed
Holy Bloodline allegedly survived, but then
the Templars themselves were crushed and
dispersed. If there was land across the At-
lantic, as both the Hadji Ahmed and Piri
Re’is Maps show, then a truly secure haven
from the Inquisition potentially existed. It
was the Templars’ job to find that haven if
at all possible, and so they fled to Scotland
and Portugal with their precious maps.
Probes were immediately launched out into
the Atlantic.

The Mysterious Chart of Magellan
It is absolutely certain, too, that the roy-

alty of Portugal, who were all members of
the Knights of Christ which the Templars
had become, had maps that showed discov-

eries “in advance.” 

Pigafetta, a navigator attached to the
1519 Magellan expedition, had this to say
about a mysterious map in the possession of
Magellan, copied from a map held by the
King of Portugal: “The sentiments of every
person in the fleet were that [the Strait of
Magellan] had no issue in the west and
nothing but the confidence they had in the
superior knowledge of the commander
could have induced them to prosecute the
research. But this great man, as skillful as
he was courteous, knew that he was to seek
for a passage through an obscure strait: this
strait he had seen laid down on a chart of
Martin de Boheme, a most excellent cos-
mographer, which was in the possession of
the King of Portugal.”

Where had this chart come from? No one
knows for certain. There is no proof, but it
seems at least probable that this chart came
into Portugal with refugee Templars—just
as it seems equally probable that Henry Sin-
clair’s map of the north came to the Rosslyn
refuge with dispersed Templars. The coinci-
dences are highly suggestive, even if they do
not constitute absolute proof.

Columbus had a map of some sort as
well, possibly even a copy from the same
maps from which the Piri Re’is map was for-
mulated. Or perhaps a map similar to that of
Hadji Ahmed. Both of these show the New
World, and neither confuses the Americas
with Asia. 
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or almost a full week since the Gregorian
calendar reform, the Perseids (debris within
the solar system) should have done the same
(relative to a wobbling earth). This means
that the shower should now be peaking
around August 5 or earlier. But the fact is
the Perseids have moved very little if at all
in those 423 years. This meteor shower is
even called “St. Lawrence’s Tears” because it
happens regularly right after his feast day.
Why hasn’t it precessed through the cal-
endar like everything else outside the solar
system? 

It is possible that this
comet debris just hap-
pens to drift in an oppo-
site direction about the
same rate as precession
and that our lunar calcu-
lations and Venus transit
calculations are also
somehow precisely incor-
rect but I don’t think so.
A more logical conclu-
sion is that we can’t
measure precession rela-
tive to objects within the
solar system because it
(the precession observ-
able—the Earth’s chang-
ing orientation to iner-
tial space), is not princi-
pally caused by local
forces. Yes, there are
some local forces and
they produce the minor
motions of nutation,
Chandler movement and
the like, but the major
change in orientation that we experience (at
least relative to the fixed stars) is likely not
due to any large local wobbling of the axis—
but rather to the entire solar system (a
moving reference frame in itself) gently
curving through space. It produces the ob-
servable without the need for significant
local force. That is the only way I know of
solving the paradox of an earth that does not
change orientation relative to local objects
within the solar system while clearly
changing orientation to objects outside the
solar system in excess of 50”p/y.  

In addition to the Perseids data we have
also found that precession is actually accel-
erating and acts more like a body that fol-
lows Kepler’s laws (in an elliptical orbit)
than a wobbling top that should be slowing
down. Furthermore, there are at least half a
dozen circumstantial arguments indicating
that precession is a result of something
other than local forces. 

And we are not the only ones. A number
of completely unconnected groups, in-
cluding Karl Heinz and Uwe Homann, at the
Sirius Research Group in Canada, have
come to the same conclusion: the lunisolar
theory of precession does not make sense.

Their Venus transit studies show that either
the nodes of Venus just happen to match
the precession rate (a highly unlikely sce-
nario) or the earth does not wobble relative
to Venus. And studies of the motions of the
moon relative to the earth show the same
thing—there is no precession of the earth
relative to the moon.

If this were any easy problem to under-
stand I am sure it would have been cor-
rected by now. But it is an extremely tricky
thing to try and measure any change in the
earth’s orientation relative to objects within
the solar system because everything nearby
has such a high relative motion—
everything is moving! This is why astrono-
mers use very distant objects, quasars in

other galaxies, when measuring changes in
the earth’s orientation (precession). But
such measurements will never tell you how
much the earth’s spin axis changes relative
to local objects—it has just been assumed
the change is the same. That is the problem:
incorrect assumptions. 

So if the observable of precession is the
result of the solar system curving through
space rather than a local wobbling of the
axis the big question is what causes the sun
or solar system to curve through space?

The Binary Hypothesis
If our sun is part of a binary (or multiple

star) system it would be gravitationally
bound to a companion star, resulting in the
sun’s curved motion through space around
a common center of gravity. This is the ac-
cepted motion pattern of binary star sys-
tems: two stars attracted to each other or-
biting a common center of mass or gravity. 

This motion, combined with an oblate
earth that is subject to even minor local
torque (gravitational effects like lunisolar
forces on a very small scale), would cause a
constant reorientation of the earth’s spin
axis relative to inertial space, commensu-

rate with the motion of the binary. Thus if
the binary motion caused the sun to circle
the center of mass in 24,000 years, then the
spin axis would appear to reorient itself to
inertial space in this same period (plus or
minus any purely local effects). This prin-
ciple works because the local motion occurs
within the confines of the binary movement
allowing the binary movement to distort
whatever local motions are actually occur-
ring. In this case, the observable of preces-
sion would be due principally to the geo-
metric effect of a solar system that itself
curves through space (around the binary
center of gravity). The solar system here
acts as a distinct reference frame that con-
tains all the motions of the planets and their

moons, which in turn
maintain all their re-
spective gravitational
relationships, as the

system as a unit moves
in a spiral motion rela-

tive to inertial space,
similar to the way a

galaxy appears to move
as a unit relative to iner-
tial space.

In simple terms this
means that the earth
doesn’t really wobble

very much, at least
within the reference

frame of the solar
system. It just looks like
it is wobbling relative to

the fixed stars because
the whole solar system

is moving—another ref-
erence frame is at work.

  
Binaries Everywhere

It is important to note that there was
little or no knowledge of the extent of bi-
nary star systems at the time the current lu-
nisolar model was put forth in the West.
Even when I was a boy in the 1950s and 60s
dual star systems were thought to be the ex-
ception rather than the rule. However, it is
now estimated that more than 80% of all
stars may be part of a binary or multiple star
relationship.  Apparently, stars like compan-
ions as much as people do! Since we now
know that numerous star types such as
Black Holes or Neutron Stars and many
Brown Dwarfs (or even Red Dwarfs against
the galactic center) are almost impossible to
see, and very often difficult to detect, the
number of multiple star systems may be
higher than a census of strictly visible stars
would indicate.  So, if most stars out there
have companions, our lone sun and its solar
system are looking more and more like an
anomaly. That is, if indeed it is a single star
system, and not a partner in a multiple star
system. 

Assuming that we are in a binary system,
and that Newton’s laws work just as well
outside the solar system as inside it, then
the sun’s dual would most likely need to be

The author (left) and Geoff Marcey,
professor of astronomy at UC Berkeley
in front of the W.M. Keck Observatory.
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a dark companion such as a Brown Dwarf,
or theoretical old Neutron Star, or even
some large planet-like mass that also has a
very long orbit period (making any of its ef-
fects difficult to notice).  It could even be a
not-too-distant Black Hole that is not cur-
rently consuming matter and therefore is
difficult to detect, though this is highly
doubtful.

Another possibility is that MOND (Modi-
fied Newtonian Dynamics) or some variation
of local gravitational dynamics might come
into play at long distances outside the solar
system. This of course would open the possi-
bility that the sun may have a visible com-
panion (and coincidentally would solve
much of the dark matter problem). We can’t
expound on this particular possibility
without significant further research, but we
can’t rule it out either, given the growing
evidence that something is moving our
solar system in an elliptical pattern far
tighter than any galactic motion would pro-
duce. My gut feeling is that we have a lot to
learn about the subject of gravity and gravi-
tational tides. Right now there is a lot of ex-
tremely interesting new research going on
that could greatly expand our companion
star possibilities.

So Was Newton Wrong?
Copernicus and Newton were brilliant

scientists and far ahead of their time. Given
the fact that they were doing their work in a
period when the acceptance of a heliocen-
tric system was still in question, it is under-
standable that they could not figure out the
third motion of the earth. For Copernicus to
say the sun does not move in his first mo-
tion and then say it does to produce the
third motion would be too much to ask for
the time. Likewise, for Newton to deduce
that the whole solar system was curving
through space, meaning the sun was
moving, before it had been accepted that
any star could move, would also have been
an overly ambitious thought. Besides, no
one knew of the prevalence of binary stars
or stellar dynamics of any type in that early
period. So Newton is off the hook.

But for our modern astrophysicists to
continue to assume that the earth does not
change orientation relative to objects within
the solar system any differently than it does
relative to objects outside the solar system
is unacceptable.  We now have the tools to
differentiate and it is time to more thor-
oughly study the earth’s motion relative to
all objects. 

The ancients hinted in their myth and
folklore of a lost star, and they implied it
drove the rise and fall of the ages. If we dis-
cover we are in a binary system, with waxing
and waning influences from another star,
who knows, we might just prove the an-
cients right! 

Walter Cruttenden’s new book Lost Star
of Myth and Time, (September 2005, St.
Lynn’s Press) investigates new astronom-
ical evidence supporting the myth and folk-
lore of a cycle of the ages.

Noah.  In a few brief paragraphs in The
Original of Monarchies—almost as an
aside—Newton sets forth his theory of At-
lantis.  

His departure point is the well-known
story of the journey of Solon, Plato’s great-
uncle, into Egypt where he obtained infor-
mation about Atlantis, which was later used
by Plato in his dialogues the Timaeus and
the (unfinished) Critias. Newton writes:

“For Solon, having traveled into Egypt
and conversed with the priests of (Sais)
about their antiquities, wrote a poem of
what he had learnt, but did not finish it.
And this poem fell into the hands of Plato,
who relates out of it that at the mouth of
the straits near Hercules pillars there was
an island called Atlantis, the people of
which, nine thousand years before
the days of Solon, reigned over
Libya as far as Egypt and over
Europe as far as the Tyrrhene
sea, and all this force col-
lected into one body invaded
Egypt and Greece and what
ever was contained within the
pillars of Hercules, but was re-
sisted and stopped by the Athe-
nians and other Greeks, and
thereby the rest of the nations not
yet conquered, were preserved.”

Newton continues his recapitulation of
Plato’s story by explaining that the gods,
having completed their conquests, divided
the entire earth up among themselves and
“the island Atlantis fell to the lot of Nep-
tune, who made his eldest son Atlas king of
the whole island, a part of which was called
Gadir.”

Newton believed Atlantis was far smaller
than most commentators have supposed,
consisting mainly of the island of Gadir
lying somewhat west of the country of Libya
and probably west of the Pillars of Hercules.
He explains that the Egyptian priests who
talked to Solon thought this “lost conti-
nent” was huge because they remembered
that Gadir had once had “dominions thereof
over Libya as far as Egypt.”   Newton says
the Egyptian priests had forgotten that in
the great war in which the Athenians deci-
sively defeated the Atlanteans, “Gadir” had
been stripped of all its overseas possessions.

This island of Gadir—at least in
Newton’s conception of it—was called
Gades in recorded history.  It was synony-
mous with Ogygia, the island on which, ac-
cording to myth, the nymph Calypso se-
duced Odysseus and kept him a prisoner of
love for seven years (she couldn’t overcome
his longing for his home in Ithaca and Zeus
eventually had to send Hermes to command
her to release him).

 Newton writes: “In that island Homer
places Calypso, the daughter of Atlas, pres-
ently after the Trojan War when Ulysses’
being shipwrecked, escaped thither. Homer

calls it the Ogygian Island and places it 18
or 20 days’ sail westward from Phoenicia or
Corcyra. And so many days’ sail Gades is
from Corcyra, reckoning with the ancients a
thousand stadia to a day’s sail. This island is
by Homer described as a small one, destitute
of shipping and cities and inhabited only by
Calypso and her women who dwelt in a cave
in the midst of a wood, there being no men
in the island to assist Ulysses in building a
new ship or to accompany him thence to
Corcyra: which description of the island
agrees to Gades.”

Through a complex series of arguments,
Newton next demonstrates that not only did
the Egyptian priests greatly exaggerate the
size of the ancient island of Atlantis, but
they also exaggerated the period of time sep-
arating Solon from the time of Atlantis’s
heyday.  That period of time was not 9,000
years, he says, but a mere 400 years.

“But the priests of Egypt in those
400 years, had magnified the sto-

ries and antiquity of their gods
so exceedingly as to make
them nine thousand years

older than Solon, and the is-
land Atlantis bigger then all

Africa and Asia together, and
full of people. And because in

the days of Solon this great is-
land did not appear, they pre-

tended that it was sunk into the
sea with all its people. Thus great

was the vanity of the priests of Egypt in
magnifying their antiquities.”

This is all Newton has to say about At-
lantis in  The Original of Monarchies when
he identifies it with the island of Ogygia
which is today called Gozo.  But Newton’s
belief in the “succession of worlds” is also
intriguing and, in the eyes of some, suggests
Newton may somewhere else have more to
say about the destruction of a place like At-
lantis.  

 Late in life, the great scientist came to
believe, through extrapolation from what he
considered to be solid scientific evidence,
that our solar system (and perhaps our en-
tire universe) is periodically destroyed, then
renewed, in a cycle resembling the Kalpa or
“Great Year” described by the sages of an-
cient India.  Even in his extreme youth Sir
Isaac believed in something like the periodic
destruction and renewal of the universe, but
through reasoning based almost entirely on
arguments from theology.  Scholar Frank
Manuel explains in Newton as Historian
that,

“In turning to the problem of whether
his was the only world that would ever be,
Newton adopted an independent position in
his interpretation of the Bible. He accepted
outright neither the simple millenarian view
that the eternal Sabbath would follow Judg-
ment Day nor the Stoic vision of an infinite
succession of worlds ended by conflagra-
tions, but introduced once again the idea of
likelihood, supported by subtle traditionalist
proofs.”

The
Blind
Poet

Homer
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THE TREE OF LIFE

Continued from Page  41
of trees. Christians have detached them-
selves from many of the old ways found
through nature, viewing such things as su-
perstition. However, many oracular trees are
mentioned in the Old Testament, such as
the ‘tree of the diviners’ at Shechem, men-
tioned in the book of Judges (9:37) the ‘tree
of the revealer’ in Genesis (12,6) and the
mulberry trees which gave David the signal
to attack the Philistines (2 Samuel, chapter
5). The grove of olives in the Garden of
Gethsemane where Jesus went to pray, and
the miraculous tree of Revelation which
bore twelve manners of fruit and whose
leaves were for the healing of the nations all
bear witness to the esteem in which trees
were held by the scribes of Holy Writ.

The final symbolic act of the Jesus figure
in Christianity was to be nailed to a tree in
the form of a cross. The cross was always a
very profound pagan symbol long before the
Christian era. The cross has many signifi-
cant meanings in mysticism. Foremost
when pertaining to a crucifiction the cross
symbolizes both the spiritual and physical
worlds, the vertical as spiritual and the hori-
zontal as the material. Wood being of the
earth signifies the body of man bound to
earthly matter. A lethal spear into the body
assures the ascension of the spirit from the
material world into the non-corporal dimen-
sions.

In the Teutonic religion of Wotanism,
Wotan crucifies himself to a tree and pierces
himself with a spear while hanging for nine
days and nights so that he can learn the
highest knowledge of the runes. The Celtic
archetype Liew closely associated with the
oak was also pierced by a spear. In the Chris-
tian mythos Christ represents but another
shaman hanging on the World Tree, sym-
bolic in the death and rebirth experience of
initiation.

The tree of life in Wotanism is the Great
Ash Tree called Yggdrasil, and it is the
symbol of universal life, organic as well as
inorganic; its emanations represent the
spirit which vivifies every form of creation
and of its three roots, one extends to heaven,
the second to the dwelling of the magicians-
giants, inhabitants of the lofty mountains
and the third, under which is the spring
Hvergelmir, gnaws the monster serpent Nid-
hogg who constantly leads mankind into
evil. The care of Yggdrasil is intrusted to
three maidens (known as the Norns or
Parcae) Urdhr, Verdandi and Skuld who rep-
resent the present, the past and the future.
Every morning, while fixing the term of
human life, they draw water from the Urdar-
fountain, and sprinkle with it the roots of
Yggdrasil that it may live. The exhalations of
this great ash tree condense, and falling
down upon our earth call into existence and
exchange of form every portion of the inani-
mate matter. The Tree of Life Yggdrasil was
fated to die the day of Ragnarok, the final

battle between good and evil. On that day,
say the sagas, the serpent at its foot would
at last gnaw through the root of the mighty
ash. At this doom of the gods, when the wolf
Fenris breaks his fetter, then the shaking
and groaning of the old tree will become the
very symbol of strife, war, confusion, col-
lapse, disintegration and ultimate return to
chaos. Then Yggdrasil would crumble and
fall, and the rest of the cosmos with it.

The European traditions employ the tree
as a generation symbol, not confined to the
propagation of the natural world, but
reaching through a series of worlds, with its
roots in the underworld. The cosmic tree
often bore fruits which the gods ate to in-
sure their immortality: and so it became
known as a tree of life. The ash tree is also
associated with the Celtic goddess Ana or
Danu, the great mother goddess from whom
sprang the Tuatho de Danaan, or people of
the Danu. One could say that the king and
queen of trees are the oak tree for strength
and the apple tree for fertility. The age of an
oak can be measured by hundreds of years,
before it dies. But there are certain apple
trees which can live even longer, by pro-
viding themselves again and again with new
roots, being thus literally “born again” to
live more than their allotted span of life.

As we gaze up into the heavens at the
stars everything is in constant movement
and flux, all but one thing, the north star.
(Axis Mundi) The north star is the axis
around which all things revolve. It is the
center of the universe, the “pivot of the four
quarters.” The north star is the one con-
stant in the universe that never changes.
For this reason it has always been referred
to as the Central Pillar, the Irminsal,
Yggdrasil, World Tree or Tree of Life. In the
northern Euro pantheon of Wotanism above
all, the apex of the world, is the north star,
realm of the Gods and Titans. There the
contemplative sky father Wotan looks down
upon creation. Wotan, it should be noted, is
not the god creator absolute. He is the lord
of the realm of man and gods but neverthe-

less as mythology makes clear, he is an
evolving god and therefore subject to be fal-
lable at times as are all the lesser divinities
under the god absolute. The world tree and
the threefold cosmos appear everywhere, in
mythologies throughout the world and
often depicted with a star at its highest tip,
the north star.

The Maypole ceremony which still holds
as a tradition today symbolizes the world
tree as an object of phallic male fertility.
The crepe streamers held by the people
below represent the male sperm. As the cel-
ebrants dance in joy and ecstacy below they
themselves become symbol of the stream of
life. Trees represent a creative union of per-
manence and impermanence. They embody
growth, regeneration and the cycle of life it-
self. The Yule tree is a vestige of the early
pagan Teutonic custom, the Evergreen tree,
alive in the dead of winter, remains a
symbol of everlasting life.

Yggdrasil is the northern pantheon
name of the World Tree, the word itself
means “horse of Ygg,” and Ygg is a synonym
for Odin. Thus the World Tree finds another
symbolism as “Odin’s horse,” the pathway
upon which he rides between the worlds,
mounted on his eight-legged stead Sleipnir.
In that, Odin/Wotan is capable of riding his
eight-legged horse down into the realm of
the dead, the eight legs of Sleipnir become
symbolic of the eight legs of the four pall-
bearers carrying a coffin. The Egyptian
symbol for the Tree of Life was called the
“Djed Pillar,” a ladder to heaven, sacred to
Osiris and Horus the Egyptian savior figure.
The image of Yggdrasil is a world model,
comparable to similar axial models in sev-
eral traditions, describing the intercon-
nected multiple dimensions of living reality.
The rune “Eihwaz” symbolizes the cosmic
tree, Yggdrasil, seen as the central axis of
the world.

In the southern Aryan mythos of the an-
cient Greeks the garden of the Hesperides is
supported on Mount Atlas, which Herodotus
describes as the Pillar of Heaven. Hercules
overcame the multiheaded dragon that
guarded the sacred tree and snatched its
golden apples, the fruits of knowledge. The
apple tree is woven deeply into all segments
of the Aryan mythos even to include the
Garden of Eden in the foreign religion of
Christianity. The story of the golden apples
as prize of the gods is well known
throughout Euro mythology. Avalon was
linked in Celtic tradition as paradise. The
name of the mystical British land Ayalon ac-
tually means “isle of the apples.” Some of
the ancient Druids were known to have tied
gilded apples to their yule tree as a symbol
of fire in honor of Wotan.

It is an awakening experience for anyone
to take a reflective moment from the rat
race of modern society and study the intri-
cate beauty and awesome majesty of a tree
in its full splendor of nature. So miraculous
is the tree with massive sprawling roots
drawing strength from the earth and its
head commanding in the sky, living a life-

Yggdrasil
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span far longer than that of man, with sap
flowing like blood in its veins and leaves
rustling in the wind as if it had speech.
Think upon the many services that a tree
provides, such as shade from the heat, fuel
for fire against the cold, lumber for homes,
ships, musical instruments and the myriad
infinite objects made from wood. A tree is
habitat for animals, birds and insects along
with food items such as fruit, nuts, syrup
and seeds. The bark of some trees provides
medicinal cures. In several areas of the
world large forests of trees serve as virtual
lungs of the earth providing a cleansing
filter for the world’s vital air supply. Trees
represent a creative union of permanence
and impermanence. They embody growth,
regeneration and the cycle of life itself.The
Tree of Life must not be confused with the
Tree of Knowledge which are both distinct
from one another. In the northern Teutonic
pantheon, the Tree of Knowledge links its
source with the all-wise giant Mimer, who is
also possessor of the well of wisdom which
held the greatest of all knowledge
to be gained through existence in
matter. Mimer was known to be
wiser than Wotan and it was to
Mimer’s well of knowledge that
Wotan sacrificed his left eye to at-
tain Mimer’s all-knowing wis-
dom. Mimer’s Tree of Knowledge
was called “Mimameid,” whose
great branches spread all over the
land. It was said that Mimameid
falls not for fire or iron and
whose fruit helps what is hidden
within to be revealed. It is inter-
esting to note that in the Chris-
tian mythos of the Garden of
Eden, Eve sampled only the for-
bidden fruit of the Tree of Knowl-
edge,  the fruit that brought phys-
ical death and estrangement from
God. Had the hapless couple also
tasted the fruit of the Tree of Life,
they would have been rendered
immortal.

Among the Celts, trees were
always considered to be sacred
and were recognized as reposito-
ries of memory, lore and the pres-
ence of spirit beings. There were
at least five great trees in Ireland:
the Tree of Ross, the Tree of
Mugna, the Tree of Dathi, the
Tree of Uisnech and the Tree of
Tortu. Each tree was guarded by
one of the Irish shaman-poets
who apparently cut the trees
down while anticipating the
threat of the approaching Chris-
tian incursions. Traditions and
archaeological evidence suggest
that human beings have wor-
shiped trees since the dawn of
consciousness.

According to the first-century
historian Plutarch, the ancient
Romans worshiped and fervently
tended the fig tree of Romulus

(or soul) cannot stand erect of its own ac-
cord. By analogy, a serpent, which also sig-
nifies the mind and the power of thought
needs a tree to wind its way up toward the
world of spirit. The serpent is the eternal
tempter or urge which leads all rational
creatures to the ultimate discovery of reality
and thus overthrows the rule of the gods.
The spine represents a tree on which the
spiritual life force or soul can ascend and
thus comes the association with the great
Tree of Life. The serpent hidden in the fol-
iage of the universal tree represents the
cosmic mind and in the human tree, the in-
dividualized intellect. Unless it has a vehicle
in which it can ascend, a serpent is doomed
to isolation in the lower worlds. Likewise, a
body without spiritual animation is a mean-
ingless heap of chemical compounds.
Without spiritual fire, nothing can exist,
hence the combined symbol of serpent and
staff reveals its message to mankind. Men
are “like trees walking,” Our spine the stem,
the roots are enfolded in our pelvis, as the

branches are contained within
our brain. So we are within the
tree, as the tree is within us,
rooted, down to earth yet up-
wardly outspreading, heaven-
wards.

Jakob Bohme likens man’s
body to a tree with his front side
representing the sun and light
half, while the posterior side, the
dark and starry night. Jakob
Bohme explains it this way: “A
tree with its roots in the heart
rises from the Mirror of the Deity
through the Sphere of Under-
standing to branch forth in the
Sphere of the senses. The roots
and trunk of this tree represent
the divine nature of man and may
be called his spirituality, the
branches of the tree are the sep-
erate parts of the divine constitu-
tion and may be likened to the in-
dividuality and the leaves
because of their ephemeral na-
ture correspond to the person-
ality, which partakes of none of
the permanence of its divine
source. Just as the diagram repre-
senting the front view of man il-
lustrates his divine principles in
their regenerated state, so the
back view of the same figure sets
forth the inferior or “night” con-
dition of the soul. From the
Sphere of the Astral Mind a line
ascends through the Sphere of
Reason into that of the senses.
The Spheres of the Astral Mind
and of the Senses are filled with
stars to signify the nocturnal con-
dition of their natures. In the
sphere of reason, the superior and
the inferior are reconciled,
Reason in the mortal man corre-
sponding to Illuminated Under-
standing in the Spiritual man.Tree of Forgiveness (Edward Coley Burne-Jones)

that stood in the Forum, and a cornel tree,
similar to a dogwood, that grew on nearby
Palatine Hill. If either the fig or the cornel
seemed ill or undernourished, members of
the populace would run to the rescue with
buckets of water, as if, wrote Plutarch, they
were putting out a fire. The high god Po-
seidon was known in mythology to have
struck the earth with his trident to produce
a horse. But Athena caused an olive tree to
grow and it was deemed the more valuable
gift of the two.

The mythological scholar Joseph Camp-
bell recognizes the tree as part of the pow-
erful collection of immortality: “So that
again, we recognize the usual symbols of
the mythic garden of life, where the ser-
pent, the tree, the world axis, sun eternal,
and ever living waters radiate grace to all
quarters and toward which the mortal indi-
vidual is guided by one divine manifestation
or another, to the knowledge of his own im-
mortality.”

Ancient teachings reveal that a serpent
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X-RAY VISION

and maintaining battlefield dominance.  In
reality, the technology is beatable and has
vulnerabilities.  Troy Hurtubise, aided by a
network of friends, apparently found an-
other one in the Angel Light.  Using a bor-
rowed sample body panel from the canceled
RAH-66 Comanche stealth recon/attack heli-
copter and a police radar gun, he found that
his light would negate stealth—with yet an-
other stunning side effect.

Directed Energy Superweapon
The side effect?

Fried electronics!  In the
above test, the Co-
manche panel was
mounted on a radio-
controlled toy car, run-
ning on a track located
on what we could call a
Native American reserva-
tion.  Not only was
stealth negated, but the
beam killed the car
stone dead.  An expen-
sive radio-controlled
plane died—in midair!  

In later tests, all
sorts of expensive elec-
tronics were burnt out
by the beam.  At a
stroke, Troy Hurtubise
had a fully operational
non-nuclear electromag-
netic pulse weapon!  It
was this potential that
brought the French to
his door.  In a lengthy
telephone interview with
the writer, whose former professional back-
ground includes work on such weapons, the
inventor said that it was obvious to him that
the French wanted the Angel Light as a truly
effective strategic defensive system (con-
trasted by him with the ludicrous, in his
view, U.S. missile-based approach), to which
end they provided him some $40K (Cana-
dian), specifically to increase the ceiling
from some 70,000 feet clear up to low earth
orbit.  That part was doable, but the effort
foundered when Troy Hurtubise, try as he
might after months, couldn’t figure out how
to get rid of the deadly biological side ef-
fects.  

While perfectly willing to sell the French
(U.S. not interested) a strategic defense
weapon (could’ve made millions), he wasn’t
about to let any country or group get its
hands on a literal death ray, which is pre-
cisely what the Angel Light was as long as
the biological side effects remained.  The in-
ventor described a hypothetical scenario in
which an entire division was zapped by the
Angel Light, to the utter confoundment of
the victims, who’d feel nothing, only to be
devastated an hour later as their bodies dis-
solved from within.  Not that it would
matter to them, but every electronic device

would be rendered useless at the time of the
strike, too.  Faced with an unresolvable
moral problem and not money focused (told
writer he wanted only “a house, a pickup
truck and a proper lab”), he ceased all exper-
iments with it and dismantled the Angel
Light.  That might’ve been the end of the
story, but greater things awaited.

The God Light... Sidetracked
He didn't know it then, but Hurtubise

was about to be diverted—massively—from
his planned rescue device and into realms
unimaginable to him.  In the process, he’d
lose the Angel Light’s ability to see through
walls, but would also no longer have a death

ray.  What he got in exchange was to many
beyond price. A true healing-life-enhancing
machine!  Phil Novak‘s next stories chroni-
cled the sea change: “Angel Light ascends to
God Light. Parts One and Two. Bay Today.ca
exclusive,” Wednesday, May 11, 2005 and
Thursday, May 12, 2005 (www.baytoday.ca/
content/news/details.asp?c=8267)(also
8271).

Unexpected Help/Even More Unex-
pected Direction 

Ironically, for an inventor who by his
own admission “can't program a VCR” and
“doesn't understand computers,” his deliv-
erance came from Germany via Web cam
(presumably, a friend’s), in the form of help
from a German physicist, an electronics en-
gineer, and an electrician.  This became
necessary after his would-be helpers realized
that he couldn’t read the schematics they
sent him.  And it was through this peculiar
collaboration that he found himself sud-
denly thrust into oncology, after being re-
ferred to a Toronto cancer researcher, who
brought over lab mice (with known tumors)
for testing under the God Light.  The results
were, in Hurtubise's words, so “staggeringly
positive” that the inventor has thrown his
lab open to “anybody of scientific credibility

in the scientific world, who works on, say,
Parkinson’s, AIDS, Alzheimer's or MS.”
How positive?  Specimen C-12, following a
God Light exposure of 20 minutes and seven
seconds, experienced a “27-percent reduc-
tion in the tumor.”  C-12 had previously un-
dergone radiation therapy.  More tellingly,
Specimen H-27, with a brain tumor, no
prior radiation therapy, and a God Light ex-
posure of 18 minutes and 33 seconds, expe-
rienced a “12-percent reduction,” and in
both cases, the cancer’s progress was seen
to be completely arrested, without adverse
side effects, in a 56-hour observation period.

Savvy readers will no doubt rapidly make
the connection between the God Light and

the earlier work of Le
Priori, which relied on a

combination of micro-
waves and strong mag-

netics, as detailed by
Tom Bearden at www.

cheniere.org.  Asked
about this by the writer,
the inventor concurred

that there are indeed
major parallels, despite
the spectral region dif-

ference, but was at pains
to point out that he was

also drawing upon a
vast, previously scat-

tered body of reputable
work done worldwide on
light at various frequen-

cies in therapeutic ap-
plications. The equip-
ment list supplied to

Phil Novak by Troy Hur-
tubise confirms that

this is indeed a light-
based therapeutic ap-

proach, evidently in conjunction with mag-
netics, plasma, sound, and what may be mi-
crowave energy. 

Personal Healing
Having seen firsthand what the God

Light did for the mice, the inventor, despite
a very bad prior experience with the Angel
Light, couldn’t resist making himself a
human guinea pig again.  This time, despite
a burning sensation the physicist later
opined might be related to cell regenera-
tion, Troy Hurtubise hit the jackpot, being
rapidly healed of his hair and weight loss,
his hands (also affected by arthritis from
pounding out the Ursus suit’s armor plates)
were healed, and he got his energy restored,
too.  Just as well, for this driven man is in
the lab a whopping 21 hours a day.

Some readers may've seen the famous
Kirlian photograph of a cut leaf (showing
the outline of the complete leaf over an
hour after the top of the actual leaf was re-
moved), but Hurtubise trumped that.  How?
By regrowing a flower on the freshly decapi-
tated stem of a potted plant! Time to begin
flower regrowth?  Three hours!  As if that
weren’t enough, he put seeds from the diffi-
cult-to-germinate (three months) Colorado
blue spruce under the God Light—and got

Inventor Troy Hurtubise
(Photo courtesy of
BayToday.ca) 
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seed germination in a week.  Phil Novak
said in the interview that he had personally
daily observed the spruce seed germination
experiment over a period of two weeks and
was astounded.

Healing Others
Internet radio show interviews spread

the news of the God Light's amazing
healing properties fast, and in no time, the
inventor was besieged by requests from the
afflicted, including a local man, Gary, who
suffered from Parkinson’s.  Fearing all sorts
of repercussions (including total ineffective-
ness against the disease), but morally un-
able to say “no,” Troy Hurtubise let the 37-
year-old come over for free treatment.  Two
hours and 40 minutes of total treatments
later, the man skipped up the driveway, re-
joicing “I am a man of 20 again.”  Such a
flagrant breach of human testing protocols
greatly disturbed the physicist, but the in-
ventor’s focus is on healing and saving lives,
and when his sister-in-law came to him
with breast cysts (from fibrocystic disease)
and begged for treatment in hopes of
avoiding yet another round of scarring sur-
gery to remove so-far benign cysts, he had
to help.  Phil Novak and his photographer
were invited guests when her right breast
underwent a single ten-minute treatment,
after which she reported, “It tingles.  Some-
thing is definitely going on.” Her brother-
in-law’s guaranteed “reduction in 48 hours”
wasn’t wrong, either.  When Phil Novak
spoke to her 48 hours after the God Light
treatment, she reported the two cysts had
each shrunk from the size of a quarter to
the size of a nickel; by the weekend, they
were gone altogether.  Side effects?  Brief,
mild nausea.  In a phone interview, the re-
porter said he “was under the God Light my-
self,” on “two different occasions” of “five
minutes each.”  Target was a “lymphoma on
chest.  Was gone two days later.”

Harassment and Worse
Troy Hurtubise brims with self-

confidence, is physically strong from all
those years spent in the mountains working
with bears, and morally tough in his utter
determination to do what he deems right.
Lesser men would’ve broken long ago under
the incredible strain.  Why? His lab’s been
bugged, his phone tapped, people repeatedly
tried to steal his inventions (thwarted by
technical sophistication beyond lab anal-
ysis), and he and his family have been re-
peatedly threatened with death.  Part of this
seems to be tied to conflicting spook issues
arising from the diverse and often influen-
tial nature of his foreign visitors. With his
lab open practically around the clock, and
with so much to do, the inventor doesn't
have the time or energy to vet visitors,
many of whom drop in unannounced.  His
security's tight, though.

Phil Novak, who’s covered him for years,
says this of the inventor: “In my estimation,
Troy’s genius is on the level of Tesla’s.” May
he fare better!

Continued from Page  45

THE FIELD

physicists and top scientists in the U.S.,
Russia, Germany, France, England, and
South and Central America. Their theories
and experiments added up to a new science,
a radically new view of the world.” 

She attended meetings and studied jour-
nals, digesting their concepts (reading and
deciphering hundreds of scientific books
and papers!) and learning their parlance.
“Most scientists don’t like to stray beyond
their experimental data and don’t like to
synthesize,” she notes. “They take baby steps
and it’s often difficult for them to see the big
picture. They communi-
cate in equations, the lan-
guage of physics. I wanted
to tell their stories and
sneak the science in.” The
Field, The Quest for the
Secret Force of the Uni-
verse represents one of
the first attempts to syn-
thesize disparate research
into a cohesive whole. In
it, says popular author Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer, “McTag-
gart presents the hard evi-
dence for what spiritual
masters have been telling
us for centuries.” 

The ‘Field’ referred to
is the Zero Point Field, a
subatomic realm of
quantum energy existing
in what has heretofore
been considered a vacuum, empty space.
(Actually, scientists have known about the
“ZPF” factor, but have subtracted out this
extra quantum energy in calculations, be-
cause they felt it wasn’t important.) This is
the ‘Unified Field’ spoken of by Deepak
Chopra and is, says McTaggart, “a bit like
‘the Force’ in Star Wars.”  Consisting of the
micro-movements of all the particles in the
universe, it’s a vast, inexhaustible, super-
charged energy source hanging out in the
background of the empty space around us.
“To give you some idea of the magnitude of
that power,” offers McTaggart (whose prac-
tical, creative analogies provide solid step-
ping stones throughout the book), the en-
ergy in a single cubic yard of 'empty' space
is enough to boil all the oceans of the
world.”  With a fossil fuel energy crisis
looming, scientists at top-ranking universi-
ties like Princeton and Stanford, and at
many prestigious institutions in Europe,
have realized that the Zero Point Field has
enormous implications. 

Astrophysicists have called the ZPF a
‘cosmic free lunch.’ If successful in har-
nessing this source of limitless energy, they
may be able to create anti-gravity WARP
drives and cars that run without fossil fuel.
We may travel beyond our own solar system
within the foreseeable future—both NASA
and British Aerospace are researching the

possibility of recycling the energy in empty
space. Besides, McTaggart points out, the
little bad guy in The Incredibles mentions
Zero Point energy! Perhaps more important,
though, she thinks the existence of the Zero
Point Field implies that all matter in the
universe is interconnected by quantum
waves, which are spread out through time
and space, and can carry on to infinity, tying
any one part of the universe to every other
part. Like an invisible web, The Field con-
nects everything in the universe. “The idea
of The Field might just offer a scientific ex-
planation for the spiritual belief that there is
such as thing as a life force.” 

She finds this probability comforting.
“It’s as though, on the tiniest level of reality,

a memory of the universe
for all time is contained in
empty space that each of
us is always in touch
with,” a view far more
nurturing than the reduc-
tionist, separatist para-
digm we’ve inherited from
modern established sci-
ence. While she became
relatively comfortable
with scientific concepts
writing The Field, McTag-
gart nevertheless had
some hurdles to jump.
“The most difficult idea I
had to get my head
around was the notion
that this giant energy field
operates outside of space
and time, and that hu-
mans can have effects on

the world around them outside of space and
time. It appears that since subatomic parti-
cles can interact across all space and time,
so does the larger matter they compose. The
idea that there is absolute time and space
has to be replaced with a truer picture of a
universe that exists in one vast ‘here,’ where
‘here’ represents all time and all space at a
single instant.” 

At our most elemental, writes McTag-
gart, “we are not a chemical reaction, but an
energetic charge. All living things are a coa-
lescence of energy in a field of energy…this
pulsating energy field is the central engine
of our being and our consciousness, the
alpha and omega of our existence.” The
Field is, in other words, our brain, heart and
memory. Many scientists now postulate that
the human brain is more like a radio than a
computer. McTaggart’s own research indi-
cates that “a load of environmental issues
gum up the radio, clogging the receiving
mechanism.” She notes the connection be-
tween environmental pollution and memory
loss. “Many pesticides have negative effects
on the brain…and there is a decent connec-
tion between mercury in amalgam fillings
and Alzheimer’s.” 

Of all the physical and metaphysical im-
plications of these multiple discoveries,
none are more exciting to McTaggart than
those that point to changes in health care. >
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This is, after all, her passion. “Within 50
years, the idea of using drugs or surgery to
cure anyone will seem barbaric,” she states.
Instead, she thinks we'll be manipulating
people's quantum energy, as a number of re-
searchers using cutting-edge techniques are
attempting to do already. She cites a group
of French doctors using molecular frequen-
cies to identify specific bacteria and patho-
gens, and another in Germany measuring
quantum emissions to determine the quality
of food. 

The McTaggart / Hubbard household is
located near Wimbeldon, where McTaggart,
self-described as “relatively sporty,” likes to
ride her bike and swim. The couple have two
daughters, Caitlin and Anya, and the family
is closely knit. “We don’t work on week-
ends,” she says, “we do a lot of things to-
gether.” Their whole, unprocessed, organic-
foods diet is sprinkled with Chinese take-out
and (for the parents) a couple of bottles of
wine a week— “we believe in the fun factor,”
she laughs. “I’m fairly strict about not
having wheat in the house. We take loads of
supplements since the evidence is pretty
clear that the nutrition in food isn’t as good
as it used to be.” 

Recently, she, Hubbard and their com-
pany, WDDTY, spearheaded the Health
Freedom Movement, a non-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to fighting European and in-
ternational laws threatening freedom of
choice in natural medicine. Like the Royal
Family, they turn to homeopathy and acu-
puncture for preventive health care. “The al-
ternative therapies are alive and thriving in
England,” reports McTaggart, whose dentist
not only avoids toxic mercury fillings but
also understands the Chinese meridian
system and how teeth relate to that network.
“You’re allowed to be eccentric in this
country—I have an amazing network of al-
ternative practitioners. According to McTag-
gart, more people visit alternative practi-
tioners in England than go to conventional
doctors, and a full third of British citizens
uses non-toxic cleansers in their homes.
“The British medical system is bankrupt be-
cause everyone believes they should get
health care for free,” she remarks. “It’s great
to have health care for all, but there are long
waiting lines.”  

In contrast, McTaggart is encouraged by
waiting lines that have formed for the inde-
pendent film, What the Bleep Do We Know
wherever it’s been shown—to her mind, a
further indication of a positive shift in the
general consciousness. The movie brings
viewers face to face with quantum physics’
implications and possibilities, and features
interviews with leading experts and scien-
tists—just the sort of thing she’d like to see
more of.

To learn more about The Field visit
http://www.thefieldonline.com or livingthe-
field.com. To see a sample of McTaggart’s
newsletters or to search her alternative da-
tabase, go to wddty.com. 

Churchward had failed to provide
any sources for his extraordinary
claims, a fundamental flaw exacer-
bated by the author’s imperious at-
titude. Undeterred, Churchward
went on to release The Children of
Mu in 1931, followed two years later
by The Sacred Symbols of Mu, and,
in 1934, The Cosmic Forces of Mu,
Volume I, then Volume II, his last
published book, the following year.
Although each edition was progres-
sively less credible and more outra-
geous than the previous book,
Churchward became something of a
celebrity, featured in radio inter-
views and delivered public talks
about his Lost Continent. In fact, he
passed away while riding the lecture
circuit to a 1936 Los Angeles pres-
entation, in his 84th year. His body
was interred at Kensico Cemetery,
in Valhalla (New York, that is). Just
before, he was working on Traces of
Mu in America, which remained un-
finished at the time of his death.
The unfinished text disappeared
soon after.

Had Churchward written only about his
experiences at the Hindu temple-monastery
and world travels thereafter in a less con-
temptuous tone, he would have produced a
far more readable, believable series. Instead,
its volumes are a tangled, turgid mess of
preposterous geology, unsubstantiated
claims, and unconvincing opinions undiffer-
entiated from apparently legitimate folk tra-
ditions, lost but probably authentic docu-
ments, and valid archaeological finds. The
Lost Continent of Mu and its sequels seem
to have resulted from Churchward’s famil-
iarity with a genuine Hindu document
which he struggled to explain in terms of
modern science. His theory that unstable
“gas belts” beneath the sea bottom brought
about the Pacific continent’s demise bears
no resemblance to geologic reality. The tre-
mendous technological strides oceanog-
raphy has made since his day clearly reveal
that no continental land-masses existed, let
alone sank during human prehistory, in the
Central-South Pacific area he defined.

This is not to say that Mu was without
any geologic foundation in reality. A rela-
tively small continental island did exist in
the South China Sea until it succumbed to a
deluge about seven thousand or more years
ago, when humans almost certainly occu-
pied it. Across the Pacific Ocean, islands and
whole archipelagoes have indeed risen above
and fallen below the surface of the sea, even
in modern times. Davies Island, in the vi-
cinity of the better known Easter Island, was
discovered and chartered during the mid-
1750s. By the following century, it had van-
ished without a trace. While Churchward’s
argument for a sunken continent in the Pa-

cific may be doubtful, plenty of sunken is-
lands, archipelagoes and even a continental
fragment are credible candidates for the lost
realm of Mu. Even so, his incredible map of
a formerly continental land-mass bears an
uncanny resemblance to what geologists
have since defined as the “Super Swell.” This
is a vast region of shallower sea-depths, vol-
canoes, seamounts and seismic activity be-
ginning at the East Pacific Rise, with its axis
leading westward until it dominates much of
the Central Pacific Ocean. Perhaps there
really was a “lost continent of Mu” after all.

Readers have only the author’s word for
the contents of the Hindu monastery tab-
lets, which he does not directly translate, he
allegedly read in India. But, as Florida Atlan-
tologist, Kenneth Caroli, observes, “One of
the prime criticisms of Churchward was that
he could not provide photographs of the
Hindu monastery tablets, nor the tablets
themselves, and that he refused to identify
the temple where he saw them. However,
critics fail to recognize that the tablets did
not belong to him, so he was unable to pro-
duce them. As he was never supposed to
have seen them in the first place, the leaders
of the temple-monastery which did own the
tablets would not have been able to step for-
ward and defend him. Moreover, his rishi
teacher must have been long dead by the
time Churchward began writing in the
1920s.”

For all his failings, he set in motion the
first serious study of the lost Pacific civiliza-
tion, a quest that went on to verify many of
his conclusions long after his death, and
continues to this day.     

CHURCHWARD
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ASTROLOGY

tionships. Saturn in Leo can instill a sense
of isolation, causing withdrawal from the
very responsibility that is felt so keenly. It is
certainly an inhibiting influence but some-
times a serious look is called for in certain
areas of our lives. 

Economically Saturn in Leo casts a dim
view of risk and speculation so this does not
bode well for a robust economy or stock
market or an overall sense of economic opti-
mism. Austerity is a word which describes
Saturn in Leo and such measures may be
taken. This is akin to the Pied Piper finally
presenting the invoice. More will be gained
from hard work and a disciplined approach
to financial matters rather than hoping for a
lucky investment tip. The potential strength
of this transit is in a willingness to work and
sacrifice. 

Cabbages and Kings
We might gain some insight into these

principles from a look at two well-known
British kings who expressed the archetype
of Saturn in Leo in different ways. Both
kings illustrate an aspect of Saturn in Leo
either positively or negatively. Henry II,
about whom the story Lion in Winter was
written, ruled from 1154-1189. As a ruler
this kingly lion was described as energetic,
strong and imaginative. He attained much

of his empire through marriage, the lands
stretching from the Scottish border to the
Pyrenees, and he traveled the length and
breadth of his realm. His legal reforms
credit him with the founding of English
Common Law. His unfortunate disagree-
ments with the Archbishop of Canterbury,
the king’s former adviser, led to the murder
of Thomas ’a Becket in 1170, resulting in a
papal interdict on England. Despite this he
is looked upon positively through the lens
of history and regarded as a great Medieval
monarch.

Richard II on the other hand, the subject
of the Shakespearian tragedy quoted at the
beginning of the article, is not recalled so
kindly. Richard II ruled from 1377-1399, as-
cending the throne at the tender age of ten.
Economic hardship followed the Black
Death and Parliament worsened the
problem by limiting wages but failing to
control prices. A peasant revolt followed and
Richard’s unwise and autocratic manner of
handling events caused him to be deposed
and murdered while in prison. 

These two contrasting monarchs demon-
strate that while external circumstances and
political forces may be beyond our control,
and what looks like fate or luck may inter-
vene, at the end of the day it is still our
character and choices which determine how
we will respond. In both cases circum-
stances aided and hindered these kings.
How they responded to the challenges and
trials presented to them, and how history

recalls their reigns, was based on their char-
acters. 

This same principle holds true in our in-
dividual lives. We are all stewards of some-
thing and the astrological principles of
Saturn in Leo will test us all during the
transit as we respond with grace or arro-
gance within our own domains. We can look
to the place where Saturn moves in our own
horoscopes to learn in what area of life our
personal lessons will come. If we are willing
to exercise discipline, make some sacrifices,
and forego the ego’s need for drama, we just
might benefit from the lessons Saturn
presents us. Otherwise, we will stay in
school until we learn our lessons.

www.queenofcups.com



BEYOND THE
INDIGO CHILDREN
P.M.H. Atwater—Atwater illu-
minates the characteristics of
the fifth root race, the cap-
stone being the extraordinary
“new children,” those brilliant
and irreverent kids born since
1982. She explores the rela-
tionship of the new children
to the prophecies in the
Mayan calendar and other tra-
ditions, providing extensive

background information about the seven root races (the
sixth and seventh of which haven’t yet appeared) and the
great shifting of consciousness already underway.  She
also provides concrete guidance and tools for those who
seek to understand and help the new children achieve
their full potential.

6x9 P/B, 256 pp. $16.00

BIOLOGY OF BELIEF: Unleashing the
Power of Consciousness, Matter &
Miracles Dr. Bruce Lipton—This groundbreaking
work in the field of New Biology by Dr. Lipton (former
medical school professor at the University of Wisconsin
and research scientist at Stanford University School of
Medicine) has previously been offered in VHS/DVD
format. Here, finally, is the written format. His experi-
ments, examining in great detail the molecular mecha-
nisms by which cells process information, have revealed
that genes do not, in fact, control our behavior. Instead,
genes are turned on and off by influences outside the cell.
These influences include our perceptions and beliefs. See
Issue #47 for a review of the DVD/VHS. 

6 x 9 H/B, 224 pp., B&W photos & drawings $25.00

BLOODLINE OF THE HOLY GRAIL Laurence
Gardner—“Special Author’s Edition,” 4 NEW CHAP-
TERS—From royal and suppressed archives comes proof
of the descending heritage of Jesus in the West. Pene-
trating new light is cast upon the Grail Code of Service
and the venerated feminine element, abandoned by the
Church in order to forge a male dominated society.

P/B 454 pp, 24 col. pl., 10 B&W fig., & 15 B&W charts
$18.95

BLUE APPLES William Henry—A search for the lost
stargate artifacts of Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Explores
the mysteries of Rennes-le-Chateau, the hilltop village in
Southern France that is central to the Holy Grail
mysteries

5x8, 244 pp., P/B, illustrated $24.95

BOOK OF THE SOUL Ian Lawton—Modern sci-
ence tells us there is far more to the universe than the
physical world we all perceive. And the explanation that
most closely fits the facts for a range of verifiable phe-
nomena, from near-death experiences to past-life memo-
ries, is that the soul exists separately from the physical
body and reincarnates repeatedly. This book could only
have been written in the 21st Century, because it uses the
latest breakthroughs in scientific and psychological re-
search to produce a truly revolutionary view of spiritu-
ality. 

6x9 P/B, 333 pp. $37.95 

Give Your Friends the Books and Videos that Everyone is Talking About
If You Can’t Find it Here Check Our Previous Issues or Call Us.

THE BROTHER OF JESUS AND THE
LOST TEACHINGS OF CHRISTIANITY
Jeffrey J. Butz—Evidence that Jesus had siblings contra-
dicts Church dogma on the virgin birth, and James is also
a symbol of Christian teachings that have been obscured.
While Peter is traditionally thought of as the leader of the
apostles and the “rock” on which Jesus built his church,
Butz shows that it was James who led the disciples after
the crucifixion. It was James, not Peter, who guided them
through the Church’s first major theological crises—
Paul’s interpretation of the teachings of Jesus. 

6 x 9 P/B, 240 pp. $14.95

CHRISTIANITY - AN ANCIENT
EGYPTIAN RELIGION Ahmed Osman—Builds on
the arguments of the author’s previous books, “The He-
brew Pharaohs of Egypt,” “Moses and Akhenaten,” and
“Jesus in the House of the Pharaohs.” He compares the
chronology of the Old Testament and its factual content
with ancient Egyptian records to show that the major
characters of the Hebrew scriptures are based on Egyp-
tian historical figures. He further suggests that the major
tenets of Christian belief—the One God, the Trinity, the
hierarchy of heaven, life after death, and the virgin
birth—are all Egyptian in origin. He likewise provides a
convincing argument that Jesus himself came out of
Egypt. 

6x9 P/B, 304 pp., 16-page B&W insert $18.00

CLOAK OF THE ILLUMINATI William Henry—
The author explores the secrets of the Illuminati and re-
veals the true power of the illuminated, even in the
modern world. There’s no other book in the world where
you will learn as much about the secret sources of world
power, and why certain people have access to it, and how
they get it.

5x8, 237 pp., P/B, illustrated $24.95

COSMIC CODE Zecharia Sitchin
Paperback, 298 pgs., black & white illustrations $7.99

Hardcover $24.00

DA VINCI IN
AMERICA Greg
Taylor—The massive suc-
cess of Dan Brown’s “The
Da Vinci Code” has
readers eagerly awaiting
his next novel, “The Sol-
omon Key.” Using hints
and clues left by Brown in
interviews, on his website,
and on the cover of “The
Da Vinci Code,” the au-
thor takes you on an un-
precedented tour of the
new book before it is even

released. “Da Vinci in America” explores the topics likely
to be included in “The Solomon Key”—the Founding Fa-
thers, Freemasonry, and the Ku Klux Klan—to give you a
better understanding of the history behind Brown’s re-
search. Maps and discussion of Washington D.C. also ac-
quaint the reader with the setting for the next Robert
Langdon thriller. Read this book before you buy “The Sol-
omon Key”! 

6 x 9 P/B, 179 pp., B&W photos & drawings $13.95

12TH PLANET Zecharia Sitchin—Powerful evidence
of humanity’s extraterrestrial forefathers.

Paperback, 436 pgs., b&w illust. $7.99
Hardcover $24.00

12 TRIBES, 10 PLAGUES AND THE 2
MEN WHO WERE MOSES Graham Phillips—
From the ten plagues of
Egypt to the battle of
David and Eshbaal, this
book shows that many
fascinating Old Testa-
ment stories can be sci-
entifically corroborated.
Reading like a mystery,
it draws upon extensive
research to piece to-
gether the real story of
the Hebrews and the
founding of their re-
ligion. Many of the au-
thor’s findings, in-
cluding the location of
Mount Sinai, will sur-
prise readers. But most
surprising, the author
unravels the confused chronology of the Book of Exodus
and identifies Moses as not one but two men. Photographs
are included in this uncommonly understood history of
the Bible. 

6x9 P/B, 312 pp. $14.95

ANCIENT GODS AND THEIR
MYSTERIES: Will They Return in 2012
A.D.? Robert Berringer—This book shows that the
gods have left behind clues—a kind of spiritual “trail of
breadcrumbs”—that may answer very important ques-
tions. This book delves into ancient civilizations, their
temples, their gods and other signs of a divine architect.
Examine some of the mysteries about the sudden rise of
civilization in Sumer in the Tigris-Euphrates River Valley
and in Egypt in the Nile River Valley study the beliefs of
the Dogons, an African tribe that has unexplainable
knowledge of the Sirius star system, including the invis-
ible white star Sirius B.

6 x 9 P/B, 192 pp., Color and B&W photos, drawings
$20.00

ATLANTIS ENCYCLOPEDIA Frank Joseph—
This is an invaluable, one-of-a-kind reference. Unlike most
other books on the subject, “The Atlantis Encyclopedia”
offers fewer theories and more facts. Although it does not
set out to prove the sunken capital actually existed, it
musters so much evidence on its behalf, even skeptics
may conclude that there must be at least something fac-
tual behind such an enduring, indeed global legend. You’ll
learn: What was Atlantis? Where was it located? How long
ago did it flourish? How was it destroyed? What became of
its survivors? Have any remains of Atlantis ever been
found? Will Atlantis ever be found? Did Atlantis have any
impact on America?

7x10 P/B, 312 pp., Color photos $19.95

10% Discount on
orders of over $100

(See page 81)
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FROM LIGHT INTO
DARKNESS: The
Evolution of Religion in
Ancient Egypt Stephen S.
Mehler—Building on the esoteric
information first revealed in “Land
of Osiris,” this exciting book
presents more of Abd'El Hakim's
oral traditions, with radical new in-
terpretations of how religion

evolved in prehistoric and dynastic Khemit, or Egypt.
*Have popular modern religions developed out of prac-
tices in ancient Egypt? *Did religion in Egypt represent
only a shadow of the spiritual practices of prehistoric
people? *Have the Western Mystery Schools, such as the
Rosicrucian Order, evolved from these ancient systems?
The author explores the teachings of King Akhenaten and
the real Moses, the identity of the Hyksos, and Akhe-
naten’s connections to The Exodus, Judaism, and the Ros-
icrucian Order. Here for the first time in the West are the
spiritual teachings of the ancient Khemitians, the founda-
tion for the coming new cycle of consciousness--The
Awakening.

6x9 P/B, 250 pp. $16.95

GENESIS RACE Will Hart—Shows that Earth was
visited by an extraterrestrial race who bioengineered
modern man in its image and taught man how to con-
struct the pyramids; examines the flaws in Darwin’s
theory of evolution and presents startling new evidence of
intelligent intervention; reveals the messages coded in
the pyramids left by the ancients concerning impending
Earth changes at the end of the Mayan calendar.

6x9 P/B, 288 pp., 30 B&W photos $18.00

GENESIS REVISITED  Zecharia Sitchin
Paperback, 343 pgs., black & white illustrations $7.99

Hardcover $24.00

GLIMPSES BEYOND LIFE AND DEATH:
What Happens When You Die?”
Tony Bushby

This book contains vivid descriptions of what people
saw and experienced before revival from clinical death
and its actual case histories provide overwhelming evi-
dence that life is continuous. It also reveals that supernat-
ural experiences are more common than many people
think and provokes new trains of thought among those
looking for an understanding of the human spirit.

6x9 P/B, 155 pp. $12.95

GLIMPSES OF OTHER REALITIES—
VOL. I Linda Moulton Howe—Discover the truth be-
hind the US Government’s cover-up of paranormal ac-
tivity. Emmy award winning journalist Linda Moulton
Howe presents evidence that a non-human intelligence is
interacting with earth, including information about re-
covered crash debris and the transfer of human souls
from body to body—evidence of a mystery involving the
entire human race. 
365 pp., 8.5 x 11, PB many b&w & color photos & images

$45.00

GLIMPSES OF OTHER REALITIES—VOL.
II: High Strangeness 

PB, 477 pgs., b&w photos illus., 11" x 8.5" $27.95

GODDESS, THE GRAIL, AND THE
LODGE: The Real Da Vinci Code and the
Origins of Religion Alan Butler (Foreward by
Lynn Picknett & Clive Prince)— A series of unique dis-
coveries regarding the European Bronze Age brought re-
searcher and author, Alan Butler, to a radical reappraisal
of what the Holy Grail truly represented. The inescapable
truth was that the Grail is a symbol replete with feminine
overtones that is probably as old as humanity itself.

6x9 P/B, 356 pp. $15.95

GOSPEL OF PHILIP:  Jesus, Mary
Magdalene, and the Gnosis of Sacred
Union Jean-Yves Leloup with a Foreword by Jacob Nee-
dleman—The Gospel of Philip is best known for its por-
trayal of the physical relationship of Jesus and his beloved
disciple, Mary Magdala. The mainstream position of the
Christian church on sexuality was perhaps best summed
up by Pope Innocent III (1160–1216) “the sexual act is so
shameful that it is intrinsically evil.” What Philip records
that Christ said the opposite: The nuptial chamber is in
fact the Holy of Holies. Neither man nor woman alone is
created in the image of God. It is only in their relationship
with one another—the sacred embrace in which they
share the divine breath—that they resemble God. Philip’s
gospel was suppressed and lost until rediscovered at Nag
Hammadi in 1947. It is presented here for the first time in
English. 

6x9 P/B, 176 pp., 70 B&W illustrations $14.95

GODS, GENES, AND CONSCIOUSNESS
Paul Von Ward—A Har-
vard trained, independent
scholar looks at the nu-
merous ways Advanced
Beings (ABs)—Von
Ward's term for angels
and extraterrestrials—
have been influencing
human history since the
dawn of time. Using bibli-
cial and other ancient
sources, along with
modern scientific and ar-
chaeological findings, he
unearths new informa-
tion about ABs’ contribu-
tions to humanity in-

cluding the roots of language, technology, math, science,
and more. In this book he ties this new historical informa-
tion to the present day by revealing the ways in which our
cultural memories of ABs, as well as records of AB involve-
ment, have been systematically suppressed in order for
government and church officials to control the popula-
tion. This provocative book culminates with a stirring call
for the U.S. Government to stop the cover-up and tell the
truth about AB involvement. 

9 x 6 P/B, 411 pp. $14.95

GODS OF EDEN William Bramley—Human history
is a seemingly endless
succession of bloody con-
flicts and devastating tur-
moil. Yet, inexplicably, in
the light of astonshing in-
tellectual and technolog-
ical advancement, Man's
progress has been halted
in one crucial area: he
still indulges the primi-
tive beast within and
makes war upon his
neighbors.  As a result of
seven years of intense re-
search, William Bramley
has uncovered the sin-
ister thread that links hu-
manity's darkest events—
from the wars of the ancient pharaohs to the assassination
of JFK. In this remarkable, shocking and absolutely com-
pelling work, Bramley presents disturbing evidence of an
alien presence on Earth—extraterrestrial visitors who
have conspired to dominate Humankind through violence
and chaos since the beginning of time...a conspiracy
which continues to this very day. 

4x7 P/B, 512 pp. $7.99

DISCOVERY OF THE NAG HAMMADI
TEXTS Jean Doresse—Hidden for 16 centuries, the
Nag Hammadi library, the most prodigious collection of
sacred gnostic texts, were discovered in the late 1940’s in
Chenoboskion, a remote hamlet in upper Egypt. Among
them was the Gospel According to Thomas, which
aroused international publicity and alerted the world to
the significance of this archeological find, believed by
many scholars to surpass the Dead Sea Scrolls in impor-
tance. This book is the first complete survey of the con-
tents of these documents and their significance to the
world at large. 

6 x 9 P/B, 420 pp., B&W photos $20.00

DIVINE ENCOUNTERS Zecharia Sitchin
PB $7.99

Hardcover $24.00

END OF THE CONCEPT OF TIME Russell
Moon—After 26 years of research, using science to search
for the secrets of religion, and religion to search for the
secrets of science, what the author discovered (and
proved) will shock the world.  This revolutionary dis-
covery destroys the foundation of 20th Century Science.
The great theories of the last century, including Relativity
and Quantum Mechanics, are found to be totally and com-
pletely wrong, making every science book in the world ob-
solete. The five pieces of the universe—matter, space,
time, energy, and the forces of nature—are created in a
way unlike anything conventionally imagined. 

6 x 9, 137 pp. P/B $12.95

THE FIELD:  The Quest
for the Secret Force of
the Universe Lynne McTag-
gart—A book which gives scientific
proof of the paranormal--psychic
activity, remote viewing, the power
of prayer and homoeopathy are all
discussed. The energy found in the
vacuum--or the zero point field--
seems to be the key to all sorts of
unexplained phenomena. The au-

thor follows the life and work of disparate physicists, pio-
neers in the area where the paranormal meets quantum
physics.   Should appeal to readers of Graham Hancock &
Frijof Capra.

6x9 P/B, 288 pp. $12.95

FORBIDDEN HISTORY: Extraterrestrial
Intervention, Prehistoric Technologies,
and the Suppressed Origins of
Civilization Edited by J.
Douglas Kenyon—In 42 ar-
ticles from Atlantis Rising,
Kenyon has carefully built a
compelling collection of
material in support of
today's growing challenge
to such outmoded ways of
thinking as Darwinism and
Creationism. Each contri-
bution builds upon the
work of the other authors.
What emerges is a
thoughtful case for a much
greater antiquity for civili-
zation, as well as a con-
vincing argument for the existence of advanced technolo-
gies in pre-history.  Through it all appears the vast, yet
unmistakable, outline of a lost fountainhead for world
culture.  Explored with depths and insight in theses pages
are the latest discoveries and ideas in such perennially
controversial topics as Atlantis, the Pyramids,  extra-
terrestrial forces, and more.

6 x 9 P/B, 352 pp., many photos both B&W & Col. $18.00

MORE GREAT BOOKS ON THE NEXT PAGE
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10% Discount on
orders of over $100

(See page 81)

GOSPEL OF THOMAS: The Gnostic
Wisdom of Jesus Jean-Yves Leloup—One of the
cache of codices and manuscripts discovered in Nag Ham-
madi, the Gospel of Thomas unlike the canonical gospels
does not contain a narrative recording Christ’s life and
prophecies. Instead, it is a collection of his teachings—
what he actually said. These 114 logia, or sayings, were
collected by Judas Didymus Thomas, whom some claim to
be Jesus’ closest disciple. No sooner was this gospel un-
covered from the sands of Upper Egypt, than scholars and
theologians began to bury it anew in a host of conflicting
interpretations and polemics. In this new translation, the
author shows that Jesus had much in common with gnos-
tics of non-dualistic schools. The Jesus of Thomas invites
us to drink deeply from the well of knowledge that lies
within not so that we may become good Christians, but so
we may attain the self-knowledge that will make each of
us, too, a Christ.

6x9 P/B, 208 pp. $14.95

GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD
Dr. Lana Cantrell—Did man have a fully developed, tech-
nological society in deepest antiquity? Did he once have
the power of space flight? Did a vast universal war destroy
that world? Fact or fiction? That is what this research at-
tempts to discern as the ancient texts unfold their secrets.
By using the knowledge of the life sciences, unlike tradi-
tional historians, a vastly different interpretation of man’s
history arises. Through the disciplines of paleopathology,
forensic pathology, biomagnetism, and other sciences, we
can now pave the way for the new field of the biohisto-
rian—those who look at the biological implications rather
than the philosophical interpretations of history. Myth
and legend suddenly, and shockingly, become fact. 

8 x 10 H/B, 1032 pp. $19.95

HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE HUMAN
RACE Michael A. Cremo & Richard L. Thompson—
Graham Hancock, calls Hidden History Of The Human
Race “One of the landmark intellectual achievements of
the late twentieth century.” Condensed from Forbidden
Archeology, this edition exposes a major scientific cover-
up showing that people like ourselves were here millennia
ago.

Paperback, 228 pgs. black & white illus., 6 x 9 $15.95

HUMAN DEVOLUTION Michael A. Cremo—
Where DID we come from? Drawing upon a wealth of re-
search into archeology, genetics, reincarnation memories,
out-of-body experiences, parapsychology, cross cultural
cosmology, and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence,
Cremo provides a refreshing perspective on human ori-
gins according to the ancient philosophy of India.

6x9 H/B, 584 pp. $35.00

ILLUMINATOR: Mary Magdalene,
Soloman’s Key, and the Lost Secret of
the Templars William Henry—Historical and my-

thological detective work on the
suppressed secrets of Jesus, Mary
Magdalene and the Stairway to
Heaven first appeared in Henry’s
book, “Blue Apples.”   In this book,
he presents new evidence about
the secrets and the true history of
Mary Magdalene, including the
reasons why she was called the Il-
luminator or Illuminatrix.
Building on his early works, he
pierces the veil of her secrets, re-

vealing sensational new information from forbidden texts
and teachings and revealed in clues left in religious art
and legend.  Here, he journeys to the core of the mysteries
of Mary Magdalene to study her relation to the Tower or
Ladder to God, also called the Stairway to Heaven.

6x9 P/B, 280 pp. $24.95

INFINITE LOVE IS
THE ONLY TRUTH:
Everything Else is
Illusion David Icke—The
book offers a new take on
why “physical” reality is
merely an illusion that only
exists in our brain.  Icke’s in-
formation, presented in a way
that everyone can under-
stand, is, many believe, a life-
changing exposure of both

the illusion we believe to be “real” and the way this illu-
sion is generated and manipulated to imprison us in a
false reality. Icke explains how we “live” in a “holographic
internet” and that our brains are connected to a central
“computer” that feeds us the same collective reality that
we decode from waveforms and electrical signals into the
holographic 3D “world” that we all think we see.

6 x 9 P/B, 325 pp. $29.95

INVISIBLE RESIDENTS: The Reality of
Underwater UFOs Ian T. Sanderson—A unique
contribution to the study
of the UFOs, originally
published over 30 years
ago, this updated edition
includes new photographs
and illustrations, and an
extensive Foreword by
David Hatcher Childress
discussing more recent
Underwater UFOs—now
called USOs—Unidentified
Submersible Objects. In
the last 30 years, new
sightings have occurred
and new information on
old sightings has come
forth through the Freedom of Information Acts in the
USA, Britain and Australia.

6x9 P/B, 324 pp. $16.95

JESUS THE
RABBI
PROPHET: A
New Light on
the Gospel
Message
Jacques Baldet—
Scholar and histo-
rian, Jacques Baldet,
seeks to restore the
historical context
and true nature of
the Jewish society in
which Jesus lived
and through which
his actions assume
an entirely different

meaning. A deeper story of the man from Galilee emerges:
Rabbi Jesus was both a Jew imbued with the monotheistic
teaching of the Torah and a visionary who preached of the
kingdom within. Baldet shows that the true life and orig-
inal message of Jesus were concealed beneath the literary
creations that primarily reflected the agenda of the early
Church.

6x9 P/B, 272 pp. $16.95

LOST BOOK OF ENKI Zecharia Sitchin
PB, 352 pp., 6 x 9, b&w illustrations $16.00
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LOST CONTINENT OF MU Col. James Church-
ward—Churchward’s
classic books on Mu are
now back in print.  First
published in the 1930s,
he made a sensation by
writing of a lost civiliza-
tion in the Pacific that
his teachers in India
told him was called Mu.
He brings together a
wealth of evidence from
all over the world of an-
cient traditions of mega-
lithic building.  His first
two books, “The Lost
Continent of Mu,” and
“Children of Mu,” (both

1931) contain his own archaeological journeys around the
world.  His later books, “The Sacred Symbols of Mu”
(1933), “Cosmic Forces of Mu - Book One” (1934), and
“Cosmic Forces of Mu - Book Two” (1935), examine the
origins of civilization, writing and symbolism, plus they
explore the amazing science used by the ancients. 

6x9 P/B, 335 pp., illustrated $24.95

LOST REALMS Zecharia Sitchin—
Paperback, 390 pgs., black & white illustrations $7.99

Hardcover $19.95

LOST SECRETS OF THE SACRED ARK
Laurence Gardner—Alongside the time-honored quest
for the Holy Grail is the equally compelling and long-
standing mystery of the Ark of the Covenant: what, why
and where is it? All these questions are discussed in this
work which explores the secret metaphysical and scien-
tific importance of gold from the time of the pharaohs
down to the present day—and the significant role of the
Ark in this history and for the future. “Lost Secrets of the
Sacred Ark” is the latest in Laurence Gardner’s cycle of
books tracing the hidden messianic dynasty of Jesus.

H/B,   395 pp.  $27.95

LOST STAR OF MYTH AND TIME
Walter
Cruttenden—For
years we have
heard that these
are only myths
there was no
Golden Age and
precession is just
a wobbling of the
Earth’s axis.  Now
the author shows
evidence the An-
cients were not
just weaving fan-
ciful tales--
science is on the
verge of an
amazing discov-
ering.  Our sun
has a companion
star carrying us
through a great cycle of stellar influences.  If true, it
means the Ancients were right and our views of space and
time and the history of civilization will never be the same.
More than that, it would mean we are now at the dawn of
a new age in human development and world conditions.

6x9 P/B, 352 pp., B&W photos & drawings $19.95
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PIRATES &
THE LOST
TEMPLAR
FLEET
David Hatcher Chil-
dress—The author
takes us into the fas-
cinating world of
maverick sea captains
who were Knights
Templar (and later
Scottish Rite Freema-
sons) who battled the
Vatican and the
Spanish and Italian
ships that sailed for

the Pope.  The Lost Templar fleet was originally based at
La Rochelle in southern France, but fled to the deep fiords
of Scotland upon the dissolution of the Order by King
Phillip. Later, this fleet of ships, and new ones to come,
flew the Skull and Bones, the symbol of the Knights Tem-
plar.  They preyed on the ships of the Vatican coming
from the rich ports of the Americas and were ultimately
known as the Pirates of the Caribbean.  

6x9 P/B, 320 pp., illustrated $16.95

PROJECT BETA Greg Bishop—In 1978, Paul
Bennewitz, an electrical physicist living in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, engaged in some aggressive radio moni-
toring of the nearby Sandia Labs, then managed by the
Department of Defense. This is his harrowing tale, told by
fringe-culture historian Greg Bishop. It is the troubling
account of the custom-made hall of smoke and mirrors
that eventually drove Bennewitz to a mental institution,
as well as the story of the explosive propagation of disin-
formation that began in 1979 and reverberates
throughout the UFO community and pop culture to this
day.

5 x 8 P/B, 278 pp., B&W photos $14.00

PYRAMID QUEST: Secrets of the Great
Pyramid and the Dawn of Civilization
Robert M.
Schoch &
Robert Aquinas
McNally—
Acclaimed for
re-dating the
Great Sphinx at
Giza, Schoch
sets his sights
on one of the
true mysteries
of antiquity—
the Great Pyr-
amid of Giza.
“What is the
Great Pyramid
of Giza?” Ask
that basic ques-
tion of a tradi-
tional Egyptol-
ogist, and you
get the basic, traditional answer, “a fancy tombstone for a
self-important pharaoh of the Old Kingdom.” This, Egyp-
tologists argue, is the sole finding based on the data, and
the only deduction supported by science. By implication,
anyone who dissents from this point of view is unscientific
and woolly-minded, a believer in magic and ghosts. In-
deed, some of the unconventional ideas about the Great
Pyramid do have a spectacularly fabulous ring to them,
yet the authors use rigorous intellectual analysis of scien-
tific inquiry to investigate what we know about the Great
Pyramid, and develop a stunning hypothesis.

6 x 9 PH/B, 362 pp. $28.95

GREAT VIDEOS ON THE NEXT PAGE

MAGDALENE LEGACY: The Jesus &
Mary Bloodline Conspiracy Laurence
Gardner—Since his worldwide bestseller, “Bloodline of
the Holy Grail,” Gardner’s controversial themes have
been taken up in the bestselling novel, “The Da Vinci
Code,” triggering a new and heated debate about the mys-
terious life of the Magdalene. Now he moves the debate to
extraordinary new levels covering: the Grail Child—
sensational new information from Vatican and monastic
archives on Mary’s secret marriage to Jesus and the docu-
mented persecution of their line after his resurrection;
the Piory of Sion—the truth about the enigmatic Order of
Templars and the underground stream that protected the
sacred heritage of the messianic descendants; the Gospel
of the Magdalene—repentant prostitute? Or a woman
whose true identity could rock the foundations of Chris-
tianity!

6 x 9 H/B, 395 pp., 16-pg. color insert $27.95

MAPS OF THE
ANCIENT SEA KINGS
Charles Hapgood—This classic
1966 book on ancient maps pro-
duces concrete evidence of an ad-
vanced world-wide civilization ex-
isting many thousands of years
before ancient Egypt. The author
has found the evidence in the Piri
Reis Map that shows Antarctica,

the Hadji Ahmed map, the Oronteus Finaeus and other
amazing maps. Hapgood concluded that these maps were
made from more ancient maps from the various ancient
archives around the world, now lost. Not only were these
unknown people more advanced in mapmaking than any
people prior to the 18th century, it appears the Americas
were mapped thousands of years before Columbus. Ant-
arctica was mapped when its coasts were free of ice.

8x10 P/B, 316, Illustrated, Maps,, Bibliography $19.95

MARY MAGDALENE
AND THE DIVINE
FEMININE Elizabeth Clare
Prophet—The author answers
today’s controversial questions: Is
God only male? Who is the Divine
Mother? What was Jesus’ relation-
ship with Mary Magdalene? What is
“original sin” and why did early
church fathers create it? Does celi-
bacy for priests actually work?
What was Jesus’ teaching on
women’s roles in church and society? Does gender have a
bearing on spiritual attainment? What does the feminine
side of being look like in modern times for both men and
women?

6x9 P/B, 320 pp. $15.95

MIND CONTROL
AND UFOS Jim Keith—
Drawing on his diverse re-
search and a wide variety of
sources, Jim Keith delves
into the bizarre “Alternative
3” story, including mind
control programs under-
ground bases not only on the
Earth, but also on the Moon
and Mars the real origin of
the UFO problem the mys-
terious deaths of Marconi
Electronics employees in
Britain during the 1980s the

Russian-American superpower arms race of the 50s, 60s,
and 70s as a massive hoax and other startling areas.

6x9, 235 pp. $14.95
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SECRET INITIATION OF
JESUS AT QUMRAN:  The
Essene Mysteries of John
the Baptist Robert Feather—The
author presents persuasive evidence
of the strong link between the
Qumran Essenes and New Testament
teachings, and that John the Baptist
and Jesus were intimately involved in
the Qumran community. He further
claims that early Christianity incorporated a form of
monotheism derived from the Egyptian pharaoh Akhe-
naten, uniquely espoused by the Essenes at Qumran.

6x9 P/B, 544 pp., 16-pg. color insert & 30 B&W illus.
$24.00

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN  Zecharia Sitchin—
327 pgs., illustrated, Paperback, $7.99

HB, $24.00

TRUE POWER OF WATER
Featured in the film “What the (Bleep) Do We Know!?”
Masaru Emoto—Explores the healing power of water—
for example, the curative capabilities of water, the capa-
bility of prayer to change water, the response of water to
music, and how an individual can promote the purity of
rainwater. He explores the limitations of Western medi-
cine and explains how many conditions that are thought
of as hereditary may not necessarily be so. Written for a
wide range of audiences, from cultural creatives to advo-
cates for natural living, this book shows how this most
basic liquid that is called the foundation of life also holds
the key to sustained good health and well-being. 

5 x 7 P/B, 200 pp. $16.95

TURNING THE HIRAM KEY: Making
Darkness Visible
Robert Lomas

Drawing from personal spiritual insights, hidden Ma-
sonic texts, and modern scientific knowledge, Lomas re-
veals why people join Freemasonry, what they expect to
find, and how they benefit. Lomas tackled the big unan-
swered questions about The Brotherhood. What is the
purpose of Freemasonry? What do Masons gain from
working its rituals? Can anybody benefit from the spiri-
tual teachings of “The Craft”? Are Masonic rituals simple
moral plays designed to encourage people to behave well?
Are they a secret tradition preserved from a long lost civ-
ilization? Are they meaningless formalities? Or do they
serve some deeper purpose? In the past, these inner se-
crets have been preserved for a select few, until this book.

6 x 9 H/B, 384 pp. $39.95 

VORTEX THEORY Russell Moon—Complete paper
offering the author’s challenge to Einstein. Includes “End
of the Concept of Time.” Moon’s work was presented and
praised in October at a major Russian Scientific Confer-
ence. It is currently being taught in schools in China.

8-3/4"x11", HB, 184 pp. Color Illus. $49.95

WATERMARK Joseph Christy-Vitale— Twelve
thousand years ago, the human race barely escaped anni-
hilation when a piece of exploded star passed through our
solar system, unleashing an apocalypse. Millions of
people, animals, and plants perished almost overnight.
Entire societies, cultures, and belief systems were lost
forever. The resulting aftershock shaped humanity for
thousands of years, and continues to haunt us to this day.
This is not fiction. This is history.  

5x8 P/B,  224 pp. $14.00

WARS OF GODS & MEN  Zecharia Sitchin
Paperback, 377 pgs., black & white illustrations $7.99

Hardcover $24.00

WHEN TIME BEGAN  Zecharia Sitchin
Paperback, 410 pgs., black & white illustrations $7.99

Hardcover $24.00
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ACTIVATING YOUR POWER TO CREATE
Dale Pond—We’ve all heard that we are powerful crea-
tors. Countless books have been written on this topic
which we've all studied to little avail. Maybe, just maybe,
the process is so simple we've been overlooking it. Re-
cently, Pond has discovered a new approach that works. It
is simple, direct, immediate and doable.  You can learn it
firsthand.

1 1/2 hr. DVD or VHS $24.95

ANCIENT POWER PLANTS AND
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

(from the 1999 Egypt In The New Millennium confer-
ence) Christopher Dunn—Explore how the pyramids
were really built, and how they were used.

VHS 240 min. $39.95

BIOLOGY OF BELIEF 
Dr. Bruce Lipton—Broadly reviews the molecular mecha-
nisms by which environmental awareness interfaces ge-
netic regulation and guides organismal evolution.  The
quantum physics behind these mechanisms provide in-
sight into the communication channels that link the
mind-body duality. This knowledge can be employed to
actively redefine our physical and emotional well-being.

120 min. DVD only  $39.95

BLUE APPLES: Stargate Secrets of
Jesus and Mari Magdalene 
Presented by William Henry

According to ancient legend, Blue Apples refer to an
astounding supernatural power and the key to humanity’s
spiritual liberation. Joshua, Moses, Nimrod, Mari, Nebu-
chadnezzar, Jesus and all the alchemists of old knew the
secret of the Blue Apples. Why does this knowledge still
remain a secret today? William Henry presents the untold
story of the Blue Apples, and the spiritual teachings of a
lost and ancient culture of enlightened beings known as
the Annunaki, or the “Shining Ones.”

3 hours - 3-tape set VHS or 2 DVD Disks $49.95

CIRCLESPEAK:
A Journey into
the Heart of Crop
Circle Country
Laurence Newnam—
Says producer and
writer, Laurence
Newnam, “We thought
we needed to raise the
bar—it’s time to treat
the topics of UFOs, crop
circles, and the para-
normal with more re-
spect and intelligence.”
Building on ten years of

research and writing about the phenomenon, Newnam
was able to gain greater access to the people involved.
The film captures the conflict between two adversarial
camps of opinion—the “Researchers,” who believe in a
genuine mystery and the “Circlemakers,” who claim to be
making the crop circles.  But it’s just not that simple, and
“CircleSpeak” never tries to dumb-down or explain the
things that still remain genuine mysteries.

97 min. with 2 hrs. of Extras - DVD only  $24.95

HARD-TO-FIND
VIDEO, DVD, etc.

10% Discount on
orders of over $100

(See page 81)ATLANTIS RISING
VIDEOS
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EGYPT STARGATE DISCOVERIES
A Four-DVD-Set of Egypt Lectures by William Henry

Stargate Discovery I “From Blue
Apples to Blue Lotus”—This talk is Henry's
first Egypt lecture.  He tells the story of Napoleon’s
search for the secrets of enlightenment in Egypt and
reveals the secrets of the Blue Lotus, the primary
symbol of ancient Egypt.  The pharaohs were masters
of light.  Their secrets are those controlled by the Illu-
minati and other secret cabals.  Henry shows how the
ancient Egyptians connected with the Field of the
Blessed through stargates and wormholes.  He explores
how the Egyptian mystery schools teachings were “cut
and pasted” into the Christian tradition.  Included is an
important discussion of the miracle of turning water
into wine as representative of activating our light en-
ergy bodies.

120 min.

Stargate Discovery II “Working for
the Gods”—This lecture is one of Henry’s best.  Its
premise is that mankind did not originally worship the
gods.  As in Egypt, they worked for them or “work-
shipped” them.  The duty of man was to bring pure
food to the gods.  In order for the food to be pure,
those serving it had to be pure themselves in other
words, a lower order of gods.  He explains that the
“work” humanity did for the gods was the Great Work,
alchemy.  This lecture brings to light new information
about alchemy, the human spirit and stargates that is
certain to change your view about religion and our re-
lationship with the gods.  Includes on-site footage of
temple depictions of the gods of Egypt and their tech-
nology.

180 min.

Stargate Discovery III “The
Evidence”—This lecture features the discoveries of
Henry’s exploration of the temples of Egypt.  Included
in this talk is never before published images from Den-
derah and Abydos presented by Henry with a unique
stargate twist.  This talk takes you into the temples as
never before.

60 min.

Stargate Discovery IV “The Wormhole
Dance” (same as, “Egypt: The Greatest Show on
Earth”)—Could a mystic Islamic dance reveal the se-
cret of transforming the human body?  Henry taped
such a dance and brings it to you with a lecture/
commentary.  See the Egyptian whirling dervish
(meaning “doorway”) present what may be the ulti-
mate secret of the gods in this religious dance. 

45 min.

$79.95 - Sold as set only.  (Discounted form $99.80)

CLASH OF THE
GENIUSES:

INVENTING THE
IMPOSSIBLE

Here, at last, is the
story of a handful of in-
ventors battling to save
the world from indus-
trial giants, like Ford,
Morgan, Edison and
their ilk. From Nikola
Tesla to T. Henry
Moray, from John Keely to Pons and Fleischman, the
struggle to break through with world-saving technol-
ogies has gone on for generations, but now a new
breed of inventors threatens to succeed where others
have failed. Here is the story and the commentary of
the geniuses behind many of today’s amazing discov-
eries in free energy, antigravity, rejuvenation, and
much more.

One-Hour VHS $19.95 DVD $24.95
 

ENGLISH
SACRED SITES:
THE ATLANTIS
CONNECTION

Powerful evidence
linking Stonehenge,

Avebury, Glastonbury
and many other Eng-
lish locations with an

advanced ancient
order now lost to his-
tory. Written and nar-

rated by Atlantis
Rising editor Doug

Kenyon, the video is
based primarily upon the discoveries of Cambridge-
trained scholar and author John Michell. The pro-
gram demonstrates how a mysterious network of per-
fectly straight tracks, laid out for hundreds of miles
across the English landscape, proves the great ad-
vancement of pre-historic science.

Forty minutes VHS $19.95 DVD $24.95 

TECHNOLOGIES
OF THE GODS
Overwhelming evi-

dence of the existence
of high technology in
prehistoric times, this
video shatters the or-
thodox scenario for
the dawn of civiliza-
tion on Earth. Now as-
sembled in a devas-
tating one-hour
documentary, hosted
by Atlantis Rising Ed-
itor and Publisher J.
Douglas Kenyon, are the comments and evidence of
breakthrough researchers such as John Anthony
West, Robert Bauval, Richard Noone, Colin Wilson,
John Michell, Patrick Flanagan, Christopher Dunn,
Zecharia Sitchin, David Hatcher Childress, Edgar
Evans Cayce and others.

One-Hour VHS $19.95 DVD $24.95

NEW!NEW!



CLOAK OF THE ILLUMINATI
DVD with William Henry

Millennia ago the, Stargate technology of the gods
was lost. Mayan Prophecy says it will return by the year
2012, along with our alignment with the center of our
galaxy. Could this bring the birth of a new matrix and a
new human? According to ancient texts, what is needed is
the Cloak of the Illuminati, a super skin with astounding
supernatural power which makes safe passage through
Stargates possible.

240 Minutes, 4-VHS or 2-DVD Set. $59.95

DA VINCI CODE DECODED Richard
Metzger—This is the definitive documentary exploration
of Dan Brown’s, “The Da Vinci Code,” that answers the
questions everyone is asking:  *What exactly was Leo-
nardo Da Vinci trying to tell us in his coded paintings?
Was Jesus married to Mary Magdalene? Who were the
Knights Templar? What is the secret of the mysterious
church at Rennes-le-Chateau? What is the Priory of Sion?
What secret did the real life Sauniere know that threat-
ened teh Church? What are the Gnostic Gospels? Did
Roman emperors rewrite the New Testament to control
the population?  This is essential viewing for all readers of
“The Da Vinci Code.”  Also features orignal location pho-
tography from The Louvre, Temple Church, Westminster
Abbey, Rosslyn Chapel, and Rennes-le-Chateau--all shot
especially for this production.

152 min. DVD only $19.95

AN EVENING WITH ZECHARIA SITCHIN
Zecharia Sitchin, internationally acclaimed author of The
Twelfth Planet, The Stairway To Heaven and Genesis Re-
visited to name a few, presents evidence for mankind’s ex-
traterrestrial origins and cosmic connections. Sitchin dis-
cusses some of the advanced knowledge possessed by the
Sumerians nearly 6,000 years ago. Not only did they have
the wheel and detailed writings on clay tablets but also
wrote of the planets in our solar system and knew the ac-
curate distances between them.

2-hours 2-videos $34.95

GOD, MAN AND ET
News from Hoagland Scientific: The question of other

worlds in science, theology and mythology.
8.5 Hours on 6 DVD $119.95

HEALING THE LUMINOUS BODY: The
Way of the Shaman Alberto Villoldo Ph.D.—In
this documentary film, Villoldo introduces us to the lumi-
nous energy field that surrounds and informs our phys-
ical body like a blueprint of life. He teaches us that by un-
derstanding its nature, we can actually heal ourselves and
each other. 

72 min. DVD and VHS $19.95
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THE GREAT YEAR  Narrated by James Earl
Jones—The Great Year. This DVD investigates commo-
nalities in ancient beliefs and looks back into time
seeking answers to questions that still loom over science
today. How far back do humankind’s roots really go?
What did the ancients know about the stars and their
movements and what can we learn from them? How was
the Precession of the Equinox used to mark the rise and
fall of these great ages by the ancients? The Great Year ex-
amines this theory and finds that perhaps these ancients
were really onto something!

46 min. DVD $24.95

INDIGO:  A Film of
Faith, Family and
an Extraordinary
Child Produced and Co-
Written by James
Twyman—This movie star-
ring, and co-written by,
Neale Donald Walsch (au-
thor of “Conversations with
God” books) weaves the
journey of a troubled
family with the search for
understanding that can
bring them together.

89 min. DVD only $24.95

IZAPA AND THE GALACTIC ALIGNMENT
IN 2012 and THE AZTEC CODE:
SPIRITUAL ASCENT AND THE END OF
TIME This set of three DVD/VHS is John Major Jenkins’
presentation at the “Signs of Destiny 2004 Conference:
Crop Circles and the Road to 2012.”—Izapa is the early
Mayan culture that invented the Long Count Calendar,
the mytho-cosmic calendar that gives us the famed 2012
date. Over sixty carved monuments at the site reveal how
the Izapan sky-watchers pioneered a profound Galactic
Cosmology over 2000 years ago. The centerpiece of this
profound worldview is the alignment of Solstice Sun and
Galactic Center that culminates around 2012, heralding a
time of rebirth and renewal in a vast 26,000-year period
of human spiritual unfolding. Jenkins is the author of
“Galactic Alignment” and “Maya Cosmogenesis 2012.”

5 hrs. approx. $59.95 - set of 3 DVD/VHS

LIFE ON MARS? New
Scientific Evidence

The press conference with Tom Van
Flandern, former Chief Astronomer for
the U. S. Naval Observatory and Brian
O’Leary, former Apollo Astronaut trained
for America’s first manned mission to
Mars. In this historic press conference,
scientists announce the discovery of star-

tling artifacts found among the 65,000 recently released
NASA/JPL photos by Mars Global Surveyor. They believe
these artificial structures are proof that Mars was once in-
habited by an intelligent civilization.”

Approx. 1 hr. VHS $19.95

LOST SCIENCE OF THE SOUL Presented by
William Henry—In this well documented video presenta-
tion, compelling evidence is presented that there is only
one great secret: the secret of the stargate or wormhole, a
universal transportation system known to the enlight-
ened seers of the Sumerian, biblical, Egyptian and other
primordial traditions. Although this sacred knowledge
was lost long ago, according to the Mayans we are about
to re-experience it now and enter a new age. The author
presents the spiritual, historical and scientific back-
ground of this imminent “Stargate Revolution” and the
fascinating journey of questioning, and discovery, that
awaits us all.

9 hours, 6-tape Set VHS or 6 DVD Disks  $119.95

MESSAGES FROM
WATER:  Water
Crystals in Motion
Masaru Emoto—By taking a
photographic look at water
crystals, we are able to deter-
mine the mysterious effects
that music and words have
on water.  Until now, re-
searchers alone--with the
use of their microscopes--
had the capacity to witness
water crystals grow and ex-
pand.  Not any more--caught

on video for the first time: water crystals in motion.
Refer to the DVD/VHS reviews in this issue for more cov-
erage of this item.

35 min.  DVD/VHS $19.95

A NATION UNDER
GOD Signs &
Symbols of the U.S.
Founding Fathers
William Henry—An explora-
tion of the coded art and
mystery symbols of the
Founding Fathers and their
connection to the Freema-
sons and Knights Templar.
There are mysteries con-
nected with the spiritual and
mythological symbols
chosen by the Founding Fa-
thers to represent their intentions. The goddesses
Freedom and Liberty. The eagle. The Liberty Cap. The All
Seeing Eye. Do these symbols contain keys to the secret
teachings of all ages? In this broadcast quality presenta-
tion William draws from the traditions of Alchemy, Ka-
ballah and sacred science to unravel vital knowledge
hidden within the icons of America to reveal the myster-
ious secret treasures of America.

50 minutes DVD $14.95

NONLOCALITY AND
THE OBSERVER
Mike Wright—Decades ago
Albert Einstein told us that
space and time are not con-
ditions in which we live they
are modes in which we
think. In this video, Mike
Wright explains how
quantum theory and labora-
tory experiments verify that
we have a connection to eve-
ryone and everything we
have ever interacted with.
You will learn the concepts

that allow you to not only change your future, but change
your personal past. Einstein also told us that what we see
depends upon the theories we use to interpret our obser-
vations. Mike explains how as the Observer you affect re-
ality. How we experience life depends upon the informa-
tion we have to interpret our interactions. The
information in this video allows you to update your per-
sonal model of reality and thus change how you view the
world and your experiences in it.

75 min. VHS $24.95

REMEMBERING ATLANTIS with Doug Kenyon
Atlantis Rising publisher Doug Kenyon talks about

planetary amnesia. From “Signs of Destiny II: Crop Cir-
cles and Earth Mysteries Conference” at Tempe, AZ in No-
vember of 2003.

90 min. VHS and DVD $24.95
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THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF ALIEN
IMPLANTS Dr. Roger Leir—For many years now, Dr.
Leir and his surgical team and organization, A&S Re-
search, have been doing an in-depth study into the subject
of alien implants. This is the first time he has collaborated
with video specialists to produce an all encompassing
presentation on this subject. Be forewarned, this video
contains material which might be disturbing for the
viewer since some of the actual surgeries are shown. You
will be taken into the actual laboratories which are per-
forming analysis of the objects and hear scientists talking
about the strange findings that lead us to the conclu-
sion—these objects may not be from this Earth. There are
interviews with some of the abductees who have under-
gone surgery for removal of possible alien implants. 

60 min. DVD & VHS $19.95

SECRETS OF ALCHEMY: The Great
Cross and the end of Time This documentary
produced by Jay Weidner covers his findings on the Great
Cross of Hendaye, based on his research instigated by a
book by Fulcanelli, “The Mysteries of the Cathedrals.” See
the review in this issue. 

60 min. - DVD only $19.95

SECRETS OF THE MATRIX? Live at
Brixton Academy David Icke—Here Icke reveals,
as he says, that a network of interbreeding bloodlines ma-
nipulating through their web of interconnecting secret so-
cieties have been pursuing an agenda for thousands of
years to impose a global centralized fascist state with total
control and surveillance of the population. 

6 hrs. 3 DVD/VHS set $59.95 

THE SPHINX AND THE
TOWER OF BABEL Grizzly
Adams Productions

From the Pax TV’s “Encoun-
ters with the Unexplained,” this
episode includes interviews with
Atlantis Rising editor Doug
Kenyon, Boston University Geolo-
gist Robert Schoch, Christopher
Dunn, Stephen Mehler and others.
Can we discover what, if anything,

is under the Sphinx? Is it possible that even today, the
Sphinx stands guard over some still undiscovered
chamber? Archaeologists and geologists square off as the
Egyptian government declares: hands off! Also, some
argue that much of the hatred and animosity in the world
today can be traced to a single event... the confusion of
language at the Tower of Babel. New discoveries fire the
debate.

DVD approximately 46 min. $19.95

TRUE POWER OF
WATER Masaru Emoto at the
Seventh International Conference
on Science and Consciousness—
Emoto expands on his revolu-
tionary research describing the
healing capabilities of water con-
cerning illness, and the power of
words on our health and immu-
nity.  Water has the capability to
transcribe the information of an
illness, and even people’s names
and pictures carry information of
their disease.  The limitations of Western medicine is ex-
plained, showing that hereditary conditions may not nec-
essarily be so.  Emoto’s main objective and passion is the
healing of water, mankind, and the earth.  He takes this
research one step further by providing practical everyday
uses for the healing power of water.

150 min. DVD & VHS $29.00 

UNDERSTANDING THE NEW CALENDAR
& THE LAW OF TIME and 2012
PROPHECY AND THE SPIRITUAL
JOURNEY
This set of three DVD/VHS is Jose Arguelles’ presentation
at the “Signs of Destiny 2004 Conference: Crop Circles
and the Road to 2012.”

Arguelles gives a hands-on workshop to initiate partic-
ipants into the New Time by introducing in detail the
practical use of the Thirteen Moon/28-day Calendar, the
synchronic codes of the Law of Time and the Dreamspell,
and the Journey of Timeship Earth 2013. Arguelles is the
author of “The Mayan Factor” and “Time and the Techno-
sphere.” 

4.5 hrs. approx. DVD/VHS $59.95 - set of 3

URBANMASTER—In the Home Ron and
Karen Hood—In this video you will learn how to prepare
your home and family for disaster. Be ready for earth-
quake, fire, terrorism, loss of job or other catastrophes.
See how dry ice can help you store food for up to 20 years,
how to handle sanitation issues during a disaster, and
what is the “Big Mistake”? Everyone who lives indoors
needs this information. If makes no difference if you live
in the city or off the grid. This material will make life
safer for you should the unthinkable happen. 

70 min. DVD $24.95 VHS $19.95

WHAT THE (BLEEP) DO WE KNOW!?
This award winning, pioneer film is part documentary,
part story, and part elaborate computer graphics and ani-
mation. The documentary part begins with a fascinating
assortment of physicists, neurologists, physicians, and
mystics who offer snippets of their theories on the
quantum physical world and human consciousness. These
ideas are then presented as a “Greek chorus” effect as
they’re intercut with the story featuring Oscar-winning
actress, Marlee Matlin. Her character questions the
meaning of her disappointing life and soon begins a series
of consciousness-expanding experiences. Through crea-
tive animation we get a glimpse into the world of emo-
tional addictions—to alcohol, food, power, victimization,
etc., and we see it all out-pictured through the characters.
One of the most significant moments in the film comes
through the incredible research and photography of Dr.
Masaru Emoto. He uses a powerful microscope and high-
speed photography to record the effects of consciousness
and intention on water. 

108 min. DVD only $23.99

CD ROM
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SOUND WAVE ENERGY—
FOUNDATION SERIES
Nicole LaVoie—The seven chakra recordings con-
tain the frequencies of the building block of the
body (amino acids, hormones, minerals, noble gases,
and vitamins.) Your body will re-attune to these fre-
quencies, which will enable you to assimilate them
from the foods you eat. The specific combination of
the frequencies on the recordings will bring balance
to the elements that we have too much of, thus
eliminating toxicity. The other recordings will re-
move resistance and stress, balance both sides of the
brain, release unhealthy emotions, and encourage
unconditional love.

12 CDs plus a complimentary copy of the book,
“Return to Harmony,”

the autobiography of founder, Nicole LaVoie,
plus one free CD—“Prana” (helps you breathe
better) or “Cal Mag” (helps you assimilate calcium
better)—your choice. 

$288.00

RADIANT BODY SERIES—SOUND
WAVE ENERGY Nicole LaVoie 

• Harmonic Structure CD—designed to help
the cartilage, tendons, ligaments and bones function
properly.

• Vibrant Expression CD—developed to assist
in cleansing and energizing the blood so it can carry
toxins out of the body and nutrients into the body,
to promote cellular changes to the root cells of the
skin, hair and nails.

• Physical Senses CD—designed to
strengthen and increase the acuity of the senses of
hearing, vision, smell and taste.

• Muscles CD—designed to tone muscles,
help the release of lactic acid after physical work and
bring a sense of deep relaxation throughout the
body.

• Ultimate Lovemaking CD—designed to en-
hance sexual function, providing energy that will
give a greater sensuality, enhance kinesthetic ability
and heighten our sense of touch.  

5 CD Set plus book, “Return to Harmony” $99.00

HOT!HOT!

NEW!NEW!
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ALL ORDERS OF OVER $100 (NOT COUNTING S&H) MAY DEDUCT 10% BEFORE ADDING S&H. 
Shipping and handling charge is $4.95 for the first item and $2

for each additional item, unless ad states differently
Payment may be by enclosed check or money order, or by Visa, MC or Amex.

ORDER FORM

Deduct 10% when merchandise totals $100 or more.
(offer does not apply to already discounted subscriptions or  special sale items such as group set offers) ➛➛➛➛

To subscribe or order any of the items on the seven preceding pages or
on any of the house ads throughout the magazine (see directory) you
have the following options:
• TELEPHONE Use your credit card and call our toll free number

800-228-8381. (Mastercard, Visa, or American Express)
• INTERNET Use the shopping basket on our website at

www.AtlantisRising.com (not always current on available products)
• E-MAIL Simply send a note to darsi@atlantisrising.com (be sure to in-

clude your Visa, MC or Amex number and expiration date).
• POSTAL Write Atlantis Rising, P.O. Box 441, Livingston, MT 59047, tell

us what you want and include a check or money order in the correct
amount, or use the handy form below. (Credit cards are also okay by
mail, just include your number and expiration date).

• FAX Same procedure as with postal.  Be sure to include your credit
card information. Our fax number is 406-222-3078.

MAKE COPIES OF THIS ORDER BLANK, SO THAT YOU CAN USE IT AGAIN!
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10% Discount on
orders of over $100

All products sold by Atlantis Rising have a 30-day money-back
guarantee against defects in materials and workmanship.

Products offered for sale by Atlantis Rising are made available in order to
provide our customers with commercial choices difficult to obtain elsewhere.
However, the appearance of any product in these pages,  does not constitute
an endorsement or guarantee by this publication. Any inaccuracies or invalid
commentary in the contents, or problems with the quality of presentation, in
any material offered are the sole responsibility of the producer of the mate-
rial. Moreover, Atlantis Rising makes no claims or guarantees, express or im-
plied, concerning the worth, appropriateness, or efficacy of any philosophies,
remedies or strategies associated with any products sold or advertised in this
magazine. 
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HERE’S MY CLASSIFIED AD!
_____ total characters (not words) X $0.18 = $_______.____

FULL PAYMENT IS ENCLOSED ($10 minimum).
(Mail to: ATLANTIS RISING • P.O. Box #441 • Livingston, MT 59047)

To be in the next issue, your ad with payment must be in two weeks prior to press.
The publisher reserves the right to refuse any ad deemed unsuitable

to this publication for any reason, and to refund the payment.

YES! I want to
reach Atlantis Rising’s
unique market for
just pennies per
character.

ADVERTISING POLICY

The man-
agement of
“Atlantis
Rising” re-
serves the
right to re-
fuse any ad-
vertising
deemed in-
compatible with our editorial
and/or graphic policies. The ap-
pearance of any ad in “Atlantis
Rising” does not constitute an
endorsement by the publisher.
Any inaccuracies or misrepresen-
tations in such advertising are
the sole responsibility of the
advertiser.

Patents for Lost Causes
&  Impossible Inventions

Inventor Mentor

FREE IP Kit & Gift

• BOOKS, TAPES, ETC.
EDGAR CAYCE INFO: www.cayce.com

LIFE ENERGY PUBLICATIONS: your source
for the collective works of Joseph Scogna.
www.scogna.com.

ANCIENT TEACHINGS FOR A SANER
WORLD. www.teachers-of-light.com Free bro-
chure (831)458-5280

HOME STUDY COURSES in the paranormal.
Online Registration. Course as low as $40
each. The American Institute of Metaphysics.
www.instituteofmetaphysics.com.

IMMORTALITY DISCOVERED. www.alaska
publishing.com

UNLOCK YOUR MIND. Read The Unlocked
Mind Newsletter. Visit UnlockedMind.com for
more info and samples.

• INTUITIVES
WWW.INTUITIVE—PSYCHIC—
ARCHAEOLOGY.COM

CLASSIFIEDS

• OPPORTUNITIES
PROSPECTIVE AUTHORS: Do you have a book
you want to publish? Check out TGS alterna-
tive options and solutions for publishing your
manuscript. http://tgspublishing.com.

MAKE MONEY. Distribute Atlantis Rising. Buy
25 or more copies at a 50% discount. Credit
card orders 1-800-228-8381.

• TECHNOLOGY
HEALTH & HARMONY through Sound Wave
Energy. See ad on page 5 or call 888/267-2309.
www.harmonyera.com

USED ESSENTIAL SOUND BEAM.  $495 in-
cluding shipping USA. 540-442-6416

TESLA TECHNOLOGY: The Multi-Wave Oscil-
lator! Developed by Georges Lakhovsky in the
1930s for use in French clinics, the MWO is
now available for experimental use. Send $1
for complete info pack. Zephyr Tech!, POB 55,
Bellbrook, OH 45305, (937) 866-9738,
mwo@zephyrtechnology.com,
www.zephyrtechnology.com.
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